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ABSTRACT 
Problem 
The purpose of this study was: (1) to develop graded study 
guides for use in paired practice in sixth grade social studies, and 
(2) to evaluate the effectiveness of this procedure as one means of 
improving the power of recall and the ability to comprehend and retain 
subject matter. 
Procedure 
Forty-four study guides based on Ginn and Company's textbook, 
Your World and Mine, were constructed. They included: fifteen detailed-
question lessons in aided recall; fourteen outline-techniques exercises 
in summarizing; and fifteen general-question lessons in unaided recal l . 
The study guides were planned for use in the regular social studies 
period for twenty-five teaching days. Children worked independently in 
pairs within three ability groups, with each group progressing at a 
different rate. 
The study was conducted in t wo public s chool systems within a 
fifteen-mile radius of the city of Boston. Five hundred and twenty-
three pupils were divided into two groups, with 265 in the experimental 
group and 258 in the control. Groups were equated on the basis of 
chronological age, mental age, reading achievement, and ability in oral 
recall. 
The following battery of seven tests was administered: (1) Otis 
Quick-Scoring Mental Ability Tests, Beta Test, Form A; (2) Gates Reading 
Survey for Grade 3 (2nd Half) to Grade 10, Forms I and II; (3) a social 
studies test constructed by the investigator; (4) a modified form of the 
Bogardus Social Distance Scale; (5) a pupil and a teacher questionnaire 
developed for the purpose of evaluation; and the following instruments 
developed at Boston Un iversity: (6) Bucknam's selections for measuring 
oral and written recall; and (7) a subject preference rating scale. 
Reliabil i ty was established on the original social studies test and on 
each of the four recall selections, as tests of both oral and written 
recall. Teachers evaluated the procedure in individual conferences 
with the investigator. 
Conclusions 
1. Both groups made significant gains in oral and in written 
recall. Slightly greater gains were made in each by the ex-
perimental group; however, the difference in gains was not 
statistically significant. 
2. The difference in mean score on the social studies test re-
sulted in a critical ratio of 2.58 which favored the control 
group. 
3. Gains were made by both groups in reading achievement, ex-
pressed as reading age. All gains and all differences between 
the gains of both groups in total reading age, comprehension, 
vocabulary, and the speed of reading lack statistical signifi-
cance. 
4. Significant gains were made in social acceptance among pupils 
in both groups. 
5. No significant change was found in the attitudes of children 
toward the social studies. 
6. Pupils in experimental classrooms enjoyed the lessons and 
liked working with a partner. They preferred: reading ques-
tions after reading the textbook; answering questions to one 
paragraph at a time; and giving answers orally. 
7. Teachers observed that pupils generally liked the lessons and 
greatly enjoyed paired practice. 
1 Criticisms and Suggestions for Further Study 
These materials used with virtually complete self-direction on 
the part of pupils have had practically the same value as the regular 
teacher-directed method of teaching social studies. Previous research 
further indicates the value of team learning; therefore, additional re-
search in this area seems justifiable. In future investigations using 
graded study guides in paired practice, the following changes appear 
advantageous: 
1. Extend the actual working time of the study and cover the 
textbook material more slowly. 
2. Shorten each study guide and provide more time for daily class 
discussions. 
3. Limit the use of study guides to three or four lessons a week. 
4. Provide for systematic review at regular intervals. 
5. Employ a greater variety of materials. 
--------------
6 . Vary the approach more and add greater flexibility to the 
procedure. 
7. Include specific provisions for enrichment activities. 
8. Provide increased opportunities for pupil-teachers to work 
with the slower pupils who have reading difficulties. 
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CHAPTER I 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
AND REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
Factual material in the content areas comprises a major part of 
the reading done by children in the intermediate grades. This kind of 
work-type reading is highly complex in nature and involves skills which 
differ from those required in narrative and basal reading materials. 
Therefore, effective instructio~ in study skills is an important task of 
the teacher of grades four, five, and six. 
I. THE PROBLEM 
Statement of the Problem 
The purpose of this study was: (1) to develop graded study 
guides for use in paired practice in sixth-grade social studies, and 
(2) to evaluate the effectiveness of this procedure as one means of im-
proving the power of recall and the ability to comprehend and retain sub-
ject matter. 
Importance of the Study 
A range of educational achievement and mental development of from 
five to eight years is found in the average sixth-grade classroom of 
1 
today. In fact, Smith says, "Sixtl:t-grade children have little in common 
1Henry P. Smith, Psychology in Teaching (New York: Prentice-Hall, 
Inc., 1954), p. 307. 
Boston Uni va:rrJi ty 
School of Education 
LibrarY. 
--except that they are all in the sixth grade." 
Progress is being made in providing for these levels of ability in 
basal reading instruction. However, little has been done to adapt mate-
rials and techniques in social studies and the other content fields to 
individual differences. If an entire class is to use materials of the 
same reading level in these subjects with any degree of success, graded 
lessons which allow children to progress with confidence in each study 
skill must be provided. 
Recall is an important study skill, in that it is the basis for 
understanding, interpreting, and using information read in factual mate-
rial. Prepar~d graded study guides appear to be an effective way to de-
velop comprehension and recall. Through their use, children may be 
grouped according to reading ability and given the opportunity to pro-
gress at their own rates. An added advantage is that the children may 
work in teams of two and three and use the study guides independently. 
This study was an attempt to construct and evaluate a planned 
program of graded study guides designed to improve recall and the compre-
hension and retention of subject matter in sixth-grade social studies. 
The materials may be used with children divided into three ability 
groups and paired within each group. 
II. REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
The available literature includes numerous studies which are perti-
nent to various phases of this investigation. The research reviewed in 
this chapter will be concerned with: (1) Recall, (2) Study Skills, and 
(3) Children's Preferences for the Social Studies. 
2 
Research in Relation to Recall 
Simple recall is fundamental in the comprehension, retention, and 
interpretation of material read. Investigators have concerned themselves 
with such factors as fluency, levels of difficulty, relationships between 
oral and written recall, and immediate and delayed recall. Numerous pro-
grams of specific exercises have been planned and evaluated in an effort 
to discover better ways of improving the power of recall. 
Retention and recall. The ability to read is of little value un-
less it is accompanied by the power to retain the ideas gathered and to 
1 
recall them when the occasion demands it. Germane and Germane stated in 
1930 that the acquisition and application of knowledge aue made possible 
by the ability to retain and recall the main points read. They further II 
asserted, "Time and effort spent in develop i ng skill in rapid reading and 
2 
in organization are wasted, unless the essential ideas are retained. " 
3 In 1939 Gray emphasized the need for focusing attention in the 
classroom upon recall. He observed that the importance of recall was 
generally recognized by psychologists and investigators of problems in 
reading, but that it was usually ignored by both pupils and teacher. 
1 Charles E. Germane and Edith Gayton Germane, Silent Reading 
(New York: Row, Peterson and Company, 1930). 
2 Ibid., p. 86. 
3william S. Gray, Recent Trends in Reading (The University of 
Chicago Supplementary Educational Monographs, Number 49. Chicago: The 
University of Chicago Press, 1939). 
3 
1 
Research has shown that recall aids in retention. In 1914 Myers 
conducted studies on recall in relation to retention and reported a de-
cided gain in final recall as a result of intervening recall. According 
2 
to Yoakam, an immediate recall test of learning is more effective on de-
layed recall than is a single reading of the material. He made an in-
vestigation using 1055 fifth-grade children in forty-two classes and ad-
ministered pretests, an immediate test, a test one day later, and tests 
after fourteen, twenty-eight, and sixty-three days. His findings re-
vealed that: 
1. Retention is significantly aided by review tests. 
2. The rate of forgetting is most accelerated the first day 
following learning. 
3. The pretest had no significant effect on the amount learned, 
according to the immediate test. 
He concluded that review tests are an effective means of aiding retention 
of materials learned and that they should be employed as one of the tools 
of learning. 
3 Yoakam further asserted that experience has taught us that chil-
dren can be taught to remember what they read by purposeful, systematic 
1Garry C. Myers, "Recall i n Relation to Retention," Journal of 
Educational Psychology (March, 1914), 3:119-130. 
2Gerald A. Yoakam, "The Effect of a Single Reading on the Reten-
tion of Various Types of Material in the Content Subjects as Measured by 
Immediate and Delayed Recall" (unpublished Doctoral dissertation, 
Graduate School, State University of Iowa, Iowa City, 1922). 
3 Gerald A. Yoakam, "How to Remember What One Reads, 11 The Elemen-
tary English Review (April, 1930), 7:83-86. 
4 
training and that practice in orderly assimilation of ideas and in fixing 
these ideas in memory by careful reviewing is essential. Following his 
study on the effect of recall on retention, Raffel 1 declared that prac-
tice in recall increased the amount of retention of material learned. 
Concerned with the effect of recall on the retention of factual 
2 
material, Spitzer conducted a study in which he measured retention of a 
selection of 577 words in length by a multiple-choice test of twenty-five 
items of five responses each. He found that: (1) single immediate re-
call helped students to remember for two months more than was remembered 
without recall for twenty-four hours, and (2) more is forgotten in one 
day without recall than is forgotten in sixty-three days with the aid of 
recall. He therefore concluded that recall tests are an effective method 
of aiding retention of learned materials. A later attempt to study the II 
3 
effect of review tests on retention was made by Tiedeman in 1948, and he 
concluded that the problem of retention is the basic consideration that 
underlies all learning. 
A comparison of the amount of recall among fifth-grade children 
from material read only once with material left for free reference by 
4 
the child was made by Howe in 1943. She found no statistical difference 
1 G. S. Raffel, "The Effect of Recall on Retention," Journal of 
Experimental Psychology (1934), 17:828-837. 
2Herbert F. Spitzer, "Studies in Retention," Journal of Educa-
tional Psychology (December, 1939), 30:641-656. 
3Herman R. Tiedeman, "A Study in Retention of Classroom Learning," 
Journal of Educational Research (March, 1948), 41:516-531. 
4Elizabeth Howe, "Measurement of Recall With and Without Text" 
(unpublished Master's thesis, Boston University, Boston, 1943). 
5 
between the total recall of material read only once and of material con-
stantly before the pupils. Following a similar study with fifth-grade 
1 
children, Kelly reported significant gains made by the experimental 
group who were allowed to have the material before them while comprehen-
sion checks were being made. Therefore, she supported the thesis held by 
Yoakam and others that recall from material read more than once is greater 
that from a single reading. 
Oral and written recall. Interest i n attempting to determi ne the 
relative difficulty of oral and written recall has stimulated research 
2 
in this area. In a study of children's original compositions, Betzner 
found that children did as well in written recall as in oral, prov ided 
the mater i al was easy. She also discovered that pupils showed an in-
crease in ability in oral recall from grades three to six and that abil-
3 
ity in oral recall and general intelligence are related. Potter re-
ported that children in grades three to six repvoduced easy material i n 
written better than in oral form but that when the material was diffi-
cult, oral recall was better. 
In an attempt to determine the amount of fluency in oral and 
1 Florence Kelly, ''Measurement of Recall With and Without Text" 
(unpublished Master's thesis, Boston Univers i ty, Boston, 1952). 
2 Jean Betzner, Content and Form of Chi ldren's Original Composi-
tions (Teacher's College Contributions to Education, No. 442. New York: 
Teachers College, Columbia University, 1930). 
3Ruth Potter, "Comparison of Oral Recall and Written Recall of 
Silent Reading in the Middle Grades" (unpubl i shed Master's thesis, 
Boston University, Boston, 1943). 
II 
6 
1 
written recall, Burns compared the oral and written reports of fourth-
grade pupils on motion pictures. She reported significant differences in 
favor of oral over written in both immediate and delayed recall. 
Research has proved that there are varying levels of diff i culty i n 
2 
recall. Tarrant's study in 1940 ind i cated that unaided recall i s in-
fer i or to the recall of ideas on multip l e-cho i ce tests. The following 
3 year Bucknam compared the fluency of unaided oral recall with written 
recall in silent reading in geography in gr ade five. Recall on the se-
lections used in the study was measured by multiple-choice questions con-
structed on the same material. She concluded that multiple-choice recall 
was easier than unaided recall and that unaided oral recall was superior 
4 
to written. Courtney also found that children who could recall well by 
recognition on multiple-choice tests were very low in recalling by writ-
ten reproduction. 
5 Courtney, Bucknam, and Durrell stressed the danger of placing too 
much value on the results of reading tests made up of multiple-choice 
1Marion T. Burns, "A Comparison of the Fluency of Oral and Written 
Recall of Children in the Fourth Grade" (unpublished Master's thesis, 
Boston University, Boston, 1951). 
2Katherine Tarrant, "Fluency i n Or al Expression" (unpublished 
Master's thes i s, Boston Un i versity, Boston , 1940). 
3 Margaret E. Bucknam, "A Compar i son of Oral Recall with Written 
Recall in Silent Reading i n Geography i n Grade F i ve" (unpublished 
Master's thesis, Boston University, Boston, 1941). 
4 Paul Douglas Courtney, "Recall by Reproduct i on versus Recall by 
Recognition" (unpublished Master's thesis, Boston Un i versity, Boston, 
1941). 
5 Paul D. Courtney, Margaret E.. Bucknam, and Donald D. Durrell, 
"Multiple Choice Recall versus Oral and Written Recall," Journal of 
Educational Research (February, 1943), 29:458-461. 
7 
items. They indicated that pupils who earn high scores on tests of this 
type may fail when unaided recall i s necessary; therefore, fluency of 
oral and written recall should be measured whenever the reading ability 
of pupils is analyzed. 
1 
Continuing the study by Bucknam, Elliot found a high relation-
ship between mental age and oral recall; between mental age and written 
recall; and between oral and written recall. 
Improvement of recall. The problem of measuring and evaluating 
techniques for improving recall has long been considered by those in the 
2 
field of education. In 1918 Gates conducted a study in which children 
in grades three to eight were given nine-minute study periods using two 
t ypes of material: (1) non-sense syllables, and (2) connected sense ma-
terial in the form of biographies. He found a positive correlation, 
large enough to bear some significance, between immediate recall of the 
sense and the non-sense material; between delayed recall of the two ma-
terials; and between immediate recall of one kind of material and delayed 
recall of the other. He concluded that there is no way to increase one's 
native retent i veness but that permanence in learning may be influenced 
by: (1) the way in which a person learns, (2) the time spent in prac-
tice, and (3) the way in which the time i s spent. 
1
vera Elliot, "Comparison of the Factors Related to Oral and 
Written Recall" (unpublished Master's thesis, Boston University, Boston, 
1943). 
2 Arthur I. Gates, "Correlation of Immediate and Delayed Recall," 
Journal of Educational Psychology (November, 1918), 9:489-496. 
8 
1 
Davis in 1935 supported the idea that retention serves as a basis 
for thinking and for solv ing new problems as they arise. In regard to 
permanency in learning, he declared, "Memory is definitely influenced by 
2 
heredity but may be improved in its expression by training." 
Numerous investigations have been conducted in an effort to deter-
mine the effect of planned programs on the improvement of recall. 3 Burke 
reported that twenty-five lessons providing specific practice in oral re-
call in grade six produced significant gains in ability in both oral and 
4 
written recall. After a careful study, Sullivan indicated that specific 
practice in oral recall in a third-grade classroom of twenty-six pupils 
yielded gains in power in oral recall of the experimental group. 
5 
An attempt was made by Geary to evaluate the effect of a series 
of lessons on the organization of reca l l and on the number of ideas pre-
sented in oral recall of narrative stories in grade three. Material was 
built for use with four levels of reading achievement, and results showed 
that the experimental group made significant gains in the ability to 
organize ideas and in the number of ideas presented. 
1Robert A. Davis, Psychology of Learning (New York: McGraw-Hill 
Book Company, 1935), pp. 203-204. 
2
rbid., p. 231. 
3Marie L. Burke, "An Evaluation of Workbook Exercises for Develop-
ing Oral Recall in Grade Six" (unpublished Master's thesis, Boston 
University, Boston, 1946). 
4
catherine Sullivan, "An Evaluation of Workbook Exercises for 
Developing Oral Recall i n Grade Three " (unpublished Master's thesis, 
Boston University, Boston, 1948). 
5Alice R. Geary, "An Evaluation of a Planned Program for Improving 
Organization in Oral Recall" (unpublished Master's thesis, Boston Uni-
versity, Boston, 1949). 
9 
1 
An investigation by Foster dealt with sequence in written recall. 
A series of exercises designed to aid in improving the ability to recall 
material read and to recall it i n sequenc ~ , by writing immediately after 
reading, were used for a five-week period in twenty-three classrooms in-
volving 533 sixth-grade pupils. The findings were that the experimental 
group made significant gains in the ability to do written recall, in the 
amount of material retained, and in the ability to recall in sequence. 
The effect of thirty graded supplementary exercises on improving 
written recall and the retention of factual material read from the regu-
2 
lar text in sixth-grade social studies was evaluated by Hosker. Statis-
tically significant gains were made by the experimental group in the 
factual material recalled, but differences were insignificant in the re-
call achievement of quartile four over quartile one based on both reading 
ability and intelligence quotients; in the retention of factual material 
over a period of eight weeks; and in the effect of the special exercises 
on reading scores. 
An investigation evaluating two types of workbook exercises for 
3 
improving both oral and written recall was conducted by Scott. She de-
veloped lessons involving an outline analysis-technique and lessons 
1Elizabeth V. Foster, "Experiments in the Improvement of Written 
Recall" (unpublished Doctoral dissertation, Boston University, Boston, 
1949). 
2George Hosker, "Experiments in the Improvement of Written Recall 
in Social Studies" (unpublished Master's thesis, Boston University, 
Boston, 1954). 
3Helen E. Scott, "An Evaluation of Two Types of Workbook Exercises 
for the Improvement of Recall" (unpublished Doctoral dissertation, 
Boston University, Boston, 1949). 
10 
employing a graduated-question technique and used them ten minutes daily I 
for thirty-five school days with children in the second half of the fifth 
grade, The results showed: 
1. That both experimental groups made superior gains in oral 
recall. 
2. A significant difference. in favor of the outline analysis 
technique in oral recall. 
3. No significant difference in sex. 
4. No significant gains in bright children over dull. 
5. No significant difference in superior readers over poor. 
6. That both experimental groups made gains in written recall, 
with the graded question practice showing a gain, which was 
not significant, over the outline method. 
Supplementary history study guides, which were used for fifteen 
minutes daily over a six-week period with fourth-grade pupils working i n 
study teams of two, three, four, and five, were developed and evaluated 
1 by Campanaro. She reported that the children who participated in this 
planned program made marked gains in both oral and written recall and 
that they enjoyed working in small groups. 2 Dillon experimented with 
graded study guides designed to bring f i fth-grade children from aided to 
unaided recall through specific exercises using identification or 
1 Lena E. Campanaro, "Graded Lessons for Use of Study Teams ·; Grade 
Four" (unpublished Master's thesis, Boston University, Boston, 1956). 
2Barbara J. Dillon, "An Experiment with Graded Study Guides" 
(unpublished Master's thesis, Boston University, Boston, 1956). 
11 
matching, direct questions, and unaided recall. Difficulty was increased 
by lengthening the lessons and by lessening the dependence on the words 
of the text. Children were divided into three groups and paired within 
the groups. The results of this study revealed that these materials and 
methods were not effective in improving either oral or written recall. 
1 
Following a similar pattern in grade five, Zubrinski evaluated 
the effectiveness of graded study gui des used with study teams of two, 
three, and five for a total of twenty-four lessons extending over a 
period of six weeks. He reported that this type of specific practice 
produced significant gains in oral recall but that the gains made in 
written recall were of no statistical significance. 
2 
Dealing with social studies in grade four, Reagan prepared 
eighteen graded lessons which were used over a six-week period. Children 
were divided into three ability groups and into study teams of two, three, 
and five, with individual children rotating as pupil-teachers during the 
experiment. Results showed that significant gains were made by the ex-
perimental classroom in both oral and written recall. 
Study Skills 
A greater awareness of the need for improved instruction in the 
study skills seems evident in the field of education. Specialists are 
1Eugene P. Zubrinski, "An Evaluation of the Improvement of Oral 
and Written Recall with the Use of Graded Study Guides in Grade Five" 
(unpublished Master's thesis, Boston University, Boston, 1957). 
2 John Francis Reagan, "Improving Recall Through Graded Study 
Lessons in Grade Four" (unpublished Master's thesis, Boston University, 
Boston, 1957). 
12 
placing more emphasis upon the teaching of the specific skills involved 
in the content areas, and research is striving to discover more effective I 
ways of developing desirable study habits and skill in work-type reading. 
Reading and comprehension in the social studies. Comprehension of 
material read is a matter of great concern among those who have spent 
years working in this area. Furthermore, what is involved in comprehen-
1 
sian is a matter of controversy. Yoakam declared: 
Even today there is some uncertainty as to the true nature 
of comprehension. Literally, comprehension means the grasping 
of meaning. . . . For, unless the child can make sense out of 
what he reads, he tends to commit words to memory--to mouth 
words that carry no meaning to him. This results in pure ver-
balism which in the past has been so widespread in the schools. 
2 Durrell supported this opinion when he stated that, "Research 
has not yet shown the perfect program for systematic development of read-
ing comprehension" and that some specialists list a great many compre-
hension skills, others only a few. He further asserted that even the 
term "comprehension" has many different meanings. 
Measuring comprehension is a complex problem. An early attempt 
to measure the extent to which elementary school pupils comprehend easy, 
1Gerald A. Yoakam, "Development of Comprehension in the Middle 
Grades," Current Problems of Reading Instruction, Gerald A. Yoakam, 
editor and compiler (Report of the Seventh Annual Reading Conference, 
University of Pittsburgh. Pittsburgh: The University of Pittsburgh Press, 
1951), p. 28. 
2Donald D. Durrell, "Development of Comprehension and Interpreta-
tion, 11 Reading in the Elementary School, Forty-Eighth Yearbook of the 
National Society for the Study of Education, Part II (Chicago: University 
of Chicago Press, 1949), p. 199. 
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1 
I factual materials was made by Greene, who conducted three experiments 
using what the experimenter termed rather exact tests of comprehension. 
He reported that children read and glibly discuss certain content mate-
rial but make startlingly low scores on any objective indication of com-
prehension. He felt that much more emphasis is needed on drill on con-
tent material for the purpose of developing comprehension. 
In an attempt to determine the relationship between general read-
ing comprehension and reading comprehension in a specific subject matter 
2 
area, Artley administered tests to two hundred cases and found a high 
correlation between these two abilities. 
A pupil's achievement in the intermediate grades depends largely 
upon desirable study habits, skill and motivation in work-type reading. 
3 
According to Yoakam, 
It is our contention that the teacher must recognize that 
in the curriculum fields lies much material that a child is 
required to read, understand, and use. Since basic reading 
cannot deal with specific reading problems and adjustment re-
quired in each field, it follows that these problems must be 
dealt with as they are met in the particular field • • . 
Ltha!7 the teacher teaches reading wherever and whenever ad-
visable until the pupils come to read effectively in all sit-
uations where reading is required. 
1Harry A. Greene, "Measuring Comprehension of Content Material," 
Silent Reading, Twentieth Yearbo.ok of the National Society for the Study 
· of Education, Part II (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1921), 
I pp, 114-125. 
2A. Sterl Artley, "A Study of Certain Relationships Between Gen-
' eral Reading Comprehension and Reading Comprehension in a Specific Sub-
ject Matter Area," Journal of Educational Research (February, 1944), 
37:464-473. 
3Gerald A. Yoakam, "Essential Relationships Between Reading and 
Subject Fields or Areas of the Curriculum," Journal of Educational Re-
search (February, 1945), 38:468-469. 
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1 This opinion was shared by Gray, who states that develop i ng ef-
ficient reading and study habits is one of the most pressing problems the 
schools face today. He also feels that a school's reading program is 
given an acid test as children attempt to learn through reading in the 
2 
various subject areas. Artley supported the i dea by asserting that the 
reading of factual material is a highly important activity, in that the 
reader's skill in understanding and in generalizing depends upon his 
ability to acquire facts. 
3 
Anderson, concerned with reading in the social studies, declared, 
II study skills are too often the step-children or even the orphans 
of the reading program. " She emphasized the fact that teaching these 
skills thoroughly is one of the best ways to help children to learn to 
read the social studi es. It is also her opinion that the stories in the 
basal reader should never be depended upon to furnish all of the content 
for developing study skills and that "Pupils need help in selecting main 
and subordinate i deas, in evaluating and accepting or rejecting, in 
1 WilliamS. Gray, "The Theme of the Conference," Improving Read i ng 
in the Content Fields (The University of Chicago Supplementary Educa-
tional Monographs, Number 62. Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 
194 7) ' pp . 1-5 • 
2A. Sterl Artley, "Factual Material--Social Studies, Science, 
Biography," Classroom Techniques i n Improv i ng Reading (The University of 
Chicago Supplementary Educational Monographs, Number 69. Chicago: The 
University of Chicago Press, 1949). 
3Marion A. Anderson, "Learning to Read in the Social Studies," 
Reading and the Language Arts in the School Program, Gerald A. Yoakam, 
editor and compiler (Report of the Sixth Annual Conference on Reading, 
University of Pittsburgh. Pittsburgh: The University of Pittsburgh 
Press, 1950), p. 95. 
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1 
summarizing, and in outlining." 
2 
The importance of reading is stressed by Robinson, et al., who 
declare that it is an i ndispensable activity in the social studies class-
room and is invaluable in stimulating the thi nking of boys and girls and 
i n enriching their experiences. These authors also point out that a wide 
range of abilities and skills is involved and that specific guidance in 
study-type reading is needed at every grade level. 
of the same opinion when they say: 
3 
Bond and Tinker are 
Mastery of the basic reading skills, however, is not enough 
for best achievement in the content areas. Reading content 
materials is a complex task. For this, in addition to the basic 
skills, the reader must apply expertness, some of which is unique 
to the subject matter. . . . Achievement in the content areas, 
therefore, requires proficient use of both basic and special 
reading abilities. 
4 
Russell indicated that comprehension operates on several levels. 
Recognition and understanding of the words is the simplest level, while 
more complex comprehension includes memory of the ideas. The third level 
involves relating and classifying ideas to reach a generalization, and 
finally the level of interpretation or the utilization of ideas is 
reached. These levels must be considered in making successful plans for 
1 Anderson, op. cit., p. 97. 
2Ruth Robinson, et al., "Reading and Listening Skills, 11 Skills in 
the Social Studies, Twenty-fourth Yearbook of the National Council for 
the Social Studies (Washington, D. C.: National Education Association, 
1953), p. 107. 
3Guy L. Bond and Miles A. Tinker, Reading Difficulties: Their 
Diagnosis and Correction (New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 1957), 
p. 4. 
4David H. Russell, Children Learn to Read (Boston: Ginn and 
Company, 1949). 
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II 
improving comprehension. 
Specialists in reading have pointed out other factors involved in 
- 1 
the problem of reading in the social studies~ In 1951 Harris declared 
that some of the functional reading skills are so general that they tend 
to be taken for granted by teachers and are frequently neglected. He 
also asserted, " .•• much of our present material is unsuitable for 
teaching study skills .•. All too many texts are so difficult that 
2 
the job of sheer comprehension is too much for many pupils." 
The value of varying our approaches to reading in the social 
3 
studies is emphasized by Whipple, who states, " ... when reading acti-
vities fall into the same pattern day after day, they become monotonous 
and discourage the discovery of solutions to problems." 
4 Young believes that much of the job of improving social studies 
instruction is a matter of improving reading abilities. He encourages 
teaching the reading skills most needed in the social studies; using 
social studies material for this instruction; and, as a rule, confining 
it to the social studies period. 
1Albert J. Harris, "A Program for the Development of Study Skills 
in the Middle and Upper Grades," Current Problems of Reading Instruction, 
Gerald A. Yoakam, editor and compiler (Report of the Seventh Annual Con-
ference on Reading, University of Pittsburgh. Pittsburgh: The University 
of Pittsburgh Press, 1951), pp. 62-72. 
2
rbid., p. 68. 
3Gertrude Whipple, "Developing Good Reading Habits in the Social 
Studies," Education (October, 1953), 136:19. 
4wi1liam E. Young, "Reading in the Social Studies of the Elemen-
tary Schools," Social Education (March, 1953), 17:111-114. 
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1 According to Smith, "Probably the larger portion of the teaching 
of work-type reading skills will occur during the beg i nn i ng of the year 
rather than after the year is well along." He further stresses that we 
never assume that children are skillful in this type of reading. 
2 
This idea is supported by Durrell, who says, 
The most effective time for an intensive effort to improve 
pupils' study abilit i es is in the fall. Six weeks of assistance 
in increasing the power to remember what has been read will prove 
most helpful during the remainder of the year. 
Retention of subject matter. Comprehension and retention of sub-
3 
ject matter have a direct relationship to each other. In 1940 Gray de-
clared, 
Ability to remember and to apply what is read are two abil-
ities that are closely related. One remembers what he reads 
in order to use it for a particular purpose, and one uses from 
h i s reading only what he is able to remember. 
Since using what is read implies remembering, students must 
acquire the ability to retain facts and ideas bearing on a par-
t i cular problem. A definite intention to remember appears to 
be of some value. 
4 McKee is of the opinion that most pupils are incompetent in re-
taining ideas read, for they have had little instruction in this skill. 
However, he believes: 
1 . Smith, op. cit., p. 314. 
2Donald D. Durrell, Improving Reading Instruction (Yonkers-on-
Hudson, New York : World Book Company, 1956), p. 290. 
3william S. Gray, Reading in General Education (Washington, D. C.: 
American Council on Educat i on, 1940), p. 9. 
4Paul McKee, The Teaching of Reading in the Elementary School 
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1948). 
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. . . there is good reason to believe that even a small amount 
of skillful and systematic instruct i on in retaining ideas can 
greatly increase the achievement of elementary school pupils in 
various types of school work and he l p them to make more effective 
use of ideas read both in and out of school.l 
It is also his belief that, "In t he third, fourth, fifth, and 
sixth grades, the teaching of social studies, science, and all other con-
tent subjects should be taught i n such a way whi ch develops the pup i ls 1 
. 2 
skill in remember~ng." He states further, "Any teacher who attempts to 
teach pupils to retain ideas gained through reading should have certain 
instructional materials at hand . . . Lnecessary ar~7 special exercises 
3 
which give needed practice on skills required in retaining ideas read." 
4 
The importance of paragraph reading is emphasized by Yoakam. He 
feels that teachers are inclined to take too much for granted and ass~e 
that children will discover the nature of the paragraph and learn to com-
prebend it without any help. It is his contention that guidance in para-
graph reading will be rewarded by greatly increased ability in grasping 
important i deas and in retaining them. 
5 Young states that research has shown that children retain very 
little of the information and concepts to which they are exposed in the 
social studies. He suggests three steps for alleviating thi s condition: 
1 McKee, op. cit., p. 532. 
2
rbid., p. 547. 
3 Ibid., p. 551. 
4Gerald A. Yoakam, "Development of Comprehension i n the Middle 
Grades, " op. cit., p. 34. 
5Young, op. cit., p. 113. 
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1. Simplifying and clarifying social studies material. 
2. Seeing to it that children really understand these materials. 
3. Helping children to organize material read so that it can be 
used and retained. 
That comprehension and retention are basic in the learning process 
1 
is pointed out by Durrell, who asserts: 
In the social studies and science, where the use of study 
guides is most effective, the major share of the year should be 
spent on objectives higher than recall. However, thought processes 
rest upon understanding, and many practical tasks require the 
ability to tell what one has read, heard, or experienced. More-
over, it is assumed that if information is worth studying, it is 
worth remembering. Thus, there is no need for apology for de-
voting time to establishing the ability to comprehend and recall, 
even though there are other and higher objectives in learning. 
Improvement of study skills. Research has shown that ability in 
study skills can be increased through carefully planned programs. A 
2 
study by Alderman in 1926 showed that thirty minutes a day of careful, 
systematic drill work improved the comprehension ability of college stu-
dents to a degree equivalent to two semesters in the course of one. 
In an attempt to evaluate the effectiveness of certain techniques 
suggested in a new course of study for the city of Philadelphia, Jacobs 
3 
and Liveright provided seventeen weeks of intensive instruction in 
study-type reading in grades four, five, and six, supplementing the texts 1 
1Durrell, op. cit., p. 290. 
2Grover H. Alderman, "Improving Comprehension Ability in Silent 
Reading," Journal of Educational Research (January, 1926), 13:11-21. 
3Emilie V. Jacobs and Alice K. Liveright, "The Improvement of 
Study-Type Reading," The Principal and Supervision, The Tenth Yearbook of 
the Department of Elementary School Principals (Washington, D. C.: 
National Education Association, 1931), pp. 455-459. 
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already in use with prescribed practice exercises. Statistically signi-
ficant gains were made by the experimental group, indicating that the 
definite teaching of study-type reading has undoubted value. 
1 
Fleming's study was concerned with whether better study skills 
could be developed at sixth-grade level through practice in reading (1) 
for general significance, (2) for organizing data, (3) for noting de-
tails, and (4) for following directions. The results showed marked gains 
i n both reading age and reading rate. 
2 Horn, reviewing previous research, states: 
A number of investigators . have shown that at every level from 
elementary school to college it is possible to increase greatly 
the general reading ability of students, and this improvement is 
reflected in higher scholarship. The evidence indicates that the 
more closely exercises in reading are integrated with the fields 
i n which reading is to be used, the more beneficial the results 
will be. 
3 
Tests were constructed by Keneally to determine the relative 
order of difficulty of six specific study skills in intermediate grades. 
Following her investigation, she concluded that these skills increase in 
difficulty from the easiest to the most difficult in this manner: 
1. Finding minor ideas with major ideas supplied 
2. Selection of best summary 
1John Patrick Fleming, "Developing Study Skills in Middle Grade 
Reading" (unpublished Master's Thes i s, Boston University, Boston, 1932). 
2 Ernest Horn, "The Problem of Meaning in the Social Studies," and 
"Reading in Relation to Learning in the Social Studies," Methods of In-
struction in the ·social Studies, Chapters IV and V (New York: Charles 
Scribner's Sons, 1937), p. 201. 
3Katherine G. Keneally , "The Relative Order of Difficulty of 
Several Types of Study Skills in the Intermediate Grades" (unpublished 
Master's thesis, Boston University, Boston, 1939). 
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3. Retention of order of ideas 
4. Matching headlines and paragraphs 
5. Finding major ideas with minor ideas supplied 
6. Writing original headlines. 
Concerned with the relationship between reading and social 
1 
studies, Rudolph conducted a study in which extra material was used in 
experimental classes to provide specific instruction and practice in the 
reading skills required in the social studies. Results showed that sig-
nificant gains in social studies knowledge, study skills, and reading 
comprehension were made by all experimental groups. 
2 Burch and McCarthy developed thirty lessons for grade three 
which included exercises in classification, sequence, skimming, and find-
ing the main idea. Their effectiveness on total reading ability and on 
improvement in the skills taught was measured, and statistical differ-
ences were found which were in favor of the materials. 
3 
In a study by Jennings, twenty-four practice exercises in follow-
ing precise, written directions were developed and evaluated over an 
eight-week period in grade five. The results indicated that superior 
1Kathleen Brady Rudolph, The Effect of Reading Instruction on 
Achievement in Eighth Grade Social Studies (Teachers College Contribu-
tions to Education, Number 945. New York: Teachers College, Columbia 
University, 1949). 
2Jean Burch and Ann McCarthy, "An Evaluation of the Effectiveness 
of Exercises for Teaching Study Skills in Grade Three" (unpublished 
Master's thesis, Boston University, Boston, 1951). 
3Marion Jennings, "The Construction and Evaluation of Practice 
Exercises for Developing the Ability to Follow Precise Directions in 
Grade Five" (unpublished Master's thesis, Boston University, Boston, 
1951). 
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gains were made in skill in following directions and that ability in readJ 
ing bears a closer relationship to skill in following directions than 
does mental capacity. 
Jenkins
1 
attempted to measure the extent to which sixth-grade chil - l 
dren practice associational thinking while r~ading social studies and to 
evaluate the effect of a planned program to develop associational reading 
ab i lity. Tests and teaching materials were constructed by the author and 
used during two forty-five-minute periods a week for seven weeks. She 
found that sixth-grade children practice some associational thinking 
while reading social studies material and that special practice produced 
statistically significant gains in the ability to do associational read-
ing. 
Ability to organize material read is an essential skill in the 
2 
content areas. As is emphasized by Goodykoontz, 
In all reading situations we are continually needing to sort 
as we read the ideas or items of outstanding importance for our 
particular purpose, and then formulate a useful product of what 
i s selected, whether it be an answer to a question, a report, a 
letter or account, a narrative, or some other requi rement. This 
selective sorting and formulating we commonly call organizing. 
Concerned with the ability of college students to outline mater i al 
3 
read, McCluskey and Dolch devised a test to measure this skill. After 
1Ethel Jenki ns, 11An Evaluat i on of Directed Teaching of Associa-
tional Reading in Social Studies with Sixth Grade Children, 11 (unpublished 
Doctoral dissertation, Boston University, Boston, 1953). 
2Bess Goodykoontz, 11Teaching Pupils to Organ i ze What They Read, 11 
Elementary English Review (April, 1930), 7:87-90. 
3Dean F. McCluskey and Edward W. Dolch, 11A Study Outline Test, 11 
School Review (December, 1924), 32:757-772. 
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conducting their study, they concluded that few advanced university stu-
dents were able to outline with complete accuracy the structure of the 
test material and that there also was inability to distinguish between 
essential ideas and explanatory material. 
1 
According to a study by Barton, outlining is valuable as a study 
procedure. An experimental group of high school pupils was taught to 
outline and to use this procedure in studying certain subjects. Signifi-
cantly greater amounts of subject matter were mastered by these students 
than by a control group who were not taught this techn ique. 
Newlun2 evaluated the effectiveness of specific training in sum-
marizing history in grade five and reported that regular use of this 
study procedure seems more effect i ve than ordinary ways of studying for 
increasing achievement in this content area. 
The transfer effects of training in logical organization were the 
3 
concern of Salisbury. She developed and used thirty lessons with high 
school students and found that practice in outlining, as a method of 
study with materials of a general nature, will transfer to a specific 
study situation and will tend to improve mastery of the content subjects, 
1
william A. Barton, Outlining as a Study 
College Contributions to Education, Number 411. 
College, Columbia University, 1930). 
Procedure (Teachers 
New York: Teachers 
2
chester 0. Newlun, Teaching Children to Summarize in Fifth Grade 
History (Teachers College Contr i butions to Education, Number 404. 
New York: Teachers College, Columbia University, 1930). 
3Rachel Salisbury, "A Study of the Transfer Effects of Training 
in Logical Organization," Journal of Educational Research (December, 
1934), 28:241-251. 
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After a careful study of the skills of outlin i ng and sunnnarizing, 
1 
Tetrick concluded that these were transfer skills through which the aca-
demic achievement of pupils could be improved. 
A series of exercises for teaching outlining at the sixth-grade 
2 level were developed by McDonald. She reported that the pupils showed 
noticeable imppovement in the ability to select the main ideas in the 
3 
given selections. Johnson evaluated a workbook of forty-five exercises 
designed to help sixth-grade pupils in organizing material from the 
printed page. She found that the lessons produced significant gains in 
reading organization; that the amount of gain was greater for boys than 
for g~rls; and that gains were made by slow readers as well as by average 
or good readers. 
4 t 
Forty lessons at fourth-grade level were evaluated by Hanley, who 
reported that the gains made by the experimental group in reading achieve-
ment almost doubled those of the control group and that the experimental 
gains were superior to the control in the informal skills tests. Exer-
cises in the steps of outlining for grade four were constructed by 
1Rosemary Tetrick, "Outlining and Summarizing as a Study Skill" 
(unpublished Master's thesis, Boston University, Boston, 1943). 
2Loretta K. McDonald, '~orkbook of Exercises for Teaching Out-
lining" (unpublished Master's service paper, Boston University, Boston, 
1946). 
3Joan Ruth Johnson, "Evaluation of Exercises to Develop Reading 
Organization in Grade Six" (unpublished Master's thesis, Boston Univer-
sity, Boston, 1951). 
4Gertrude T. Hanley, "An Evaluation of the Effect of a Program of 
Specific Training in the Skill of Organization in Improving Comprehension 
in the Fourth Grade" (unpublished Master's thesis, Roston University, 
Boston, 1953). 
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1 
Kelley, with emphasis upon helping children read with greater understandl 
ing and upon the manner in which reading organization study skills are 
specific to the teaching of social studies. 
2 
Chambers investigated the relationships among selected measurable 
higher mental processes related to reading. The areas of organizational 
thinking, elaborative thinking, and critical thinking, together with gen-
eral reading ability, mental imagery, and intelligence were selected. A 
battery of seven tests was admin i stered to 459 children in grades four, 
five, and six. Among the findings was the fact that reading achievement 
bears a positive relationship to performance on tests of higher mental 
processes. This implies that success in reading the factual material in 
the social studies is basic to the ability to do organizational, critical, 
and elaborative thinking--the higher mental processes which are vitally 
involved in effective social studies instruction. 
Children's Preferences for the Social Studies 
As is shown by the summaries of studies which follow, pupils in 
the intermediate grades frequently indicate a dislike for the social 
studies. An effort was made in the current investigation to determine 
what effect, if any, the materials and the procedure had on children's 
attitudes toward the subject. This concern led to a review of the avail-
able literature in the area of children's preferences. 
1Marie Kelley, "Exercises for Organization of Reading Material in 
the Social Studies, Grade Four" (unpublished Master's service paper, 
Boston University, Boston, 1953). 
2John Richard Chambers, "The Relationships Among Measurable Mental 
Tasks Related to Reading" (unpublished Doctoral dissertation, Boston 
University, Boston, 1956). 
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Efforts to determine children's interests and their implications 
for curriculum development are increasing. Davidson1 attempted to ascer-
tain t he stability of children's i nterest s i n school studies in 1924. He 
asked fourth, fi fth, and sixth-grade pupils to mark their subject prefer- I 
ences at the time of r ecor ding and to do the same thing a week later. 
A median correlation of .79 was found between the results on these two 
scales. A year later, the same process was repeated, and the median co r -
relation between this checking and the original one was .59. Then, after 
a three- or four-year period, a partial and scattered sampling of the 
original population marked their preferences again. This time the median 
correlation was .32, indicating a tendency toward the instability of 
children's interests. 
Numero us attempts have been made to determine children's prefer-
ences among the school subjects, and almost invariably social studies i s 
2 
among the subjects which are liked least. Holmes used a questionnaire 
to find what subjects the children in a Denver, Colorado school liked 
best and what they liked least. She discovered that social studies 
ranked in from third to sixth place in answer to what subject was liked 
best and received the most votes in answer to what subject was liked 
least. The results indicated that the children's dislike was prompted 
first by a lack of power over the material presented, and secondly by a 
1 Percy E. Davidson, "The Stability of Children's Interests in 
School Studies," School and Society (August, 1924), 20:221-222. 
2Ethel E. Holmes, "School Subjects Preferred by Children," 
Appraising the Elementary School Program, Sixteenth Yearbook of the De-
partment of Elementary School Principals (Washington, D. C.: National 
Education Association, 1937). 
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lack of interest in the subject matter content. 
Concerned with the interests of children of various ability 
1 levels, Lazar surveyed 2027 children in New York and concluded that dull 
pupils preferred subjects which did not involve much reading. The ques-
2 
tionnaire tec hnique was used by Hooper to discover the interests of 
children, and she found that pupils from kindergarten through grade six 
expressed great interest in both social studies and science. High school 
. 3 
seniors were questioned by W~lson in regard to the social studies pro-
gram. These students indicated that there was little opportunity in the 
program for the solving of problems that were real to them. 
4 Melbo, reviewing 362 studies that were done between 1930 and 
1939, reported that the studies which tried to discover children's inter-
ests in terms of subject preference were generally of little value. 
An investigation involving ten thousand elementary and junior high 
school pupils in Sacramento, California was made by Baisden and Burkhard.5 
~ay Lazar, Reading Interests, Activities, and Opportunities of 
Bright, Average, and Dull Children (Teachers College Contributions to 
Education, Number 707. New York: Teachers College, Columbia University, 
1937). 
2Laura Hooper, "Children's Interests and the School Curriculum," 
American Childhood (May, 1937), 22:12-13. 
3Howard E. Wilson, Education for Citizenship (New York: McGraw-
Hill Book Company, Inc., 1938). 
4 Irving R. Melbo, "A Review of the Literature on Children's 
Interests,'' Children's Interests, Twelfth Yearbook of the California 
Elementary School Principals Association (Sacramento: News Publishing 
Company, 1940). 
5Lee P. Baisden and William J. Burkhard, "Children's Preferences 
in School Subjects and the Curriculum," Children's Interests, Twelfth 
Yearbook of the California Elementary School Principals Association 
(Sacramento: News Publishing Company, 1940), pp. 41-47. 
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Check lists were used, and results showed that reading and arithmetic 
were first choices in most of the first six grades, while penmanship and 
music appeared to be the subject least liked. Social studies and science 
made consistently disappoint ing showing all the way through. These re-
searchers felt that if a large per cent of the children dislike a certain 
subject, it clearly implies that the curriculum should be studied and 
changes made in the content, methods, and materials used. Approximately 
nineteen thousand pupils in grades three through six were surveyed by 
1 
Lane, who found that reading, art, and arithmetic were liked subjects 
while social studies and science were disliked. 
Richardson2 attempted to determine the relationship between the 
knowledge of current events and preferences for social studies in grade 
five. A current events test was constructed and administered to 540 
cases, and individual results were paired with the statements of pupils' 
preferences as gathered from a check list. His findings showed that: 
1. Very few children actually disliked social studies but that 
less than one third of them rated social studies as a favorite 
subject. 
2. The boys and girls who preferred social studies had a signifi-
cantly greater knowledge of current affairs than those who di d 
not prefer social studies. 
1Robert Hill Lane, The Principal and the Elementary School (Boston: 
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1944), pp. 270-277. 
2clarence 0. Richardson, "The Relationship Between Knowledge of 
Current News and Preference for Social Studies on a Fifth Grade Level " 
(unpublished Master's thesis, Boston University, Boston, 1948). 
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3. Soc i al studies were preferred by more boys than girls, but the 
difference was not statistically significant. 
A co-operative study done at Boston University in 1947 was re-
1 ported by Chase. This investigation was supported by the New England 
School Development Council, a regional group, and included sixty-five 
New England public school systems and 13,483 fifth-grade pupils. An indi-
vidual pupil check list was constructed on which each pupil was asked to 
indicate: (1) his first three choices among the subjects taught in grade 
five; (2) whether he liked or disliked each subject listed on the scale; 
and (3) whether he considered each one easy or hard. (The same check 
list was used by this experimenter in the current study. It is described 
more fully in Chapter III of this volume, and a copy of it may be found 
in the Appendix.) Results of this study showed that: 
1. Social studies ranked fourth in first choices only in the 
entire population combined. 
2. In the rank order of first preferences only, the subject was 
ranked fourth by boys and sixth by girls. 
3. Differences between high-achievement and low-achievement 
readers were found to be insignificant in the area of social 
studies. 
The basic investigation in the group of masters' theses incorpo-
rated in the co-operative study described in the preceding paragraphs was 
~. Linwood Chase, "Subject Preferences of Fifth Grade Children," 
Elementary School Journal (December, 1949), 50:204-211. 
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1 
conducted by Blanchard. In her thesis, the complete results were tabu-
lated and analyzed. She reported that only 3.89 per cent of the 13,483 
fifth-grade children rated social studies as either their first, second, 
or third choice, and that the subject ranked eighth in preference in the 
' compilation of first, second, and third choices combined. 
Following up on this New England Subject Preference Study reported 
2 3 
by Chase, Dean attempted to discover what, if any, significant rela-
tionships exist between recorded preferences for school subjects and ob-
jective achievement in those school subjects, in a sampling of fifth-
grade pupils. Data fr0m the prior study were used, and an equated sample 
from 2,231 pupils was studied to ascertain the relationships between 
preferences and achievement in the skills subjects. These findings re-
vealed: 
1. A relationship between the preferences of high-achievement 
groups and preferences of low-achievement groups that was not 
sufficiently high to be of predictive value. 
2. No predictive value in the relationship between the achievement 
of preference groups and the achievement of nonpreference 
groups. 
1Helen C. Blanchard, "Subject Preferences in the Fifth Grade" 
(unpublished Master's thesis, Boston University, Boston, 1948). 
2 Chase, op. cit. 
3 Stuart E. Dean, "A Study to Determine the Relationships Between 
Preferences and Achievement" (unpublished Doctoral dissertation, Boston 
University, Boston, 1949). 
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An investigation by Jersild and Tasch1 undertook to discover and 
analyze the interests of children in the widest possible range, i ncluding 
such items as subjective wishes, happiest experiences, out-of-school 
activi ties, plus their subject preferences. A major finding of thi s 
study was the unpopularity of social studies as compared with most other 
subjects. 
In an effort to determine reasons for the widesp.read disl i ke for 
the social studies, some of the research has concerned itself with chil-
dren's preferences for activities within the social studies area, Jack-
2 
son constructed a questionnaire listing 100 types of activities divided 
into seven categories and surveyed 1007 seventh-grade children. Results 
showed: 
1. A wide range of interests for boys and girls. 
2. That interest was h i gh for many act i vities which could be used 
in social studies. 
3. Listening activities to be the most popular, oral ones the 
least. 
4. Less than half the children had been given the opportunity to 
dramatize scenes or to make an outline of material studied. 
1Arthur T. Jersild and Ruth J. Tasch, Children's Interests 
(New York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, 
1949). 
2Margaret .M. Jackson, "Children's Interests in Activities in 
Their Social Studies Classes, Grade VII," (unpublished Master's thesis, 
Boston University, Boston, 1942) . 
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Working with third-grade children, Gay discovered that the acti-
vities liked 110st were vis i ting, watching, and seeing a movie, while 
drawing was the most unpopular one. From her study, this experimenter 
assumed that many children will choose the activities they think are 
easiest, regardless of their particular interest, and thus iaplied that 
soc i al studies is not the easiest subject. 
2 In a similar investigation at the sixth-grade level, Foley found 
that social studies was not a favorite subject and that there was a wide 
3 
range of interests among the pupils in this grade. Duval used the check 
liat developed by Foley and surveyed the children in ten ele.entary 
achools in Connecticut. There was auch si~larity between this study and 
the one conducted by Foley, with social studies being ranked fourth by 
the boys and sixth by the girls in both investigations. 
An investigation of 19,169 fifth-grade children in 78 New England 
4 
co.-unities was made by Cobleigh, et al. Results were co~ared with the 
1947-1948 Boston University co-operative study which waa directed and re-
S ported by Chase to deteraine whether children's subject preferences in 
lzua M. Gay, "Preferences of Third Grade Pupils in Activities of 
the Social Studies" (unpublished Master's thesis, Boston University, 
Boston, 1951). 
2Harriet M. Foley, "Preference of Sixth Grade Children for Certain 
Social Studies Activities" (unpublished Master's thesis, Boston Univer-
sity, Boston, 1951). 
3David P. Duval, "Preferences of Fifth Grade Children for Certain 
Social Studies Activities " (unpublished Master's thesis, Boston Univer-
sity, Boston, 1952). 
4Richard Cobleigh, et al., "Subject Preferences of Fifth-Grade 
Children., (unpublished Master's thesis, Boston University, Boston, 1957). 
5chase, op. cit. 
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1957 had changed in any reapect since the previous study. History and 
geography ranked higher in 1948, but social studies figures were fairly 
comparative in both atudies, with thie subject being marked by 1.85 per 
cent more children in 1957 as their first choice. 
III. PLACE OF THK CUDINT INVESTIGATION 
The apparent failure of .any instructional program. to .. et the 
needs of all inter.ediate-grade children in the content subjects has led 
to numaroua investigation• in this area. Results have indicated that 
often a pupil's difficulty is due to his lack of facility in the readina 
skills involved. The actual teaching of the study skills is receiving 
more emphasis than ever before, and research is continuing ita atteapt 
to perfect progr ... for developing desirable study habits and greater 
skill in co~rehending, organizing, and retaining .. terial read. 
Mastery of social studies .. terial requires a certain degree of 
skill in several reading abilities. The first of these is the ability to 
do what specialists term thorough, work-type, or study-type reading. It 
involves following the material closely with the idea of understanding 
and remembering the ideaa presented. Research has shown that effective 
practice in handling the different types of recall tasks helps children 
to develop co.petences in this 1kill. 
The primary purpose of this study was to improve the power of re• 
call and the ability to coaprehend and retain subject matter. The rela-
tionship between the current investiaation and the previous research is 
hereby shown: 
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1 . The atudy guides were constructed according to the different 
levels of recall. They begin with simple recall of specific, 
short, factual answers to one question at a time and progress 
through several atages until the task becomes complete or un-
aided recall. Former exper~ta indicate that recall operates 
on several levels, from recall aided by questions to unaided 
summaries of mater ial read. Research has revealed, too, that 
oral recall is eaaier than written, especially in difficult 
material. 
2. Study guides employing outline techniques were included in this 
l 
experiment. Data reported in the Scott study revealed that 
the outline-analysis technique was superior to the graded-
quest i on technique in the improvement of oral recall. Addi-
tional studiea emphasized the value of outlining and summariz· 
ing as s tudy procedures. 
- 3 .• Th exercis s developed in this study were allied to regular 
social studies textbook material. Tbia is unique in the cur-
rent investigation, in that separate reading materials were 
constructed for use in the lDB.jority of previous experiments. 
4. The study guides have been adjusted to individual differences. 
Only a few masters' theses report any atte.pt to adapt mate-
rials to the varying levela of ability within the classroom. 
5. The atudy guidea were designed to provide opportunity for chil· 
dren to do mul tiple recitation through paired practice. Pre-
1scott, op. cit. 
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vious investigat ions have i ndi cated that children njoy working 
in small groups and that they fw1ction wel l in teams of two and 
thr e. 
6. The effect of these materials and these techniques upon the 
ability to comprehend and to retain subject ms.tter was eval-
uated. Research baa found that the power of recall may be 
improved through planned progr ams of specific exercises and 
that immediate recal l aids in the retention of subject matter. 
Speciali sts in reading agree that instruction in the content 
subjects should include more techni ques which develop skill i n 
comprehending and remembering. 
7. The procedure was evaluated to determine what effect, if any, 
the study guides had on chi l dren's attitudes towards the social 
studies. Former investigations reveal a dislike for the social 
studies on the part of most intermediate-grade children. 
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CHAPTER II 
CONSTRUCTION OF TEACHING MATERIALS 
The purpose of this study was: (1) to develop graded study 
guides for use in paired practice in sixth-grade social studies, and 
(2) to evaluate the effectiveness of this procedure as one means of 
improving the power of recall and the ability to comprehend and retain 
subject matter. 
In order to complete the study, it was necessary to select the 
social studies material to be used, to construct the graded study guides, 
to plan for their use in twenty-five lessons, and to write a manual for 
teachers. 
Selection of the Textbook Material 
Ginn and Company's sixth-grade social studies textbook, ~ 
World and Mine , was selected for use. Forty-four study guides were 
built to be used in twenty-five lessons, over a period of five weeks. 
They cover the following three chapters in the text: Chapter 2, "How 
the Greeks Gave Us Democracy, Love of Beauty, Freedom of Mind"; Chapter 
3, "How the Romans Gave Us Government: Respect for Law and .Justice"; 
and Chapter 4, "Palestine and Arabia: Home of Great Religions." The 
guides follow closely the reading material in the text from page 30 
through page 93, with the exception of the stories at the beginning of 
Chapter 3 (pages 51-55) and Chapter 4 (pages 78-81). 
Construction of the Study Guides 
The study guides were constructed for use in three ability groups 
within the classroom. The children who were above average in ability 
were referred to as "Group A." 11Group B" denotes the average group, 
while "Group C" refers to the slow learners. Opportunity was provided 
for each group to progress at its own rate from the simplest to the most 
complex task in recall, according to the plan described later in this 
chapter. 
Three types of study guides based on the following techniques were 
constructed, accot"ding to this plan: 
NUMBER OF LESSONS 
Detailed Questions 
Outline Techniques 
General Questions 
s 
- - - - ~ 
.. -
10 15 19 25 
Each exercise was numbered and labeled with the beginning initial 
of the technique being used, thus: 
Lesson I D through Lesson XV D 
Lesson VI 0 through Lesson XIX 0 
Lesson XI G thr.ough Lesson XXV G 
Detailed Questions 
Outline Techniques 
General Questions 
The textbook pages to be covered in the study guide were shown at 
the top of each lesson. The beginning phrase of each paragraph in the 
textbook material was stated immediately after each paragraph number, in 
this manner: 
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Lesson I D ~- Detailed Questions 
Page 30 -- From ''Who Were the Greeks?" to page 32, "The 
barbarians who invaded Greece came from the north." 
Paragraph 1 -- Beginning with "The land of Greece" 
Detailed-Question study guides. Lesson I D through Lesson XV D 
were Detailed-Question study auides. These were easiest in difficulty 
and required only short, factual answers. The answers were listed in a 
column to the right, so that they could be folded back as children worked 
with them. These lessons were graded in difficulty by having children 
use them in this order: 
1. Read the guestions first and find the answer to: 
a. one question at a time 
b. the questions to one paragraph at a time 
c. the questions to two paragraphs at a time 
2. Read the textbook material first and then find the answers, 
reading: 
a. one paragraph at a time 
b. two paragraphs at a time 
These guides were further graded in difficulty according to the 
number of detailed-question exercises provided for each of the three 
groups. Group A did only Lessons I D through V D in this technique; 
Group B continued in these lessons from Leason I D through X D; while 
Group C remained in the detailed-.question study guide from Leason I D 
through Lesson XV D. 
A sample of the Detailed-Question study guide follows. 
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LESSON I D -- DETAILED QUESTIONS 
Page 30 -- From ''Who Were the Greeks?" to page 32, "The barbarians 
who invaded Greece came from the north." 
Paragraph 1 -- Beginning with "The land of Greece" 
When did the story read take place? .•••••.•••••• 400 B. C. 
What two Greek cities were at war? .••••.•••••.•• Athens- Sparta 
How long did the war last? ••••.•••••••••••••••.• Many years 
What happened to thousands of Creeks? •••••••••••• They were killed 
Who was vic tor ious? • • • • • . . . • • • . . • • • • • . . • • • . • • . . . Sparta 
What happened to the greatest days in Athens? ••• Came to an end 
Paragraph 2 -- Beginning with "Now where were the cities" 
What did the Greeks love? .•.••••.••••.•••.•••••. Athletic games 
What did they admire? •.••.•••••••••••••••••••••• Strong, graceful bodies 
What did they teach their children? •••••••••.••• Poems about heroes 
How did the Greeks fight? •••••••••••••••.••••••• Bitterly 
City against city 
Paragraph 3 -- Beginning with "Suppose we turn back" 
On what peninsula did the Greeks live? •.••••••.• Greece 
It is close to the eastern end of what body of 
water? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Great Sea 
What region contains older civilized countries? •• Fertile Crescent 
Describe the surface of the Danube River valley •. Rolling grasslands 
Why were these plains important to Greece? .••••• People settled them 
Paragraph 4 -- Beginning with "Now we are ready" 
Into what sea does Greece extend? .•••••••••••••• Mediterranean Sea 
Describe the coastline of Greece ••••••••••••••••• Uneven- Bays 
What helps to make the Greeks a seafaring 
people? •••••.••••••••••.•••••••.•••••••••••.•. Many good harbors 
What gulf nearly cuts the peninsula in two? •••.. Gulf of Corinth 
Name the section south of this gulf .••.•••••••••• Peloponnesus 
What city is in southern Peloponnesus? •••••••••• Sparta 
Paragraph 5 Beginnina with "The country of Greece" 
Describe the surface of Greece ..•••.••.••••••.••• Very mountainous 
What crop is easily grown? •••.•••••••.•••••••••• Grain 
Describe the Greek climate ••.•••••••••••.••••.••• Mild 
What fringes the coast of Greece? ••••••••••••••• Beautiful islands 
How are these islands different? .••• ~ ••••••••••• Bare- Rocky- Green 
What sea lies east of Greece? ••••••••.••••••.••• Aegean Sea 
What does "AsiaMinor" mean? ..•••.•••••••••••..• "Smaller Asia" 
Between what two seas does Asia Minor lie? •••••• Black Sea and 
Mediterranean Sea 
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Paragraph 6 -- Beginning with "About four thousand years ago" 
When did barbarians begin to move into Greece? •• 4,000 years ago 
How do we count years ? ••••.•••.••••.••••••••••.. From birth of Chris t 
How do we write "4, 000 years ago"? .••••..•••.••. 2,000 B. c. 
What does "B. C." mean? •••••••.••••••••••••••••• Before Christ 
Out line-Technique study guides. Lessons VI 0 through XIX 0 were 
study guides involving Outline Techniques. The answers were listed in a 
column to the right, so that they could be folded back for convenience. 
The column of letters in groups of threes at the extreme right of each 
of these study guides was included for use in checking to determine the 
extent to which groups of children's answers agreed with the answer given. 
These lessons were graded in difficulty by having groups use them in 
this order: 
1. Read a paragraph, select a title from the three given, and dis-
cuss each within the pairs to decide on the best choice. 
2. Read a paragraph, write a title for each and, at the end of 
each guide, check the ones made with the three suggested for 
each paragraph in the study guide. When the titles which were 
made differed with all three titles given, children selected 
the best title and checked for correctness. 
3. Read a paragraph, write a title for it, and at the end of the 
guide, check titles with the ones given and select the beat. 
Then two subtopics were added under each title for each para-
graph. 
In order to further provide for individual differences, Group A 
used the Outline Techniques from Lesson VI 0 through Lesson X 0; Group B 
worked in them from Lessom XI 0 through XIX 0; and Group C did only 
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Lessons XVI 0 t hrough XIX 0 and only r ead the paragraph and selected the 
best title i n each of the four lessons . 
The following is a sample of a study guide using Outline 
Techniques: 
LESSON VI 0 -- OUTLINE TECHNIQUES 
Page 40 -- "The Golden Age of Greece" 
CHOOSE THE BEST TITLE AMONG THE THREE SUGGESTED BELOW 
FOR EACH PARAGRAPH: 
Paragraph 1 -- Beginning with "Those were glorious days" 
(A) The Work of Pericles (C) 
(B) The Golden Age of Greece 
(C) Glorious Days for Athens 
Paragraph 2 -- Beginning with "The Athenians knew" 
(D) Life in Athens 
(E) The Athenian City (D) 
(F) Food of the Athenians 
Paragraph 3 -· Beginning with ''Many of these buildings" 
(G) The Parthenon 
(H) The Acropolis (G) 
.(I) Phidias 
Paragraph 4 -- Beginning with ''When we look at the work" 
(J) Greek Athletes 
(K) Greek Sculptors (K) 
(L) Greek Artists 
Paragraph 5 -- Beginning with "The Greeks wrote" 
(M) The Religious Festivals 
(N) Greek Poetry and Drama (N) 
(O) The Time of Pericles 
Paragraph 6 -- Beginning with "During this period" 
(P) Two Famous Greek Hiatoriane 
(Q) The Father of History (P) 
(R) The First Scientific Historian 
(A) 
(B) 
(C) 
(D) 
(E) 
(F) 
(G) 
(H) 
(I) 
(J) 
(K) 
(L) 
(M) 
(N) 
(0) 
(P) 
(Q) 
(B.) 
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General-Question study guides. Lessons XI G through XXV G were 
General-Question study gu ides which dealt with providing practice in un-
aided recall. The guide could be folded horizon t ally directly under each 
paragraph heading and question, an d blank spaces were provided after each 
item for ch ildren to use in checki ng each other's responses. 
Varying levels of ability were provided for by having the children: 
1. Read one paragraph and recall. 
2. Read two paragraphs at a time. 
3. Read three paragraphs or half a lesson. 
4. Read an entire selection and check recall. 
These gu ides were also graded in difficulty by the number of 
general-question exercises provided for each of the three groups. 
Group A started with Lesson XI G and remained in this technique through 
Lesson XXV G. Groups B and C worked with them from Lesson XX G through 
Lesson XXV G, with Group B progressing to the extent that these children 
read three paragraphs at a time, while Group C read only as much as two 
paragraphs at once before recalling. 
Below is a sample study guide involving General Questions: 
LESSON XI G GENERAL QUESTIONS 
Page 56 -- "The Roman Repub lic" from "Who were the Romans?" to 
page 57, "They chose two men called consuls" 
Paragraph 1 -- Beginning with "Who were the Romans?'' 
What is said about the people and geography of Italy? 
Romans people of Rome Rome Italy's strongest city 
Peninsula shaped like a boot High heel and pointed toe ____ _ 
Sicily near toe Three-sided is l and _____ Greek colonies in 
Sicily and southern Italy ____ _ 
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Paragraph 2 -- Beginning with "These Greek cities were" 
What is said about the tribes in northern Italy? 
Cities built 750 B.C. _____ Half-barbarian tribes lived farther 
north _____ Migrated from Danube Valley Started coming about 
2,000 B.C. _____ Italy far away Greek ships reached Italy less 
often ____ Italy different from Greece 
Paragraph 3 -- Beginning with "Look carefully now" 
What information is given about eastern Ita'ly? 
Apennines central chain of mountains Mountains rugged and steep 
on eastern side Barbarians found little level land No 
good natural harbors on eastern coast 
its back on the east 
_____ As if Italy turned on 
Paragraph 4 -- Beginning with "On the western side" 
What is said of the western side of the mountains? 
Slope more gentle Most tribes settled on these rolling plains 
Fertile plains small _____ Separated by ridges or headlands 
Tribes settled boundaries by fighting Wild nomads roamed 
with herds in mountain regions Barbarians tilled fields on 
plains _____ Planted olive trees and grapevines _____ Built towns 
like Greeks _____ Towns became city-states 
Paragraph 5 -- Beginning with "Strongest of these" 
What information is given about Rome and the Romans? 
Rome strongest city-state Rome on south bank of Tiber River 
Rome spread across seven hills Roman city-state small 
Romans warlike and sturdy people Romans fought with 
Etruscans Etruscans lived north of Tiber Romans also 
fought wilder mountain tribes Romans became bold warriors 
There were stories about their courage and daring _____ Romans con-
quered all close tribes _____ Romans made tribes accept Roman leader-
ship ____ _ 
Paragraph 6 -- Beginning with "The tribes living near" 
What is said about the tribes near Rome? 
Tribes spoke Latin language Tribes allies of Rome 
----Tribes looked to Rome for help in danger Rome defended and 
ruled towns Towns could not object to Roman laws 
Paragraph 7 -- Two paragraphs beginning with "The Romans learned" 
What information is given about the government of Rome? 
Romans learned to govern themselves It took many years 
Rome was first a republic _____ People chose their ruler Body 
of 300 nobles called Senate helped rule _____ Roman ruler first 
called king Some very good kings ____ Special servants at-
tended kings in public Servants carried fasces Fasces 
rods with ax bound in center Fasces showed king's power over 
subjects Kings started using power cruelly and unjustly ____ _ 
Senate drove out king People wanted two rulers One ruler 
could check on the other _____ Both to rule only a short time ___ _ 
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Plan of Lessons According to Ability Groups 
The plan for using the three techniques in each of the three 
groups follows: 
GROUP A 
NUMBER OF LESSONS 
Detailed Questions 
Outline Techniques 
General Questions 
GROUP B 
NUMBER OF LESSONS 
Detailed Questions 
Outline Techniques 
General Questions 
GROUP C 
NUMBER OF LESSONS 
Detailed Questions 
Outline Techniques 
General Questions 
Daily Lesson Plans 
5 10 15 19 
5 10 15 19 
5 10 15 19 
The plan used for the twenty-five lessons with the graded study 
guides was as follows: 
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25 
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LESSON NUMBER OF GROUPS 
First Week 
1 1 
2 1 
3 2 
4 3 
5 3 
Second Week 
6 3 
7 3 
8 3 
9 3 
GUIDES 
USED 
I D 
II D 
III D 
IV D 
V D 
A-VI 0* 
B-VI D 
C-VI D 
A-VII 0 
B-VII D 
C-VII D 
A-VIII 0 
B-VIII D 
C-VIII D 
A-IX 0 
B-IX 0 
C-IX D 
PROCEDURE EMPLOYED 
Question at a time, first 
Question at a time, first 
Group A--Question to paragraph, first 
Group B--Question at a time, first 
A--Questions first to paragraph 1, 2, 
3-4' 5-6 
B--Questions to one paragraph, first 
c--Questions at a time, first 
A--Read first, paragraph 1, 2, 3-4, 
5-6 
B--Question to one paragraph, first 
c--Question at a time, first 
A--Read, select title given, discuss 
B--Questions first, paragraph 1, 2, 
3-4' 5-6 
c--Questions first to one paragraph 
at a time 
A--Read, select title given, discuss 
B--Questions first to paragraph 1, 2, 
3, 4-5, 6-7 
c--Questions first to one paragraph 
at a time 
A--Read, write title, check with 
those given 
B--Read first, paragraph at a time 
c--Questions first to one paragraph 
at a time 
A--Read, write title, check with 
those given 
B--Read first, paragraph at a time 
c--Questions first to paragraph 1, 
2-3, 4-5, 6-7 
*Denotes change to next technique. 
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LESSON NUMBER OF GROUPS 
10 3 
Third Week 
11 3 
12 
13 
14 
15 
Fourth Week 
16 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
GUIDES 
USED 
A-X 0 
B-X D 
e-x D 
A-XI O* 
B-XI O* 
C-XI D 
A-XII G 
B-XII 0 
C-XII D 
A-XIII G 
B-XIII 0 
C-XIII D 
A-XIV G 
B-XIV 0 
C-XIV D 
A-XV G 
B-XV 0 
c-xv D 
A-XVI G 
B-XVI 0 
C-XVI O* 
PROCEDURE EMPLOYED 
A--Read, write titles, add two sub-
topics 
B--Read first, paragraph 1, 2-3, 4-5 
c--Questions first to paragraph 1, 
2-3, 4-5 
A--Read paragraph at a time, check 
recall 
B--Read, select title given, discuss 
c--Questions first to paragraph 1, 
2-3, 4-5, 6-7 
A--Read paragraph at a time, check 
recall 
B--Read, select title given, discuss 
C--Read first, paragraph at a time 
A--Read paragraph at a time, check 
recall 
B--Read, select title given, discuss 
C--Read first, paragraph at a time 
A--Read paragraph at a time, check 
recall 
B--Read, write titles, check with 
those given 
C--Read first, paragraph 1, 2-3, 
4-5, 6-7 
A- -Read paragraph at a time, check 
recall 
B--Read, write titles, check with 
those given 
C--Read first, paragraph 1-2, 3-4, 
5-6 
A--Read paragraph 1, 2-3, 4-5, check 
recall 
B--Read, write titles, check with 
those g iven 
C- - Read and select best title given 
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LESSON NUMBER OF GUIDES PROCEDURE EMPLOYED GROUPS USED 
17 3 A-XVII G A--Read paragraphs 1-2, 3-4, 5-6-7, 
check recall 
B-XVII 0 B--Read, write titles, add two sub-
topics 
C-XVII 0 C--Read and select best title given 
18 3 A-XVIII G A--Read paragraphs 1-2, 3-4, 5-6-7, 
check recall 
B-XVIII 0 B--Read, write titles, add two sub-
topics 
C-XVIII 0 C--Read and select best title given 
19 3 A-XIX G A--Read paragraphs 1-2-3, 4-5-6-7, 
check recall 
B-XIX 0 B--Read, write titles, add two sub-
topics 
c-xrx o C--Read and select best title given 
20 2 A-xX G A--Paragraphs 1-2, 3-4-5, check 
recall 
B, c-xx G* B, C--Read paragraph at a time, check 
recall 
;Eifth Week 
21 2 A-XXI G A--Read paragraphs 1-2-3-4, 5-6-7-8, 
check recall 
B, c-xxi G B, C--Read paragraph at a time, check 
recall 
22 3 XXII G A--Read entire selection and check 
recall 
B--Read paragraphs 1-2, 3-4, 5-6, 
7-8, check recall 
C--Read paragraph at a time and check 
recall 
23 3 XXIII G A--Read entire selection, check 
recall 
B--Read paragraphs 1, 2-3, 4-5, 6-7, 
check recall 
C--Read paragraph at a time, check 
recall 
24 3 XXVG A--Read entire selection, check 
recall 
B--Read paragraphs 1-2-3, 4-5-6-;7, 
check recall 
C--Read paragraphs 1, ~~-3,44-5. ~6-7, 
check recall 
LESSON 
25 
NUMBER OF 
GROUPS 
3 
Manual for Teachers 
GUIDES 
USED 
XXVG 
PROCEDURE EMPLOYED 
A--Read entire selection, check 
recall 
B--Read paragraphs 1-2-3, 4-5-6, 
check recall 
C--Read paragraphs 1-2, 3-4, 5-6, 
check recall 
A manual for teachers was written which included directions for 
each day. A copy of this manual and each of the forty-four study guides 
may be found in the appendix. 
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CHAPTER III 
PLAN OF THE STUDY 
Planni ng this experiment involved: 
1. Constructing the materials and devising a plan for teaching 
the lessons. A pil?t study was conducted in which the writer 
exper imented with the materials and developed plans for the ir 
use. 
2. Selecting the population. 
3. Securing the cooperation of the administration and the teachers 
in the two school systems. 
4. Formulating plans for administering the testing program, for 
equating the groups, and for conducting the study. 
5. Evaluating the results; 
Pilot Study 
A sixth-grade class of thirty-three pupils who would not be par-
ticipating in the experiment itself was selected, and, during the week 
of June 10, 1957, the investigator worked with these children using the 
study guides which had been constructed. Detailed-question, outline-
technique, and general-question study guides were used in a variety of 
ways, with the children divided into t hree ab i l i ty groups and into study 
teams of two and three . Procedures, time al lotments, and techniques for 
logically increasing di f f i cu l ty were considered. The classroom teacher, 
the school principal, and the pupils were helpful in evaluating the 
effectiveness of the items under consideration and in making decisions. 
The plan for the daily lessons and the directions for teachers which were 
developed later were based largely upon the results of this preliminary 
experiment, 
Selection of the Population 
Two public school systems which use Ginn and Company's Your World 
and Mine as a basal text in sixth-grade social studies were contacted in 
the spring of 1957. The superintendent of schools in each of these two 
towns, which are within a fifteen-mile radius of the city of Boston, 
gave his permission for the experiment to be conducted in his sixth-grade 
classrooms. The writer met with the superintendent, then with the 
elementary-school principals, and later with the sixth-grade teachers in 
the two systems during May and June, 1957 to explain the study briefly 
and to determine if these people were willing to participate in the ex-
periment. 
The population included 568 sixth-grade pupils in eighteen class-
rooms, with nine classrooms and 284 children in both the experimental 
and the control groups. All eleven of the sixth grades in the five ele-
mentary schools in City A participated, with s i x of the classes working 
in the experimental group and five in the control. Seven of the nine 
sixth grades in the five elementary schools in City B were included, 
with three classrooms in the experimental group and four in the control. 
One of the classes omitted was a double grade, a combination of grades 
five and six. The other classroom excluded was a class of thirty-eight 
Boston U[jlv-e .• ·sit y 
School of EJucation 
Library 
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pupils taught by a beginning teacher with no previous experience. I t was 
necessary to decrease the total number of children because enrollments 
exceeded expectations and tests and materials had been ordered or pro-
duced in insufficient quantities. The decision as to which classrooms 
to exclude was made cooperatively by the investigator, the principals, 
and the teachers involved. 
The socio-economic backgrounds of the pupils and the training and 
the experience of the teachers were three factors considered in the se-
lection of the experimental and the control classrooms. In each schoo l 
system, an elementary principal was designated by the superintendent to 
serve as co-ordinator of this experiment. These two persons helped to 
set up the two groups. 
Initial Testing Program 
From September 6, 1957 through September 13, 1957, the following 
tests were administered: 
1. Otis Quick-Scoring Mental Ability Tests, Beta Test: Form A, 1 
to determine mental age 
2. Gates Reading Survey for Grade 3 (Second Half) to Grade 10, 
2 
Form I, to measure reading achievement 
3 
3. Selections A and B of Bucknam•s measures, to determine ability 
1Ar thur S. Otis, Otis Quick-Scoring Mental Ability Tests, Beta 
Test: Form A, (Xonkers-on-Hudson, New York: World Book Company, 1937). 
2Arthur I. Gates, Gates Reading Survey for Grade 3 (Second Half) 
to Grade 10 (New York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia 
University, Revised 1942). 
3Bucknam, op. cit. 
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in oral and written recall 
1 
4. A modified form of the Bogardus Soc i al Distance Scale, to 
discover social distance among the pupils 
2 5. Subject preference rating used in the Chase study, to deter-
mine the attitude of the children toward the social studies. 
All group tests were administered by the classroom teachers. The 
indi vidual tests in oral recall were administered by the investigator and 
other graduate students at Boston University who had been trained in the 
test procedure. All tests were scored by the writer. 
For the administration of the oral and wr i tten recall tests, the 
pup ils were d ivided into two groups, each of which consisted of one-half 
of the experimental and one-half of the control groups. Selection A was 
used as a written recall test in Group I and as an oral test in Group II. 
In r everse order, Selection B served as a te.st of oral recall in Group I 
and of written recall in Group II. In the individual oral recall tests, 
t he child was asked to read the story only once silently and to repeat 
as much as he could remember. As the items were recalled, the examiner 
checked them on a mimeographed sheet which listed all memories in a 
g iven selection. The pupil read the written test silently and wrote as 
much as he could remember. There was no time limit on either test of 
recall. 
1 Joseph A. Gattuso, et al., "An Evaluat i on of Curriculum-Related 
Specialties in Grades Five and Six, 2 Vols. (unpubl ished Master's thes i s, 
Boston University, Boston, 1957), Vol. I, p. 27 . 
2 Chase, op. cit. 
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Equating the Groups 
Groups were matched according to chronological age, mental age, 
reading achievement, and initial ability in oral recall. 
The equating of the groups decreased the total population from 
568 to 545 pupils, with 272 children comprising the control group and 
273 included in the experimental. 
Table I shows the distribution of the pupils in the experimental 
and the control groups according to chronological age, expressed in 
months. 
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TABLE I 
DISTRIBUTION OF CHRONOLOGICAL AGES OF 545 CHILDREN 
IN THE EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL GROUPS 
Age in 
Months Experimental Control 
153-155 
150-152 
147-149 
144-146 
141-143 
138-140 
135-137 
132-134 
129-131 
126-128 
123-125 
120-122 
S.D. 
0 
3 
5 
2 
3 
36 
48 
67 
67 
38 
2 
2 
273 
133.24 
Difference .y_ 
SEDiff. .42 
Critical Ratio .64 
1 
3 
6 
3 
6 
21 
57 
75 
66 
32 
0 
2 
272 
133.51 
.331 
The range of chronological ages is from 120 to 151 months in the 
experimental group and from 120 to 154 months in the control. The mean 
age is 133.24 months for the experimental group and 133.51 for the con-
trol. The critical ratio of .64 slightly favors the control group but 
is not statistically significant. 
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Table II shows the distribution of children in the two groups 
according to mental age. 
Age in 
Months 
204-215 
192-203 
180-191 
168- 179 
156-167 
144-155 
132-143 
120-131 
108-119 
96-107 
84- 95 
TABLE II 
DISTRIBUTION OF MENTAL AGES OF 545 CHILDREN 
IN THE EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL GROUPS 
S.D. 
Difference 
Critical Ratio 
Experimental 
0 
10 
24 
29 
40 
41 
53 
45 
18 
10 
3 
273 
14 7. 65 
24.72 
.31 
.15 
Control 
2 
9 
14 
21 
55 
42 
60 
43 
19 
5 
2 
272 
147.34 
22.80 
Mental ages range from 91 to 202 months in the experimental group 
and from 93 to 206 months in the control. The mean mental age is 147.65 
months for the experimental group and 147.34 for the control. The 
critical ratio of .15 lacks statistical significance. 
r 
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Table III presents the distribution of the initial reading ages 
of the experimental and control groups. 
Age in 
Months 
198-203 
192-197 
186-191 
180-185 
174-179 
168-173 
162-167 
156-161 
150-155 
144-149 
138-143 
132-137 
126-131 
120-125 
114-119 
108-113 
102-107 
96-101 
TABLE III 
DISTRIBUTION OF READING AGES OF 545 CHILDREN 
IN THE EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL GROUPS 
Experimental 
1 
7 
4 
14 
15 
12 
23 
18 
40 
38 
24 
32 
14 
14 
7 
7 
2 
1 
273 
Mean 150.04 
S.D. 22.68 
SEM 1.37 
Difference ·~ 
SEDiff. 1. 80 
Critical Ratio .43 
Control 
0 
5 
6 
8 
9 
23 
25 
25 
27 
33 
33 
23 
23 
17 
12 
2 
1 
0 
272 
149.26 
19.26 
1.16 
Reading ages range from 97 to 203 months in the experimental group 
and from 104 to 197 months in the control. The mean age is 150.04 months 
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for the experimental group and 149.26 for the control. The resulting 
critical ratio of .43 is below the level of significance. 
In Table IV the distribution of initial scores in oral recall for 
the experimental and control groups is reported. 
TABLE IV 
DISTRIBUTION OF INITIAL SCORES IN ORAL RECALL OF 545 CHILDREN 
IN THE EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL GROUPS 
Number 
of Memories 
22-23 
20-21 
18-19 
16-17 
14-15 
12-13 
10-11 
8-9 
6-7 
4-5 
2-3 
0-1 
S.D. 
Difference 
Critical Ratio 
Experimental 
0 
1 
5 
3 
23 
23 
41 
48 
51 
35 
30 
13 
---273 
.258 
.g 
.360 
.50 
Control 
0 
0 
2 
6 
23 
22 
37 
38 
57 
46 
27 
14 
---272 
.251 
The number of memories ranges f r om 0 to 21 in the experimental 
group and from 0 to 19 in the control. The mean score is 7.96 memories 
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for the experimental group compared with 7.78 for the control. The 
critical ratio of .50 shows that the difference between the means is 
statistically insignificant. 
General Plans for Conducting the Study 
Permission to conduct this experiment was secured from the school 
systems in the spring of the 1956-1957 school term. During the first 
two weeks in September, 1957, two meetings were held in each school sys-
tem with the sixth-grade teachers and the elementary principals together 
to explain further the purpose of the study, the testing program, the 
equating of the groups, and the procedure for using the experimental 
materials. 
At the second meeting in each system, on September 11 and 12, 
1957, the investigator designated the experimental and the control class-
rooms. Each of the eighteen teachers and the ten principals were issued 
bulletins entitled, "General Plans for the Study." These were wr.itten 
by the investigator and included information concerning the procedure 
for the experimental and the control teachers, the time schedule, the 
textbook material to be used, the testing program, and the addresses and 
telephone numbers of the writer and of the principal in each system \vho 
had agreed to serve as co-ordinator of this program. A copy of this 
bulletin to teachers may be found in the appendix. 
Teachers in the control group were requested to cover the same 
material in the text, from page 30 to page 93, during the five weeks' 
period and to turn in to the writer at the end of the study a diary or a 
daily record of the lessons taught and the activities included. The only 
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stipulation made for the control groups was that no provision be made 
for children to do any multiple recitation or any paired practice. 
Experimental teachers were instructed to administer the twenty-
five lessons with the graded study guides according to the directions in 
the Teacher's Manual and to keep a diary or a daily record. This diary 
was to include anything which had been done beyond the manual in the way 
of presentation of new vocabulary to the three groups, enrichment acti-
vities, class and group discussions, and provisions made for those chil-
dren who completed the work with the study guides before the class period 
ended. 
During the teaching period, the writer visited each classroom at 
least once a week to deliver materials, to observe children at work with 
the study guides, to assist teachers in any possible way with the teach-
ing procedure, and to answer any questions that arose concerning the 
study. 
Time Schedule for the Experiment 
September 4-13, 1957 
September 16 - October 18, 1957 
October 21-25, 1957 
P~eliminary testing program 
Five weeks' teaching period 
for twenty-five lessons 
Final testing program 
Eight of the ten schools adhered to this schedule. Because of 
the number of absences due to the Jewish holiday, it was necessary to ex-
tend the teaching period through October 28 in two schools, with the 
final testing program being completed on November 4, 1957. 
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Final Testing Program 
During the week of October 21, 1957 (or October 28, 1957 in the 
two schools previously mentioned which were detained because of absences 
due to Jewish holidays), the following tests were administered by the 
classroom teachers: 
1. Gates Reading Survey for Grade 3 (Second Half) to Grade 10, 
Form II 
2. Selections C and D of Bucknam's measures in written recall 
3. The social distance scale 
4. The subject preference rating 
An objective test constructed by the investigator to measure 
factual knowledge gained in the social studies was administered by the 
writer. The experimenter, assisted by other graduate students at Boston 
University who had been trained in the test procedure, administered the 
individual tests of oral recall. 
The experimental ~ lasses were administered a Pupil Questionnaire, 
constructed by the writer, on which children were asked to evaluate the 
teaching materials and the procedures employed. Each experimental 
teacher was requested to give an oral evaluation of the experiment. This 
was done in individual conferences wi t h the investigator, using a form 
which had been developed for the purpose. 
The recall tests were administered in the same manner as in the 
initial testing, with the children div ided into Group I and Group II, 
each of which contained one-half of the experimental and one-half of the 
control groups. Selection C was used for written recall with Group I 
and for oral recall with Group II. Selection D tested oral recall in 
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Group I and written recall in Group II. 
All tests were scored -~/ the investigator. Results on all mental 
ability, reading achievement, oral and written recall, and social studies 
tests were recorded by classrooms for each pupil who participated in the 
study. Each of the eighteen teachers in this experiment was furnished 
a copy of these results for her pupils in January, 1958. 
Description of the Tests 
The Otis Quick-Scoring Mental Ability Tests. The Beta Test, 
Form A, which was used in the current study, is designed for grades four 
to nine. It is a verbal test of 80 items and requires 30 minutes of 
working time. There are two forms of this test, and correlations ranging 
from a high of .979 in grade five to a low of .651 in grade eight are re-
1 
ported in the manual. The test purports to find the degree of bright-
ness of a pupil; therefore, the actual rate of progress of a pupil 
through school is claimed by the author to be the most appropriate cri-
terion of the validity of this test. 
The Gates Reading Survey for Grade 3 (Second Half) to Grade 10. 
This test includes subtests of vocabulary, comprehension, and speed of 
reading. It was designed to complement and extend the Gates Reading 
Test, and norms on the two batteries were carefully equated on the same 
1Arthur S. Otis, Manual of Directions for Beta Test, Forms A and 
B, Otis Quick-Scoring Mental Ability Tests (Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York: 
World Book Company, 1937). 
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population. Both the vocabulary and the comprehension tests are power 
tests with no time limits. The speed test contains passages which are 
easily read by children in the early part of grade three. The manual for 
1 
this test reports that "self-correlations" between the two forms of the 
test range from .82 in grade four to .92 in grade ten. 
The vocabulary test contains eighty-five multiple-choice items 
and measures ability to identify words that mean the same thing. The 
words selected are based on the Thorndike word list, and they range in 
difficulty from easy words in the first thousand to hard words in the 
twentieth thousand on this list. 
Comprising the comprehension test are thirty-five paragraphs with 
two, three, or four omitted words in the concluding sentence of each. 
The child selects a word from the several possible answers given that 
makes the sentence correct. The difficulty of these paragraphs ranges 
from easy third-grade level to one which would be difficult for the 
average college freshman. 
The speed tests consist of sixty-four short paragraphs of equal 
difficulty with strict time limitations of ten minutes allowed for grades 
three through five, and seven minutes for grades six through ten. The 
test is designed to measure the child's facility in reading easy third-
grade material. 
Oral and written recall tests. Six different selections of 
factual material and accompanying l ists of the major ideas presented in 
1 Arthur I. Gates, Manual of Directions: Gates Reading Survey for 
Grade 3 (Second Half) to Grade 10 (New York: Bureau of Publications, 
Teachers College, Columbia University, 1953 Revision), p. 13. 
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1 
each were constructed by Margaret Bucknam to measure fluency in oral 
recall. The first four of these passages were chosen for use in the 
current investigation. In Selection A, Air-Mail Routes, and in Selection 
B, Gliders, there are twenty-three items to be recalled. Selection C, 
The Cacao Tree, and Selection D, Rice Growing, each contains twenty-four 
memories. Each selection was used to measure both oral and written re-
call. No time limits were imposed on any of these tests. Evidence of 
reliability is lacking on these measures; however, correlations have 
been found by this investigator and are reported at the end of the cur-
rent chapter. 
Social studies test. An objective test of eighty-five items was 
constructed by the experimenter to measure the amount of social studies 
knowledge gained during the study. The test has five divisions and 
covers the three textbook chapters on which the study guides were de-
veloped. Part I consists of twenty multiple-choice items in which the 
children were instructed to underline the right answer. In Part II, 
pupils matched the names of the (1) Greeks, (2) Romans, (3) Hebrews, and 
(4) Phoenicians with their contribution to civilization by placing the 
number of each in a blank before the correct one of the ten contributions 
• listed. Part III contains fifteen matching i tems, and Part IV consists 
of twenty-five true-false statements. Part Vis made up of five groups 
of three events. Pupils indicated the sequence of these events by plac-
ing the number 1 before the event which happened first, 2 before the next 
event, and 3 before the most recent one. 
1 Bucknam, op. cit. 
A score of 90 points was possible on this test. In the first four 
subtests, each of the sev.enty items received one point for a correct 
answer. A score of 20 possible points could be made on Part V. Since 
pupils were asked to arrange items according to chronology or sequence, 
missing one item automatically caused a pupil to miss a second item. 
1 
This test was scored by a formula suggested by Hanna, et al., which pro-
vides for subtracting the sum of the differences between the pupil's 
answe rs and the key from the greatest possible sum of the difference. 
In this case, the pupil was asked to arrange three items in chronological 
order; therefore, the greatest possible sum of the differences would be 
4. The pupil's score was found by subtracting the sum of the difference 
between his score and the key from 4, thus: 
Directions: In each group of three events, place the number 1 
in the parentheses before the event which happened 
first, the number 2 before the .event which happened 
next, and the number 3 before that which happened 
last. 
Key Pupil's Difference Pupil's Response Score 
2 1 Rome became a republic 1 
1 2 Barbarians invaded Rome 1 4 - 2 = 2 
3 3 The birth of Christ 0 
2 
Reliabil i ty on this test has been established by the investigator 
and is reported at the end of the current chapter. 
1 
Lavone A. Hanna, Gladys L. Potter, and Neva Hagaman, Unit Teach-
ing in the Elementary School (New York: Rinehart and Company, Inc., 
1955), pp. 367-368. 
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1 Social distance scale. This instrument is a modified form of the 
Bogardus Social Distance Scale. It purports to measure the degree of 
social acceptance among the pupils in a given group. Four choices are 
listed in columns on the scale, and each pupil was asked to indicate h i s 
feelings toward each classmate by checking one of these four columns: 
Column 
I would like him as one of my best friends. 4 
I would like him in my group by t not as a close friend. 3 
I would like to be with him once in a while but not 
often. 2 
I would rather not work with him. 1 
The column numbers indicate the point values of each response. 
On each child's scale, the number of responses in each column was multi-
plied by the point value--4, 3, 2, or l--and the results of the four 
columns were added. This figure was divided by the number of children 
in the class recording preferences. This number is one less than the 
class membership, since each pupil was instructed to omit his own name. 
The highest possible score is 4.00 and the lowest is 1.00. 
Subject preference rating. This individual pupil check list was 
2 
constructed for use in the Chase study. It lists the school subjects 
studied and is divided into three columns. In the first column, the 
pupil indicated his first, second, and third preferences by the use of 
the figures 1, 2, and 3. In the second column, he showed how he felt 
1 Gattuso, et al., op. cit. 
2 Chase, op. cit. 
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about each subject by circling "L" if he liked the subject very much; 
"N" if he neither liked nor disliked it; and "D" if he disliked it very 
much. In the third column, he circled the word which told whether he 
thought the subject was "easy" or "hard." 
Pupil questionnaire. This instrument is an informal measure of 
twelve items developed by the investigator. Its purpose was to determine 
the reaction of the pupils in the experimental group toward the procedure 
employed. In the first nine items, pupils underlined the answer that de-
scribed their attitude toward the lessons, working with a partner, and 
the techniques involved. The children responded to the last three ques-
tions in sentences, indicating what they enjoyed most about the lessons; 
anything they disliked; and in what way, if any, the lessons were helpful. 
Reliability of Tests of Recall and of Social Studies 
Since five of the instruments used in this study lacked reliabil-
ity evidence, the reliability for these tests has been established by 
the investigator on the population used in the current study. The split-
half technique was used, and correlations were computed by the Pearson 
product-moment method and corrected by applying the Spearman-Brown 
prophecy formula. 
Because each of the four recall tests was used to measure both 
oral and written recall, reliability was determined on each selection as 
both an oral and a written test. In the experiment itself, approximately 
one-half the total population had been administered each test. Reliabil-
ity coefficients were based on a random sample of sixty cases which in-
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eluded every fourth pupil listed alphabetically on the eighteen class 
lists. 
One hundred cases from the 545 pupils who had been administered 
the social studies test were chosen for determining reliability. These 
cases were obtained by selecting every fifth child from the alphabetical 
classroom lists. 
The coefficients of reliability on these tests are as follows: 
r Corrected r 
Social ·Studies Test .852 .919 
Recall Tests 
Selection A--Oral .845 .913 
Written .903 .947 
Selection B--Oral .873 .925 
Written . 741 .850 
Selection c--Ot:al .656 .795 
Written .722 .831 
Selection D--Oral .844 .913 
Written .806 .884 
A copy of each measuring instrument may be found in the appendix. 
The data were analyzed, and the results are presented in the following 
chapter. 
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
The aim of this study was to evaluate the use of graded study 
guides in sixth-grade social studies. The data were analyzed to dis-
cover the effect of the procedure upon: 
1. Oral recall 
2. Written recall 
3. Retent i on of subject matter in the social studies 
4. Reading achievement: comprehension, vocabulary, and speed 
5. Social distance 
6. Attitudes toward the social studies and toward the materials 
and techniques employed in the experiment. 
Initial tests were administered to 568 pupils. Equating the 
groups decreased the number to 545, with 273 in the experimental group 
and 272 in the control. Twenty-two children, 7 experimental and 15 con-
trol, were later excluded because of illness or because of moving away. 
The analysis is based on the remaining 523 pupils, with 265 in the ex-
perimental group and 258 comprising the control. 
Table V shows the distribution of chronological ages of the ex-
perimental and control groups. 
TABLE V 
DISTRIBUTION OF CHRONOLOGICAL AGES OF 523 CHILDREN 
IN THE EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL GROUPS 
Age in 
Months Experimental Control 
153- 155 
150-152 
14 7-149 
144-146 
141- 143 
138- 140 
135-137 
132-134 
129-131 
126-128 
123-125 
120-122 
Mean 
S.D. 
Difference 
Critical Ratio 
0 
3 
4 
2 
3 
35 
48 
65 
63 
38 
2 
2 
265 
133.22 
.20 
.462 
.43 
1 
3 
5 
2 
6 
21 
54 
68 
64 
32 
0 
2 
258 
133.42 
Ages range from 120 to 151 mon ths in the experimental group and 
from 120 to 154 months in the contro l group. The mean age is 133.22 
months for the experimental group and 133.42 for the control. The crit-
ical r atio of .43 is below the level of s i gnificance. 
Table VI shows the distribution of mental ages of the children 
in the two groups. 
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TABLE VI 
DISTRIBUTION OF MENTAL AGES FOR BOTH GROUPS 
Age in 
Months 
204-215 
192-203 
180-191 
168-179 
156-167 
144-155 
132-143 
120-131 
108-119 
96-107 
84-95 
Difference 
Critical Ratio 
Experimental 
0 
10 
24 
28 
38 
39 
52 
43 
18 
10 
3 
265 
147.64 
24.84 
.30 
2.07 
.14 
Control 
2 
8 
13 
20 
52 
40 
57 
42 
19 
3 
2 
---258 
147.34 
22.56 
Mental ages range from 91 to 202 months in the .experimental group 
and from 93 to 206 months in the control. The mean age is 147.64 months 
for the experimental group and 147.34 months for the control, The crit-
ical ratio of .14 is not statistically significant. 
Table VII shows the distribution of reading ages of the children 
in both groups based on the total reading achievement on the Gates Read-
ing Survey at the beginning of the study. 
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TABLE VII 
DISTRIBUTION OF READING AGES FOR BOTH GROUPS 
Age in Experimental Control Months 
198-203 2 0 
192-197 6 5 
186-191 4 6 
180-185 14 7 
174-179 15 9 
168-173 12 22 
162-167 22 24 
156-161 17 23 
150-155 38 25 
144-149 36 32 
138-143 23 32 
132-137 31 22 
126-131 14 22 
120-125 14 15 
114-119 7 12 
108-113 7 1 
102-107 2 1 
96-101 1 0 
- -265 ' 258 
Mean 150.05 149.40 
S.D. 20.52 19.26 
SEM 1.25 1.20 
Difference .65 
SED iff. 1. 73 
Critical Ratio .38 
Reading ages range from 97 to 203 months in the experimental group 
and from 104 to 197 months in the control group . The mean age is 150.05 
months for the experimental group and 149.40 for the control. The crit-
ical ratio of .38 slightly favors the experimental group but lacks 
statistical significance. 
Table VIII presents the distribution of the initial scores in 
oral recall for both groups. 
TABLE VIII 
DISTRIBUTION OF INITIAL ORAL RECALL SCORES FOR BOTH GROUPS 
Number of 
Memories 
22-23 
20-21 
18-19 
16-17 
14-15 
12-13 
10-11 
8-9 
6-7 
4-5 
2-3 
0-1 
S.D. 
Difference 
SED iff. 
Critical Ratio 
Experimental 
0 
1 
5 
3 
22 
22 
39 
45 
50 
34 
31 
13 
265 
7.96 
4.22 
.259 
·1:1 
.367 
.52 
Control 
0 
0 
2 
6 
22 
21 
36 
34 
53 
46 
25 
13 
258 
The number of items recalled ranges from 0 to 21 in the experi-
mental group and from 0 to 19 in the control group. The mean score is 
7.96 memories for the experimental group and 7.77 memories for the con-
trol. The resulting critical ratio of .52 is not statistically signifi-
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cant. 
A study of the data presented in Tables V through VIII reveals 
that the two groups remain approximately equal on the basis of the four 
variables, after the twenty-two pupils were excluded. This means that, 
since the groups are assumed to be equal, any differences found at the 
close of the experiment can be partly attributed to the program. This 
necessitated establishing a level at which a difference can be considered 
significant. The .01 level of significance was decided upon; therefore, 
any difference between the means of the experimental and the control 
1 
groups with a critical ratio of 2.58 or better will be accepted as 
statistically significant. 
Gains in Oral Recall 
Table IX shows a comparison of the mean scores for both groups on 
the initial test of oral recall. 
TABLE IX 
COMPARISON OF INITIAL ORAL RECALL SCORES 
Group No. Mean S.D. Diff. C.R. 
Experimental 265 7.96 4.22 .259 
.19 .367 .52 
Control 258 7. 77 4.22 .263 
l · · · h 1 d Ed . ( d Henry E. Garrett, Stat~st~cs ~n Psyc o ogy an ucat~on revise 
edition; New York: Longmans, Green and Company, 1953), pp. 216-217. 
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The mean score for the experimental group is 7.96 memories com-
pared with 7.77 memories for the control group. The critical ratio of 
.52 shows that the difference is not statistically significant. 
Table X presents a comparison of the final mean scores for both 
groups in oral recall. 
Group 
Experimental 
Control 
TABLE X 
COMPARISON OF FINAL ORAL RECALL SCORES 
No. 
265 
258 
Mean 
9.78 
9.28 
S.D. 
4.58 
4.06 
.281 
.253 
Diff. 
.so 
C.R. 
.378 1.32 
The mean score is 9 .78 memories for the experimental group and 
9.28 memories for the control. The critical ratio of 1.32 shows that 
the difference, which favors the experimental group, lacks statistical 
significance. 
recall. 
Test 
Initial 
Final 
Table XI reports the gain made by the experimental group in oral 
TABLE XI 
GAIN OF EXPERIMENTAL GROUP IN ORAL RECALL 
No. 
265 
265 
Mean 
7.96 
9.78 
S.D. 
4.22 
4.58 
.259 
.281 
Diff. 
1.82 
C.R. 
.382 4. 77 
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The mean score is 7.96 memories for the initial test compared with 
9.78 memories for the final test. The critical ratio of 4.77 shows that 
a significant gain was made by the experimental group in oral recall. 
Table XII presents the gain made in oral recall by the control 
group. 
TABLE XII 
GAIN OF CONTROL GROUP IN ORAL RECALL 
Test No. Mean S.D. Diff. SEDiff. C.R . 
Initial 258 7. 77 4.22 . 263 
1.51 .365 4.14 
Final 258 9.28 4.06 .253 
The mean score is 7.77 memories for the initial test and 9.28 
memories for the final test. The critical ratio of 4.14 is statistically 
significant. 
Table XIII reports the difference in gains of the two groups in 
oral recall. 
Experi-
' mental 
Gain 
1.82 
TABLE XIII 
DIFFERENCE IN GAINS OF EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL GROUPS 
IN ORAL RECALL 
Cont r ol Diff. in SE 
SED iff. Gain SEDiff. Gains Gain 
.382 1.51 .365 .31 ::. 528 
C.R. 
.59 
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The gain is 1.82 memories for the experimental group and 1.51 
memories for the control group. The difference in gains of .31 favors 
the experimental group. The critical ratio of .59 is below the level of 
signi ficance. 
Gains in Written Recall 
Table XIV presents a comparison of the mean scores for both groups 
on the i nitial test of written recall. 
Group 
Experimental 
Contro l 
TABLE XIV 
COMPARISON OF INITIAL SCORES IN WRITTEN RECALL 
No. 
265 
258 
Mean 
9.07 
9.13 
S.D. 
3.86 
3.70 
.237 
.229 
Diff. 
.06 
C.R. 
.329 .18 
The mean score is 9.07 memories for the experimental group com-
pared with 9.13 memories for the control group. The critical ratio of 
.18 lacks statistical significance. 
Table XV shows a comparison of the mean scores for both groups 
on the final test of written recall. 
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Group 
Experimental 
Control 
TABLE XV 
COMPARISON OF FINAL SCORES IN WRITTEN RECALL 
No. 
265 
258 
Mean 
10.69 
10.34 
S.D. 
3.90 
3.34 
.239 
.208 
Diff. 
.35 
C.R. 
.316 1.11 
The mean score for the experimental group is 10.69 memories com-
pared with 10.34 memories for the control group. The critical ratio of 
1.11 is below the level of significance. 
recall. 
Test 
Initial 
Fina l 
Table XVI reports the gain of the experimental group in written 
TABLE XVI 
GAIN OF EXPERIMENTAL GROUP IN WRITTEN RECALL 
No. 
265 
265 
Mean 
9.07 
10 .69 
S.D. 
3.86 
3.90 
.237 
.239 
Diff. 
1.62 
SED iff. 
.336 
C.R. 
4.82 
The mean score is 9.07 memories on the initial test and 10.69 
memories on the final test. The crit i cal ratio of 4.82 reveals a signi-
ficant gain made by the experimental group in written recall. 
Table XVII presents the gain of the control group in written 
recall. 
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TABLE XVII 
GAIN OF THE CONTROL GROUP IN WRITTEN RECALL 
Test No~ Mean S.D. Diff. C.R. 
Initial 258 9.13 3.70 .229 
1.21 .308 3.93 
Final 258 10.34 3.34 .208 
The mean score is 9.13 memories for the initial test and 10.34 
memories for the final test. The critical ratio of 3.93 reveals a signi-
ficant gain made by the control group in written recall. 
Table XVIII reports the difference in gains for the two groups 
in written recall. 
Experi-
mental 
Gain 
1.62 
TABLE XVIII 
DIFFERENCE IN GAINS OF EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL GROUPS 
IN WRITTEN RECALL 
.336 
Control 
Gain 
1.21 .308 
Diff. in 
Gains 
.41 
SE 
Gain 
.456 
C.R. 
.90 
The mean gain for the experimental group is 1.62 memories compared 
with the mean gain of 1.21 memories for the control gr.upp. The critical 
ratio of .90 lacks statistical significance. 
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Recall of Social Studies Facts 
Table XIX shows the distribution of the experimental and control 
groups on the social studies test administered at the conclusion of the 
experiment. 
TABLE XIX 
DISTRIBUTION OF BOTH GROUPS 
ON RECALL OF SOCIAL STUDIES FACTS 
Score 
90-94 
85-89 
80-84 
75-79 
70-74 
65-69 
60-64 
55-59 
50-54 
45-49 
40-44 
35-39 
30-34 
25-29 
20-24 
Difference 
SEDiff. 
Critical Ratio 
Experimental 
1 
1 
8 
22 
29 
30 
42 
37 
30 
22 
17 
13 
10 
2 
1 
265 
58.96 
13.03 
Control 
0 
6 
13 
28 
45 
37 
25 
35 
21 
20 
12 
9 
4 
3 
0 
258 
61.96 
13.45 
Scores range from 23 to 90 in the experimental group and from 26 
to 86 in the control group. The mean score is 58.96 for the experimental 
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group compared with 61.96 for the control group. The critical ratio of 
2.58 is statistically s i gnificant. 
Gains in Total Reading Age 
The Gates Reading Survey contains tests of comprehension, vocab-
ulary, and speed. Scores on each of these subtests and on total reading 
achievement have been converted into reading ages, expressed in months. 
Table XX shows a comparison of the total reading ages of the experimental 
an d cont rol groups at the beginning of the experiment. 
TABLE XX 
COMPARISON OF INITIAL TOTAL READING AGES 
Group No. Mean S.D. SEM Diff. SED iff. C.R. 
Experimental 265 150.05 20.52 1.25 
.65 1. 73 .38 
Control 258 149.40 19.26 1.20 
The mean reading age is 150.05 months for the experimental group 
and 149.40 mont hs for the control group, with a difference of .65 in 
favor of t he experimental group. The resulting critical ratio of .38 
lacks statistical significance. 
Table XXI presents a comparison of r eading ages for both groups 
at the conclus i on of the exper i ment. 
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Group 
Experimental 
Control 
TABLE XXI 
COMPARISON OF FINAL TOTAL READING AGES 
No. 
265 
258 
Mean S.D. 
152.74 21.60 
152.74 20.58 
1.33 
1.28 
Diff. 
0 1.85 
The mean reading age for both groups is identical; therefore, 
the crit i cal ratio is 0. 
Table XXII shows the gain of the experimental group in total 
reading achievement, expressed as reading age. 
Test 
Initial 
Final 
TABLE XXII 
GAIN OF EXPERIMENTAL GROUP IN TOTAL READING AGE 
No. 
265 
265 
Mean S.D. 
150.05 20.52 
152.74 21.60 
1.25 
1.33 
Diff. SEDiff. 
2.69 1.82 
C.R. 
0 
C.R. 
1.48 
The mean reading age is 150.05 months at the beginning of the ex-
periment and 152.74 months at the end. The critical ratio of 1.48 de-
notes that the gain made by the experimental group in total reading 
achievement was not statistically significant. 
Table XXIII reports the gain made by the control group in total 
reading age. 
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TABLE XXIII 
GAIN OF THE CONTROL GROUP IN TOTAL READING AGE 
Test No. Mean S.D. Diff. SEDiff. C.R. 
Initial 258 149.40 19.26 1.20 
3.34 1. 75 1.91 
Final 258 152.74 .20.58 1.28 
The mean reading age for the control group is 149.40 months on 
the initial test compared with 152.74 months on the final test. The 
cr i tical ratio of 1.91 reveals that the difference is below the level 
o f significance. 
Table XXIV reports the difference in the gains of the experi-
mental and control groups in total reading age. 
Experi-
mental 
Gain 
2.69 
TABLE XXIV 
DIFFERENCE IN GAINS OF EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL GROUPS 
IN TOTAL READING AGE 
Control Diff. in SE 
SED iff. Gain SED iff. Gains Gain 
1.82 3.34 1. 75 .65 2.52 
The difference of .65 between the experimental gain of 2.69 
C.R. 
.26 
months and the control gain of 3.34 months favors the control group. 
However, the critical ratio of .26 lacks statistical significance. 
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Gains in Reading Comprehension 
Table XXV presents a comparison of t he initial mean scores of the 
experimental and control groups in reading comprehension. 
TABLE XXV 
COMPARISON OF INITIAL SCORES IN READING COMPREHENSION 
Group 
Experimental 
Contro l 
No. 
265 
258 
Mean 
147.08 
146.64 
S.D. 
19.50 
18.75 
1.20 
1.17 
Diff. SEDiff. 
.44 1.68 
C.R. 
.26 
The mean score of 147.08 months for the experimental group is .44 
higher than the mean score of 146.64 months for the control group. The 
critical ratio of .26 is not statistically significant. 
Table XXVI presents a comparison of the final scores of the two 
groups in reading comprehension. 
TABLE XXVI 
COMPARISON OF FINAL SCORES IN READING COMPREHENSION 
Group 
Experimental 
Control 
No. 
265 
258 
Mean 
150.10 
150.10 
S.D. 
23.28 
18.24 
1.43 
1.13 
Diff. SED iff. 
0 1. 76 
The mean scores of the two groups are i dentical; thus, the 
critical ratio is 0. 
C .R. 
0 
Table XXVII reports the gain made by the experimental group in 
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reading comprehension. 
TABLE XXVII 
GAIN OF EXPERIMENTAL GROUP IN READING COMPREHENSION 
Test 
Initial 
Fina l 
No. 
265 
265 
Mean 
147.08 
150.10 
S.D. 
19.50 
23.28 
1.20 
1.43 
Diff. SED iff. 
3.02 1.87 
C.R. 
1.61 
A difference of 3.02 months is found between the initial mean of 
147.08 and the f i nal mean of 150.10 months. The critical ratio of 1.61 
shows that the gain made by the experimental group in reading comprehen-
sion is below the level of significance. 
Table XXVIII presents the gain of the control group in reading 
comprehens i on. 
Test 
Initial 
Final 
TABLE XXVIII 
GAIN OF CONTROL GROUP IN READING COMPREHENSION 
No. 
258 
258 
Mean 
146.64 
150.10 
S.D. 
18.75 
18.24 
1.17 
1.13 
Diff. 
3.46 
SED iff. 
1.63 
C.R. 
2.12 
The difference of 3.46 months between t he initial mean of 146.64 
months and the final mean of 150. 10 months yields a critical ratio of 
2. 12 which is statistically insignificant at the .01 level. 
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Table XXIX presents the difference in gains of the experimental 
and the control groups in reading comprehension. 
Experi-
mental 
Gain 
3.02 
TABLE XXIX 
DIFFERENCE IN GAINS OF EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL GROUPS 
IN READING COMPREHENSION 
1. 87 
Control 
Gain 
3.46 1.63 
Diff. in 
Gains 
.44 
SE 
Gain 
2.48 
C.R. 
.18 
The experimental gain of 3.02 months in mean score is .44 lower 
than the control gain of 3.46 months. The critical ratio of .18 lacks 
statistical significance. 
Gains in Reading Vocabulary 
Table XXX presents a comparison of the mean scores of the experi-
mental and the control groups on the initial test of reading vocabulary. 
TABLE XXX 
COMPARISON OF INITIAL READING VOCABULARY SCORES 
Group No. Mean S.D. Diff. SED iff. C.R. 
Experimental 265 146.69 17.28 1.06 
.72 1.41 .51 
Control 258 145.97 15.12 .941 
The mean score is 146.69 months for t he experimental group com-
pared with 145.97 for the control group. The critical ratio of .51 
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reveals that the difference is below the level of significance. 
Table XXXI presents a comparison of the scores of the two groups 
on reading vocabulary at the conclusion of the experiment. 
TABLE XXXI 
COMPARISON OF FINAL SCORES IN READING VOCABULARY 
Group No. Mean S.D. Diff. SEiliff. C.R. 
Experimental 265 147.69 18.48 1.13 
.55 1.61 .34 
Control 258 148.24 18.48 1.15 
The mean score is 147.69 months for the experimental group and 
148.24 months for the control group. The difference of .55 between the 
means favors the control group. The critical ratio of .34 lacks statis-
tical significance. 
Table XXXII presents the gain of the experimental group in 
reading vocabulary. 
Test No. 
Initial 265 
Final 265 
TABLE XXXII 
GAIN OF THE EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 
IN READING VOCABULARY 
Mean S.D. Diff. 
146.69 17.28 1.06 
1.00 
147.69 18.48 1.13 
SEDiff. 
1.55 
C.R. 
.64 
r 
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The mean score of 147.69 months made by the exper i mental group on 
the final test in vocabulary is exactly 1,00 month higher than the mean 
score of 146.69 on the initial test. The critical ratio of .64 is not 
statistically significan t. 
Table XXXIII presents the gain made by the control group in 
reading vocabulary. 
TABLE XXXIII 
GAIN OF CONTROL GROUP IN READING VOCABULARY 
Test No. Mean S.D. Diff. SED iff. C .R • 
Initial 258 145.97 15.12 . 94 
2.27 1.48 1.53 
Final 258 148.24 18.48 1.15 
The mean score of 148.24 months on the final test is 2,27 months 
higher than the mean score of 145.97 months on the initial test. The 
resulting crit ical ratio of 1.53 lacks statistical significance, 
Table XXXIV reports the difference in gains for the experimental 
and the control groups in reading vocabulary. 
Experi-
mental 
Gain 
1.00 
TABLE XXXIV 
DIFFERENCE IN GAINS OF EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL GROUPS 
IN READING VOCABULARY 
1.55 
Control 
Gain 
2.27 1.48 
Diff. in 
Gains 
1.27 
SE 
Gain 
2.11 
C.R. 
.60 
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A difference of 1.27 months exists between the experimental gain 
of 1.00 month and the control gain of 2.27 months. This difference 
favors the control group and yields a critical ratio of .60 which is 
below the level of significance. 
Gains in Speed of Reading 
Table XXXV presents a comparison of the mean scores of the experi-
mental and the control groups on the initial reading speed test. 
Group 
Experimental 
Control 
TABLE XXXV 
COMPARISON OF INITIAL SCORES IN SPEED OF READING 
No. 
265 
258 
Mean 
157.02 
157.18 
S.D. 
32.28 
30.96 
1.98 
1.93 
Diff. 
.16 2.76 
C.R. 
.06 
The mean score is 157.02 months for the experimental group com-
pared with 157.18 months for the control group. The critical ratio of 
.06 is not statistically significant. 
Table XXXVI shows a comparison of the two groups on the final 
reading speed test. 
Group 
Experimental 
Control 
TABLE XXXVI 
COMPARISON OF FINAL SCORES IN SPEED OF READING 
No. 
265 
258 
Mean 
160.55 
160.19 
S.D. 
30.24 
32.28 
1.86 
2.01 
Diff. 
.36 2.74 
C.R. 
.13 
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The mean score is 160.55 months for the experimental group com-
pared with 160.19 months for the control group. The difference of .36 
favors the experimental group; however, the critical ratio of .13 lacks 
statistical significance. 
Table XXXVII reports the gain of the experimental group in the 
speed of reading. 
Test 
Initial 
Final 
TABLE XXXVII 
GAIN OF EXPERIMENTAL GROUP IN SPEED OF READING 
No. 
265 
265 
Mean 
157.02 
160.55 
S.D. 
32.28 
30.24 
1.98 
1.86 
Diff. 
3.53 
C.R. 
2. 72 1.30 
The mean age for the experimental group in reading speed was 
157.02 months on the initial test co~pared with 160.55 months on the 
final test. The difference of 3.53 months yields a critical ratio of 
1.30 which denotes that the difference is not statistically signif i cant. 
speed. 
Test 
Initial 
Final 
Table XXXVIII shows the gain of the control group in reading 
TABLE XXXVIII 
GAIN OF CONTROL GROUP IN SPEED OF READING 
No. 
258 
258 
Mean 
157.18 
160.19 
S.D. 
30.96 
32.28 
1. 93 
2.01 
Diff. 
3.01 
SED iff. 
2.79 
C.R. 
1.08 
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A difference of 3.01 months is found between the initial mean age 
of 157.18 months and the final mean of 160.19 months. The critical ratio 
of 1.08 i s below the level of significance. 
Table XXXIX reports the difference in gains of the experimental 
and control groups in speed of reading. 
Experi-
mental 
Gain 
3.53 
TABLE XXXIX 
DIFFERENCE IN GAINS OF EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL GROUPS 
IN SPEED OF READING 
Control 
SED iff. Gain SEDiff. Diff. in SE 
Gains Gain 
2. 72 3.01 2.79 .52 3.66 
C.R. 
.14 
The experimental group made a gain of 3.53 months in speed of 
reading compared with the gain of 3.01 months for the control group. 
The critical ratio of .14 shows that the difference is not statistically 
significant. 
Gains in Social Distance Ratings 
A modi f ied form of the Bogardus Social Distance Scale was used to 
determine what effect, if any, the paired practice had upon the social 
distance ratings of the pupils. The highest possible score on the scale 
is 4.00 and the lowest is 1.00. 
Table XL shows a comparison of the social distance ratings for 
the experimental group and the control gr oup at the beginning of the 
experiment. 
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Group 
Experimental 
Control 
TABLE XL 
COMPARISON OF INITIAL SOCIAL DISTANCE RATINGS 
No. 
265 
258 
Mean 
2.66 
2.64 
S.D. 
.51 
.57 
.032 
.036 
Diff. 
.02 
C.R. 
.044 .45 
The mean score is 2.66 for the experimental group compared with 
2.64 for the control group on the initial test. The critical ratio of 
.45 lacks statistical significance. 
Table XLI presents a comparison of the social distance ratings 
of the two groups at the conclusion of the experiment. 
Group 
Experimental 
Control 
TABLE XLI 
COMPARISON OF FINAL SOCIAL DISTANCE RATINGS 
No. 
265 
258 
Mean 
2.79 
2.80 
S.D. 
.51 
.51 
.031 
.032 
Diff. 
.01 
SEDiff. C.R. 
.044 .23 
The mean score of 2.79 for the experimental group is .01 lower 
than the mean score of 2.80 for the control group. The resulting crit-
ical ratio of .23 is not statistically significant. 
Table XLII reports the gain of the experimental group in social 
distance ratings. 
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TABLE XLII 
GAIN OF THE EXPERIMENTAL GROUP IN SOCIAL DISTANCE RATINGS 
Test No. Mean S.D. SEM Diff. SEDiff. C.R. 
Initial 265 2.66 .51 .032 
.13 .044 2.95 
Final 265 2.79 .51 .031 
The mean score is 2.66 at the beginning of the experiment and 
2.79 at the end. The critical ratio of 2.95 shows that a significant 
gain was made by the experimental group in social distance ratings. 
Table XLIII presents the gain made by the control group in social 
distance ratings. 
TABLE XLIII 
GAIN OF THE CONTROL GROUP IN SOCIAL DISTANCE RATINGS 
Test No. Mean S.D. SEM Diff. SED iff. C.R. 
Initial 258 2.64 .57 .036 
.16 .044 3.64 
Final 258 2.80 .51 .032 
The mean score for the control group is 2.64 on the initial rat-
ing compared with 2.80 on the final rat ing. The critical ratio of 3.64 
shows that the gain made by the control group in social distance ratings 
is significant statistically. 
Table XLIV shows the difference in gains for the two groups in 
social distance ratings. 
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Experi-
mental 
Gain 
.13 
TABLE XLIV 
DIFFERENCE IN GAINS OF EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL GROUPS 
IN SOCIAL DISTANCE RATINGS 
Control Diff. in SE 
SEDiff. Gain SEDiff. Gains Gains 
.044 .16 .044 .03 .063 
C.R. 
.48 
The difference of .03 between the mean gain of ,13 for the ex-
perimental group and .16 for the control group favors the control group. 
However, the critical ratio of .48 is below the level of significance. 
Preference Ratings for the Social Studies 
A rating scale was used to discover: the pupils' preferences for 
all of the subjects taught in the elementary school; the likes and dis-
likes for each subject; and the ease and difficulty of each one. 
Table XLV shows the number and per cent of the pupils in both 
groups who selected social studies as a first, second, or third choice 
in both the initial and final testing. 
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II 
Choice 
First 
Second 
Third 
Total 
TABLE XLV 
NUMBER AND PER CENT OF PUPILS 
RATING SOCIAL STUDIES AS FIRST, SECOND, OR THIRD CHOICES 
ON INITIAL AND FINAL TESTS 
Experimental Group (N = 265) Control Group (N = 258) 
Initial Test Final Test Initial Test Final Test 
Per Per Per Per Number Cent Number Cent Number Cent Number Cent 
32 12.07 27 10.19 27 10.46 31 12.01 
39 14.72 37 13.96 30 11.63 22 8.53 
42 15.85 38 14.34 24 9.30 32 12.40 
113 42.64 102 38.49 81 31.39 85 32.94 
In the experimental group, social studies was rated as a first, 
second, or third choice by 113 or 42.64 per cent of the pupils at the 
beginning of the experiment and by 102 or 38.49 per cent of the pupils 
at the end. In the control group, 81 or 31.39 per cent of the children 
on the initial test and 85 or 32.94 per cent on the final test selected 
social studies among their three favorite subjects. An attempt was made 
to discover if the materials and techniques employed in the experimental 
classrooms had any effect upon children 1 s preferences for the social 
studies. 
Table XLVI shows the difference in the per cent of chi ldren in 
the experimental group who rated social studies among their first three 
choices of subjects on the initial and on the final tests. 
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TABLE XLVI 
DIFFERENCE IN PER CENT OF EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 
RATING SOCIAL STUDIES AIDNG FIRST THREE CHOICES OF SUBJECTS ON 
INITIAL AND FINAL TESTS 
Test No. Per SE of Diff. SEDiff. 
Cent Per Cent 
Initial 113 42.64 3.00 
-4.15 4.17 
Final 102 38.49 2.90 
C.R. 
.99 
At the conclusion of the study, the 38.49 per cent of pupils who 
rated social studies among their first three choices of subjects was 4.15 
per cent less than the 42.64 per cent who chose it at the beginning. 
The critical ratio of .99 shows that this negative difference was not 
statistically significant. 
Table XLVII shows the number and per cent of pupils in both 
groups who liked, neither liked nor disliked, or disliked social studies 
on both the initial and the final ratings. 
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TABLE XLVII 
NUMBER AND PER CENT IN BOTH GROUPS 
WHO LIKED, NEITHER LIKED NOR DISLIKED, OR DISLIKED SOCIAL STUDIES 
ON INITIAL AND FINAL TESTS 
Experimental Group (N = 265) Control Group (N = 258) 
Initial Test Final Test Initial Test Final Test 
Number Per Number Per Number Per Per Cent Cent Cent Number Cent 
Like 138 52.08 ll8 44.53 127 49.23 121 46.90 
Neither 91 34.34 100 37.74 104 40.30 90 34.88 
Dislike 36 13.58 47 17.73 27 10.47 47 18.22 
Total 265 100.00 265 100.00 258 100.00 258 100.00 
In the experimental group, 52.08 per cent liked social studies at 
the beginning and 44.53 per cent liked it at the end, while 49.23 per 
cent of the control group liked it on the init i al rating and 46.90 per 
cent liked it at the end. Social studies was neither liked nor disliked 
by 34.34 per cent of the experimental group at the beginning and by 
37.74 per cent at the end. In the control group 40.30 per cent on the 
initial test and 34.88 per cent on the final test neither liked nor dis-
l iked social studies. A dislike for the social studies was indicated by 
13.58 per cent of the experimental gr oup at the beginning and by 17.73 
per cent at the end of the test. I n the control group, 10.47 per cent 
disliked social studies at the beginn~ng and 18.22 per cent disliked it 
at the end. 
Table XLVIII shows the difference in t he percentage of children 
in the experimental group who indicated a liking for social studies on 
the initial and the final ratings. 
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Test 
Initial 
Final 
TABLE XLVIII 
DIFFERENCE IN PER CENT OF EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 
LIKING SOCIAL STUDIES ON INITIAL AND FINAL TESTS 
No. Per SE of Diff. SED iff. 
Cent Per Cent 
138 51.70 3.10 
-7.17 4.38 
118 44.53 3.10 
C.R. 
1.61 
Social studies was liked by 51.70 per cent of the experimental 
group at the beginning and by 44.53 per cent at the end of the teaching 
period. This negative difference of 7.17 per cent results in a critical 
ratio of 1.61 which is below the level of significance. 
Table XLIX shows the number and per cent in each group who signi-
fied that social studies was easy on both the initial and the final 
ratings. 
TABLE XLIX 
NUMBER AND PER CENT IN BOTH GROUPS 
INDICATING THAT SOCIAL STUDIES IS EASY ON INITIAL AND FINAL TESTS 
Experimental Group (N = 265) Control Group (N = 258) 
Initial Test Final Test Initial Test Final Test 
Per Number Per Number Per Number Per Number Cent Cent Cent Cent 
Easy 173 65.28 164 61.88 159 61.63 155 60.08 
Hard 92 34.72 101 38.12 99 38.37 103 39.92 
Total 265 100.00 265 100.00 258 100.00 258 100.00 
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In the experimental group, 65.28 per cent found social studies 
easy at the beginning compared with 61.88 per cent who felt that it was 
easy at the end. It was considered easy by 61.63 per cent of the control 
group at the beginning and by 60.08 per cent at the end. 
Table L shows the difference in the per cent of the experimental 
group who indicated that social studies is easy on the initial and on 
the final ratings. 
TABLE L 
DIFFERENCE IN PER CENT OF EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 
INDICATING THAT SOCIAL STUDIES IS EASY ON INITIAL AND FINAL TESTS 
Test 
Initial 
Final 
No. 
173 
164 
Per 
Cent 
65.28 
61.92 
SE of 
Per Cent 
2.90 
3.00 
Diff. SEDiff. 
-4.36 4.17 
C.R. 
1.04 
On the initial ratings, 65.28 per cent of the experimental group 
found social studies easy compared with 61.92 per cent on the final 
ratings. The critical ratio of 1.04 shows that this negative difference 
is not statistically significant. 
Evaluation of the Procedure 
Both the pupils and the teachers in the experimental classrooms 
were requested to participate in the evaluation of the materials and the 
techniques employed in this study. 
Pupil evaluations. The 265 children in the experimental group in-
dicated their reactions to the materials and the procedure by filling in 
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a Pupil Questionnaire constructed by the investigator. 
Table LI shows the results of this evaluat i on in terms of the 
numbers and the percentages of pupils respondi ng to each question. Each 
of the items from one through nine, i nclusive, totals 265 in the number 
column and 100 per cent in the per cent column. Item number 4 has a 
supplementary A and B which reports a breakdown, according to sex, of 
boys and girls who prefer to work in pairs composed of boys only, of 
girls only, and of boys and girls together. In items 10, 11, and 12, 
some pupils gave more than one answer to a question, and some of the 
questions were left blank. Therefore, in these last three items, the 
columns will not necessarily total 265 in number or 100 per cent. 
TABLE LI 
PUPIL EVALUATIONS OF TECHNIQUES AND MATERIALS 
Questions on Techniques and Materials Number Per Cent Responding 
1. Did you enjoy these lessons? 
Yes 142 53.58 
No 43 16.23 
Neither like nor dislike them 80 30.19 
2. Would you like to do more social studies 
lessons this way? 
Yes 80 30.19 
No 57 21.51 
Some of the time 128 48.30 
3. Did you enjoy working with a partner? 
Yes 212 80.00 
No 21 7.92 
Neither like nor dislike it 32 12.08 
(continued on next page) 
TABLE LI (continued) 
Questions on Techniques and Materials 
4. Whom did you like to work with best? 
Boys 
Girls 
Boys and girls together 
A. Boys (N = 138) 
With boys 
With girls 
B. Girls (N = 127) 
With g i rls 
With boys 
5. Which lessons did you like best? 
Detailed Questions 
Outline Techniques 
General Questions 
6. Which lessons did you enjoy the least? 
Detailed Questions 
Outline ~eehniques 
General Questions 
7. When vmuld you like to read the questions 
to each lesson? 
Before reading the paragraphs 
After reading the paragraphs 
Either way 
8. Do you prefer to answer questions to one 
paragraph a t a time or on the entire 
selection? 
One paragraph at a time 
Entire selection 
Either way 
9. How do you prefer to give your answers to 
the questions? 
Orally 
Written 
Either way 
Number 
Responding 
96 
83 
86 
96 
42 
83 
44 
61 
103 
101 
104 
83 
78 
46 
149 
70 
189 
24 
52 
173 
48 
44 
(concluded on next page) 
Bost on University 
School of Education 
Library 
Per Cent 
36.23 
31.32 
32.45 
69.57 
30.43 
65.35 
34.65 
23.02 
38.87 
38.11 
39.25 
31.32 
29.53 
17.36 
56.22 
26.42 
71.32 
9.06 
19.62 
65.28 
18.11 
16.61 
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TABLE LI (concluded) 
Questions on Techniques and Materials Number Responding 
10. What did you enjoy most about the lessons? 
Working with a partner 
It is more fun, interesting, different 
Liked everything 
It is easier to read and understand 
this way 
Having material adjusted to level; 
working in three groups 
Being pupil teacher 
11. List anything that you did not like about 
the lessons. 
They became tiresome, every day 
Reading and recalling an entire selection 
at once 
Lessons too long and too hard 
Difficult to remember so much 
Working with partners 
Outline Techniques 
Detailed Questions 
Nothing 
Children too noisy 
12. In what way do you think .these lessons have 
helped you? (If not, say so.) 
Learning and understanding social studies 
Reading more carefully and remembering 
Working with others better 
Making social studies more fun 
In every way 
Lessons little or no help 
143 
82 
25 
19 
13 
6 
40 
36 
24 
20 
18 
14 
9 
9 
4 
98 
80 
23 
16 
. 6 
7 
Per Cent 
53.96 
30.94 
9.43 
7.17 
4.90 
2.26 
15.09 
13.58 
9.06 
7.55 
6.79 
5.28 
3.40 
3.40 
1.51 
36.97 
30.56 
8.63 
6.04 
2.24 
2.64 
An analysis of Table LI reveals that pupils found the lessons en-
joyable and profitable. Only one-sixth of the children indicated that 
they did not enjoy them, and a majority specified a desire to do more 
social studies lessons this way, at least some of the time. Working with 
a partner was enjoyed by four-fifths of the group, and one-third of the 
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total experimental P-Opulation preferred to work in pairs composed of 
boys and girls together. A breakdown of the study teams, according to 
sex, shows that 69.57 per cent of the 138 boys chose to work with boys 
and that 65.35 per cent of the 127 girls elected to wdrk with girls. 
The exercises involving Detailed Questions w~re the least popular of the 
three techniques employed, while Outline Techniques and General Questions 
were approximately equal in popularity. Gver one-half of the pupils 
favored reading the questions after reading the paragraphs, and almost 
three-fourths preferred answering questions to one paragraph at a time 
rather than to an entire selection at once. The majority of pupils had 
a preference for giving answers orally instead of writing them. 
Results on item 10 of the questionnaire indicate that the two most 
enjoyable features of these lessons were: working with a partner and 
having work that was more fun, interesting, and different. Question 11 
offered the children an opportunity to list the things they disliked. 
These results show that: 15.09 per cent of the pupils found having the 
lessons every day tiresome; 13.58 per cent disliked reading and recalling 
and entire selection at once; 9.06 per cent considered the lessons too 
long and too hard; and 7.55 per cent had difficulty remembering so many 
facts. 
Pupils were asked in question 12 to tell in what way the lessons 
were beneficial. Approximately one-third indicated that the procedure 
had helped them to learn and understand social studies more easily. 
Another 30.56 per cent felt that they could read more carefully and re-
member better as a result of the exercises. The fact that the practice 
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helped children to work with others and that it made social studies more 
fun was also mentioned. Only 2.64 per cent of the group indicated that 
the lessons were of little or no help. 
Teacher evaluations. Each of the nine teachers in the experi-
mental classrooms was given an opportunity to evaluate the procedure in 
an individual conference with the investigator. A form which had been 
developed for this purpose was used. Table LII shows the results of this 
evaluation. The total number of responses to four of the questions ex-
ceeds the total number of teachers, because multiple answers were given 
in some instances. 
TABLE LII 
TEACHER EVALUATIONS OF THE PROCEDURE 
Questions Concerning the Procedure 
A. Total Picture 
1. How do you feel about the over-all results? 
Textbook material was covered too fast 
Method compared favorably with regular social 
studies 
Practice helped to improve reading 
Children progressed greatly socially 
2. What satisfactions came out of this s tudy? 
Growth of pupils in paired practice and group 
work 
Improvement of reading 
Increased pupil interest in social studies 
3. What difficulties did you encounter? 
Insufficient time t o develop concepts 
Slow children had difficulty work ing together 
Repetition became monotonous 
Children unable to adjust to freedom 
(cont i nued on nex t page) 
Number of 
Responses 
4 
3 
1 
1 
9 
4 
1 
6 
2 
1 
1 
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TABLE LII (continued) 
Questions Concerning the Procedure 
B. Children 
Outline Techniques too advanced 
No difficulty 
1. How did the children react to the lessons? 
Enjoyed them 
Liked them at first; became tired at end 
Mixed reactions; usually liked them 
Superior and average groups liked them; 
discontent in slow group 
2. Who showed the most interest? 
a. According to ability 
Superior students 
Average students 
Below average students 
No difference in ability 
b. According to sex 
No difference in sex 
Boys 
Girls 
3. Did they enjoy working in pairs? 
Yes 
No 
a. Was it a new experience for them? 
Yes 
No 
Don't know 
b. Have you used the system before? 
Yes 
No 
c. Did the pairs work cooperatively as team mates? 
Yes 
No (not all of the time) 
(concluded on next page) 
Number of 
Responses 
1 
1 
3 
2 
2 
2 
5 
2 
1 
1 
6 
2 
1 
9 
0 
7 
1 
1 
5 
4 
8 
1 
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TABLE LII (continued) 
Questions Concerning the Procedure 
4. How do you think the children progressed with the 
regular social studies? 
Very well for amount of time 
Enrichment lacking 
Better than normally 
Not as much as hoped for 
Could have moved faster through material 
5. Have you noticed any changes in your class in atti-
tudes, habits, or achievement that might be attrib-
uted to the lessons? 
a. Improvement 
Children learned to work together 
Social tone of group improved 
Class made strides in reading 
Assisting slow children helped several 
introverts 
No change 
b. Lack of progress 
C. Lessons 
1. Which lessons were most enjoyable and most effective? 
Number of 
Responses 
4 
2 
1 
1 
1 
6 
3 
1 
1 
0 
0 
Detailed Questions 2 
Outline Techniques 1 
General Questions 6 
2. Were the directions clear and adequate? 
Yes 9 
No 0 
3. Do you have any suggestions for improving the directions? 
No 6 
State complete directions with each lesson, 
even though previously given for similar 
lessons 2 
Designate whether answers should be oral or 
written 1 
4. Was the amount of time satisfactory? 
Yes 1 
No 8 
(concluded on next page) 
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TABLE LII (concluded) 
Questions Concerning the Procedure 
5. Do you have any suggestions to improve the use of 
the lessons in your classroom? 
Use study guides only 3 or 4 days a week 
Cut down on the amount of material to be 
Number of 
Responses 
3 
covered 3 
Use pupil teachers with slower children 3 
Vary approach more; add flexibility 2 
Add suggestive enrichment activities 2 
Have periods for review at intervals 1 
Have pupils to write answers 1 
Omit the Outline Techniques 1 
No suggestion; plan worked very well 1 
Appreciate opportunity to gain new and helpful 
ideas 1 
The investigator feels that these evaluations were done in an ob-
jective manner and that teachers felt free to express their opinions re-
garding all phases of this study. In regard to the total picture, the 
greatest weakness seemed to lie in the fact that the textbook material 
was covered too fast, thereby allowing insufficient time for the develop-
ment of social studies concepts. However, one-third of the teachers in-
dicated that this procedure compared favorably with the regular social 
studies method. The growth of pupils in paired practice and group work 
and the improvement of reading were foremost in teacher-satisfactions 
which came out of this experiment. 
Teachers signified that, generally speaking, the children reacted 
favorably to the lessons. Some discontent was noted in two classrooms 
toward the end of the experiment. Two other teachers observed dissatis-
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faction among the slower children who comprised the third group. The 
superior or average children in all classrooms appeared most interested, 
while little difference was observed in the amount of interest shown by 
either sex. Children enjoyed working in pairs; paired practice was a 
new experience for most of them; and virtually all pupils worked coop-
eratively as team mates. Pupils seemed to progress very well with the 
social studies, considering the pressure of the time factor involved. 
Noticeable improvements were reported in the children's ability to work 
together and in the social tone of the classes. No teacher observed a 
lack of progress in habits, attitudes, or achievement which might be 
attribUEd to the lessons. 
General-Question lessons were considered the most enjoyable and 
most effective. Directions to teachers apparently were clear and ade-
quate. Eight of the nine teachers signified that the amount of time was 
not satisfactory. Suggestions for improving the use of these lessons in 
the classroom included: using the study guides only three or four days 
a week; cutting down on the amount of textbook material covered; using 
pupil teachers with the slower children; and varying the approach to a 
greater extent or adding more flexibility. 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this study was to develop a series of graded study 
guides in sixth-grade social studies and to evaluate the effectiveness 
of the procedure for improving the power of recall and the ability to 
comprehend and retain subject matter. 
Forty-four study guides based on Ginn and Company's textbook, 
Your World and Mine, were constructed. They included: fifteen detailed-
question exercises providing pnact i ce in aided recall; fourteen lessons 
in outline techniques involving sunnnarizing and outlining; and fifteen 
general-question study guides providing for unaided recall. The lessons 
were planned for use in the regular social studies period for twenty-
five teaching days. Children were divided into three ability groups and 
paired within each group. The study teams worked independently with the 
guides under the supervision of the teacher. The investigator visited 
each classroom at least once a week to supervise the teaching procedure 
and to help in any way possible. 
Five hundred and twenty-three sixth-grade pupils participated in 
this study and were divided into two equated groups on the basis of 
chronological age, mental age, reading achievement, and initial ability 
in recall. Mental ages were derived from the Otis Quick-Scoring Mental 
Ability Tests, Beta Test, Form A. Reading achievement, including compre-
hension, vocabulary, and speed, was measured at the beginning by Form I 
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of the Gates Reading Survey for Grade 3 (2nd Half) to Grade 10 and at 
the end by Form II of the same test. Other initial and final tests in-
eluded: 1 selections developed by Bucknam to measure ability in oral and 
2 
written recall, a modified form of the Bogardus Social Distance Scale, 
and the subject preference rating used in the Chase3 study. Recall of 
social studies facts was measured by an original instrument constructed 
by the writer. In the experimental classrooms, a pupil questionnaire 
was used for pupil evaluation of the procedure. Teacher evaluations 
were done in individual conferences with the investigator. All tests 
were hand-scored, Reliability was established on the social studies 
test and on the selections used to measure oral and written recall. 
upon: 
The data were analyzed to determine the effect of the procedure 
1. Oral recall 
2. Written recall 
3. Retention of subject matter in the social studies 
4. Reading achievement: comprehension, vocabulary, and speed 
5. Social distance 
6. Attitudes toward the social studies and toward the materials 
and techniques employed in the experiment. 
1Bucknam, op. c i t. 
2Gattuso, et al., op. cit. 
3chase, op. cit. 
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Conclusions 
The following conclusions may be drawn from the analysis of data: 
1. Both the experimental and the control groups made significant 
gains in oral recall. 
a. Slightly greater gains were made by the experimental group 
with a mean gain of 1.82 memories and a critical ratio of 
4.77 compared with the control group gain of 1.51 memories 
and a critical ratio of 4.14. 
b. No significant difference was found in the gains for the 
two groups in oral recall as is shown by the critical ratio 
of .59. 
2. Significant gains were made by both groups in written recall. 
a. The experimental group made a mean gain of 1.62 memories 
with a critical ratio of 4.82. The mean gain for the con-
trol group was 1.21 memories with a critical ratio of 3.93. 
Therefore, greater gains were made by the experimental 
group in written recall. 
b. The critical ratio of .90 shows no significant difference 
between the gains of the two groups in written recall. 
3. In the recall of social studies facts, the control group made 
a higher score. 
a. The mean score for the experimental group was 58.96 com-
pared with the mean score of 61.96 for the control group. 
b. The critical ratio of 2.58 reveals a significant difference 
in favor of the control group. 
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4. Gains were made by both groups in reading achievement, expressed 
as reading age. However, all gains and all d i fferences between 
the gains of both groups in total reading age, in comprehension, 
in vocabulary, and in the speed of reading lack statistical 
significance. 
a. In total readi ng achievement, the mean gain was 2.69 for the 
experimental group with a critical ratio of 1.48. The con-
trol group made a mean gain of 3.34 months which resulted 
i n a critical ratio of 1 . 91. 
b. In reading comprehension, the gain in mean score was 3.02 
i n the exper i mental group and 3.46 in the control group. 
The critical ratios of 1.61 and 2.12, respectively, showed 
these differences to be statistically insignificant. 
c. In reading vocabulary, the mean gain of the experimental 
group was 1.00 with a critical ratio of .64. The control 
group gain was 2.27 and resulted in a critical ratio of 
1.53. 
d. In the speed of reading, the experimental group made a gain 
of 3.53 months with a critical ratio of 1.30. The gain for 
the control group was 3.01 and the critical ratio was 1.08. 
5. Both groups made s i gnif i cant gains in social acceptance among 
pupils. 
a. The experimental group made a ga i n in mean score of .13 with 
a critical ratio of 2.95. The control group gain was .16 
and the critical ratio was 3.64. 
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b. The critical ratio of .48 shows that the difference in 
gains, which favors the control group, is not significant 
statistically. 
6. No significant change was found i n the attitude of children 
toward the social studies, even though the results of the 
pupil evaluations indi cate that pupils considered the lessons 
enjoyable and effective. 
a. Social studies was rated as a first, second, or third choice 
of favorite subjects by 42.64 per cent of the pupils in the 
experimental classrooms at the beginning of the study and 
by 38.49 per cent at the end. The critical ratio of .99 
shows that this difference lacks statistical significance. 
b. Social studies was liked by 52.08 per cent of the experi-
mental group in the preliminary testing and by 44.53 per 
cent on the final tests. The critical ratio of 1.61 shows 
no significant difference in the percentage of pupils who 
indicated a liking for the social studies. 
c. Social studies was considered easy by 65.28 per cent of the 
experimental group on the initial ratings and by 61.92 per 
cent on the final. This di fference of 3.36 per cent re-
sulted in a critical rat i o of 1 .04. 
7. A majority of the pupils in the experimental classrooms found 
the lessons enjoyable and profitable and indicated a desire 
to do more social studies in this way. 
8. Pupils overwhelmingly liked working with a partner, and ap-
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proximately two-thirds of them chose to work in pairs composed 
of one sex. 
9. Pupils preferred: to read the questions after reading the 
textbook material; to answer questions to one paragraph at a 
time rather than to an entire selection at once; and to give 
oral instead of written answers. 
10. Teachers were unanimous in indicating their satisfaction in 
the decided growth of pupils in paired practice and in group 
work. 
11. Teachers observed that pupils generally liked the lessons and 
tha t superior and average students showed more interest than 
the slower pupils. 
12. Teachers unanimously reported that children liked paired prac-
tice and that, almost without exception, team mates worked to-
gether cooperatively. 
13. The general-question lessons which provided practice in un-
aided recall were considered most enjoyable and most effective 
by a majority of teachers. 
14. Suggestions made by some of the pupils and teachers to improve 
the program included: covering the textbook material more 
slowly; providing sufficient time for enrichment and develop-
ment of concepts; limiting the work with study guides to three 
or four days a week; adding greater flexibility to the pro-
cedure; and providing more opportunity for pupil-teachers to 
work with the study teams within the slow group. 
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Further Research to Discover Strengths and Weaknesses of Study 
On the basis of previous research, it was assumed that practice 
with graded study guides would produce significant gains in the power of 
recall and the ability to comprehend and retain subject matter. The lack 
of such gains was unexpected. From observation of the teaching of the 
lessons, conversations with teachers and pupils, and the results of the 
teacher and pupil evaluations, it appears that the following changes 
would be advantageous: 
1. Extend the actual working time of the study and cover the 
textbook material more slowly. 
2. Shorten each study guide and provide more time for daily class 
discussions. 
3. Limi t the use of study guides to three or four lessons a week. 
4. Provide for systematic review at regular intervals. 
5. Employ a greater variety of materials. 
6. Vary the approach more and add greater flexibility to the pro-
cedure. 
7. Include specific provisions for enrichment activities. 
8. Provide increased opportunities for pupil-teachers to work 
with slower pupils who have reading difficulty. 
This study has shown that these materials, used with virtually 
complete self-direction on the part of pupils, have had practically the 
same value as the regular teacher-d~rected method of teaching social 
studies. St udy guides were looked on with favor by both teachers and 
children. Pupils delighted in the experiences in paired practice, and 
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teachers unanimously reported satisfaction in the use of this multiple-
recitation technique. The results of this, and every previous experiment 
using study teams, consentiently indicate the value of team learning. 
Therefore, the preservation of these delights of pupils justifies 
further similar research. Future investigations using graded study 
guides in paired practice offer additional opportunity for developing 
more effective methods of teaching the reading study skills in the 
content areas. 
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APPENDIX 
BULLETIN TO TEACHERS 
BULLETIN TO TEACHERS 
General Plans for the Study: 
Graded Study Guides for Sixth-Grade Social Studies 
I. Study 
This study will include approximately 600 sixth graders in 18 
classrooms in the City A and City B school systems, of which 9 class-
rooms will be experimental groups and 9 will be control groups. 
A. Teachers in the control group will be concerned with: 
1. Initial and final testing programs 
2. Teaching the material in the text as you wish except that you 
do not provide for children to do any multiple recitation or 
any paired practice. 
3. Keeping a diary or daily record of lessons in social studies. 
B. Teachers in the experimental group will be concerned with: 
1. Initial and final testing programs 
2. Teaching the 25 lessons according to directions in the 
Teacher's Manual and using the graded study guides prepared 
and furnished for you. 
3. Keeping a diary or daily record showing what enrichment acti-
vities were used beyond the provisions in the manual. 
II. Time Schedule 
A. Meetings with teachers 
1. Wednesday, September 11 -- City B teachers 
2. Thursday, September 12 --City A teachers 
B. September 4-13 -- Initial testing program 
C. September 16 - October 18 (five weeks) -- Teaching period for 
25 lessons 
D. October 21-25 Final testing program 
III. Textbook Material 
The lessons cover pages 30-93 in the text. Both experimental and 
control teachers should plan to begin this material on Monday, 
::.. 
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September, 16, and to cover it during the five-week period. Please 
be sure that no one goes beyond page 30 before Monday, September 16. 
IV. Testing Program 
Initial tests will include: 
A. Group tests 
1. Otis Quick-Scoring Mental Ability Tests 
2. Gates Reading Survey 
3. Subject Preference Rating 
4. Written Recall 
5. Social Distance Scale 
B. Individual tests 
1. Oral recall 
Tests will be furnished. Because of the time element involved, 
teachers are being requested to administer the group tests. All of 
the initial group tests can be administered in approximately three 
hours altogether and may be done at your convenience, provided they 
are completed by the close of school on Friday, September 13. 
It will be a big help to me if you can administer the Otis tests and 
turn them in to the central office in your system by the end of 
school on Friday, September 6. 
Please be extremely careful to adhere to time limits and to follow 
directions closely. 
Please also be careful to check and see that such information as 
each child's name, the school, the teacher, and the date is on each 
test turned in. 
V. Requested Information 
A. Teachers, City B 
May I please have a list of each pupil in each class, listed 
alphabetically, boys and girls together, by Friday, September 6, 
so that Social Distance Scales can be built? I will need later 
each child's birthdate and chronological age. If you can add this 
information to your list turned in on Friday, September 6, I shall 
appreciate it. 
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B. Teachers, City A 
If you have any changes in your class list since the beginning 
of school, will you kindly turn in with your test results the 
names of any children who have been dropped or added to your 
group, giving me the birthda.te and chronological ages of those 
who are additions? 
VI. You may contact the following persons, should questions arise: 
A. City A -- Mr. ----------------' Principal, 
Telephone 
________ .Schoo 1, 
B. City B Mr. 
C. Ann Jones 
______________ School, Telephone 
BLu~hills 8-3763. 
During the day, after Sept. 16, COpley 7-2100, 
Ext. 569 or Ext. 541. 
May I take this opportunity to express to each of you my sincere 
appreciation for your participation in this experiment. 
Cordially, 
Ann Jones 
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TEACHER'S MANUAL 
This manual contains the directions for the twenty-five days of 
practice with graded study g4ides based on Ginn and Compnay's sixth 
grade social studies text, Your World and Mine. 
PURPOSE 
The purpose of these ex~rci sea is to increase . accuracy in. _the 
organization and in the amount of recall. Bot~ of these may be im-
proved througP,. these types of exercises which aid the child in gi~ng 
unaided recall o. Furthermore, it has been shown that children function 
well and enjoy working_ i _n _small g,roups of two and three. Stress here 
is upon attention, comprehension, and orderly1_ systematic, complete 
recallo The higl:J,er mental processes are not involvedo 
MATERIALS 
The :materials include forty-four study guides which have been 
developed to cover and to follow closely the reading material in the 
text from page 30 through page .93, with the exce:Qtion of the stories 
at the beginning of Chapter 3(pages 51 ::- 55) and Chapter 4(pages 78-81) . 
The lessons have been planned for twenty-five teaching days, and 
the following three techniques are used. Each exer•ci s e is numbered 
and is labeled with the beginning initial of the techniq-ge being_ used, 
thusg 
Lesson ID through Lesson XVD Detailed ~uestions 
Lesson VIO through Lesson XIXO - Outline Techniques 
Lesson XIG through Lesson XXVG ~ General Questions 
At the top of each study guide is shown which· textbook page_s will 
be covered in that lesson,_ and each paragraph in the textbook material 
is shown by including _the beginning_ phrase of each immediately after 
each paragraph numbero 
Copyright )> 1957 
~nie Lee Jone• 
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In the first two techniques~ Detailed Q,uestions_ andu ~ne Tecrm~g,u~_!9 
the answe rs are in a column to the right.s~ so that they may be f'o1c1ed back., 
In General Questions.s~ the lessons are planned so that each study guide may 
be folded .horizontally directly under each paragraph headi ng and questi on o 
Blank spaces are provided after each item for children to check each 
other's responseso 
PLAN 0~ P~OCEDURE 
The time for this practice will be part of the regtllar social 
studie s periodjl_ not in addition to it ., 
The chi ldren will work in pairs.. This will affor d opportuni ty for 
multiple recitation by each chi l d and will provide for Tlsoc:tal learnins;~ 
which has a decided advantage over lonely$ individual learnin~o 
Lessons are planned for varying levels of ability among the boys and 
girls and for children to work in three groups which are referred to here 
as Group A{best pupi ls) $- Group B(average).s~ and Group C(slowest), Each 
textbook lesson remains the same for• each group throughout ; h owever, 
provision is made for g_roup_s of children reading ·the same textbook 
material to use different guides or to use the same gt1ide in different 
waysll thus varying the difficulty of the tasks involved., 
The success of these exercises will depend to a great extent upon 
the teachero The directi ons for each lesson plan must be f ollowed pre-
cisely" However 51 the following f'actors are dependent upon teacher 
judgmentsg 
lo The pairing of the children ., Pai r s should be varied. frequently 
within the three groupso 
2o The disciplines of t he worko Tt is suggested that if and when 
a child fails to function well with a partner, he will be asked 
to work e. loneo 
3o The determining of which chi ldren shall pr•og_:ress to the next 
-3 
technique. It is hoped that ease will be the keynote at first 
with each child progressing at his own rate. 
GENERAL DIRECTIONS TO TEACHERS 
1. Take care of the_ phy:sic_a~. set-up of the classroom first. Pair 
children and get them settled before materials are distributed. 
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2" Q£ B2! allow children to keep study guides in their desks. Dis-
tribute each guide each day and collect it at the end of the 
period. 
3o It is well to have the answers folded back before distributing 
the study guides to the childreno 
4. All children will not finish the work with the study guides at the 
same timeo Plan varied kinds of social studies activities for the 
children to engage in as they finish. These may well include such 
things as pictures, mapsSL charts, additional reading on previous 
i 
topics~ and research on related topics of interest. They: could 
easily be on-going activities that could be work~d on at '' ever'! ep-
portunity until completion. 
LESSON PLANS 
Lesson ·l 
One group g Groups AP Bs1 and C tog~ther o 
Material~ Lesson ID - Detailed Questions 
Procedure g Pair childrenll putting a g_ood pupil with a slower one. 
The teSJi!s fold the answers backll read the first qllestion, look for the 
answer in the text, and then agree on the right answer.; They do the 
same with each question in each parag~aph. After they have finished all 
of the questionsp they unfold the answers and check their correctness. 
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Lesson 2 
One group~ Groups A~ Bg and C togethero 
Material: Lesson TID-Detailed Questions 
Lesson 3 
. ··. , 
. ' 
Two groups~(l) Group A and {2) Groups B and C toge~~er. Pair child-
ren within groupso Use Lesson ITID-Detailed Questions with both g~oups. 
Group A - Lesson IIID-Detailed Questions 
The children will read all of the questions to the paragra~h, 
; ~ 
read to find the answers in the text, and then agree on the 
correct answerso They read all questions to each paragraph 
in the same wayo When they have finished all of the para-
graphs, they unfold the answers and check their correctness. 
Groups B and C - Lesson IrrD-Detailed Questions 
Follow the same procedure as in Les$ons 1 and 2 , reading a 
questiqn at a time and then looking for each answer. 
Le s son 4 
Three g~oups o. Pair children within gr oups o Use Lesson IVD for all 
groupso 
Group A ~ Follow the same procedure · as for Lesson 3.~~ __ Group A,, except 
to ha\Te the children read all o.f the quest i ons first to par-
ag:raph 1 onli:.J.~ - then p~r~Je&I:~P.b _g onlL,.. . t;.A.en P.aras.:r.~p:q,a_ ._.~- - a.nd: 4 
toge.ther, and parag~aphs 5 .. ~nd 6 tog~thero 
Group B - Follow the same procedure as for Lesson 3s _ qGroup A!lc read.ing 
all o:f' the questions to a parag!'aph at a time first o 
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Group C - Do the same as in all previous lessons for Groun c .. _ reading 
a question at a time and then reading in the tex t each time 
to find the answer .. 
Lesson 5 
. :, 
Three groups.. Pair children within groups 6 Use Lesson VD y.rith _all g::roups. 
Group .A - Have the children fold the answers back, place a covering sheet 
over the questions, and then uncover the topic only for the 
first pa.rag;raph .. _ They_ read the paragraph first, u_ncover the 
questions, decide on the rigpt answers for the q~_estions 1. then 
unfold the answers and check theirs for correctness. 
Group B- Do the same as for Lesson 3,_ _Group A,and for Lesson 4,_ Q:!ouE _B, 
•''. :· 
reading all questions to each paragraph first. 
Group c - Do the same as in all previous lessons for Group C,_ reading 
for answers to a question at a. time., 
Lesson 6 
'Phree g:roups .. Pair children within groups .. Group A_goes into Outline 
Techniques., 
Group A _- Lesson VIO-Outline Techniqu~s 
The chi ldren will read a para&raph,_ select one title from 
the three g;I,veni. and discuss it with each other to ag_ree on 
the 'best.. After a title for each paragr~ph is selected and 
discussed, they unfold the answers and check. If time permits, 
the teacher max compare the results from various teams and lead 
discussions rega r ding the _ best choices. {Note: An attempt has 
been made in constructing the titles to make the incorrect titles 
either clearly too g_e_neral or too restricted., In Lesson VIO 
throug~ Lesson XIX0 9 the column of letters at the extreme rig~t 
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with the blanks followingeach is included for use in com-
piling the number of times each title was selected.) 
Group B - Lesson VID-Detailed Questions 
Have the children read the questions first and then read the 
. - , I 
parag~~phs for the answers in this order: paragraph 1 only, 
parag~~p_h 2. only,_ paragraphs 3 and 4 tog_ether, and paragraphs 
5 and 6 tqg~ther. 
Group C - Have 1;he children read all of the qu.estiona fir~t to one 
paragrt,ph at a time and then read the parag_rap_h to find the 
answerso 
Lesson 7 
Three gl'oup a o P"ai r chi 1 dren within groups • 
Group A _  - Lesson VITO-Outline Techniques 
Follow the same procedure _ as in Lesson s .. _Group. A • 
.... ... ~, 
Group B - Lesson VIm-Detailed Questions 
. ,·· ! _~ 
... 
Have the children read the questions first ea.~h time to para-
graphs 1 only_,_ 2 only,_ 3 only:_,_ 4 and 5 tog(!!ther, and 6 and 7 
togethero 
Group C - Lesson VIID-Detailed guest;?~ 
:Bead the questions first to a paragrapp at a _time as in the 
previous lessono 
Lesson 8 
Three groups o Pair children _.within gr.oups. 
Group A. - Lesson VIIIO-Outline Techniques 
Have the children place a covering sheet over the study g~i.de ,. 
read a paragraph, make up and write a title of their own for 
each paragr,aph,_ then check the ones they have made with the 
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three suggested for each paragraph in the e·tu.dy guide. When 
their title differs from all three that are given, have the 
children select the best title of the three listed and check 
for correctneeso ('Children should give reaeon15 for their 
choices when there is a differenceo) 
Group B - Lesson VIIID-Detailed Qqestions 
Have the children read a paragraph at a '" ti~e in. the textbook 
first and then see if they _can answer the questions to the 
paragrapho Give them an opportunity to look back in the text 
to find any answers they do not knowo Do this with each of the 
paragraphs ~n the lessono 
Group C - Follow the same procedure as for Lessons 6 and 7,_ Group c, 
' . j 
. l : 
reading the questions first to a paragraph at a timeo 
Lesson 9 
Three groupso Pair children within gr.oupso 
Group A _- Lesson IXO-Outline Technisuea 
Follow the same procedure as _J :or Lesson a,. _Group A, __ having 
children read a paragraph 9 make up their own title, then check 
with the titles given and select the best onei.. if theirs is 
dif.terent in any caseo 
Group B - Lesson IXD-Detailed Questions 
Do the same as for Lesson a.~: Group B, having the children to 
read a parag~aph at a time in the text f'irsto 
Group C - Lesson IXD-Detailed Questions 
Have the children read the ques:~:t.ons first to parag~ap_h. l onli, 
then parag}'aph 2 and 3 tog_~ther, _and then 4 and 5 tog~.ther. 
Lesson 10 
Three groupso Pair children within groupso 
Group A - Lesson XO-Outline Techniques 
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Have the children do as they _did in Lessons 8 and 9, _Grou:e A, 
and then, after they_ have decided on the best titles given, hav• 
them write the titles and under each add two sub-topics of 
their own for each of the five paragraphs. 
Group .B- Lesson XD-Detailed Questions 
. -~- ·1 . 
The children will read the ,paragraphs _first and then the 
~ . ' · 
.. ·•. 
questions to paragraph 1 only, paragraphs ;2 and 3 together, 
and paragraph_s 4 and 5 toget:q:er o 
Group C - Lesson XD~Detailed Q,uestions 
Follow the same procedu~e as for Lesson 9, Group C,. reading 
the questions first and then the material to paragraph 1 only, 
then 2 and 3 together,_ then 4 and 5 tog~t}lerc. 
·Lesson 11 
Three groupao Pair children within groups. Group A gg,es into 
General Questions o , (!roup B gq~s int_o Outline Techniqt1~• o 
Group A- Lesson XIG-General Questlons 
Fold the study gu~des horizontally,_ so that children can 
read only the general question for Paragraph l(which is di-
rectly under the parag,:raph heading).o The teams will read the 
·first paragrs.pho Then one pupil may serve as a pupil teacher 
and ask the other pupil the general question. He puts a check 
in the blank after each fact mentioned. Then he should ask 
leading qu,estions about any omitted item to help the other 
pupil to remember ito Let the children alternate being the 
pupil teacher or questioner by paragraphs, so that &ach. member 
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of the team will have experiences in both statingthe facta 
recalled and in checking the items. If time permits when the 
guide is finished~ let the pairs gq back over the material, 
rotating so that each child can play the opposite role on the 
same paragraph. For example, if one pupil were pupil teacher 
for paragraphs 1~ 3, and 5 the first time 1 let him give the 
answers to these paragraphs this time and be the questioner 
for paragraphs 2,_ 4,__ and 6. 
Group B - Lesson XIO-Outline Techniques 
. ~ -;/· />? 
This grgup will follow the same P!Ocedure as for -Group A ~ .in 
Lessons 6 and 7 ~- reading .a paragraph, selecting the best title 
of the three given" and discussing them. 
Group C - Lesson XID-Detailed Questions 
"i·."<i 
Do the :!lame as in the last ··.t:hree ;Lessons for Group C ,_ reading 
the questions first and then the material to paragraph 1 e~ly:, 
2 and 3 together,_ 4 and 5 together, and 6 and 7 together. 
Lesson 12 
Three gl"oupao Pair children within groups .• 
Group A _..., Lesson XIIG-GeneralQuestions _ 
Follow the same procedure a~ for Group A _in the previous 
lesson, having the children to read a paragraph at a time and 
check each other's recall. 
Group B - Lesson XIIO-Outline Techniques 
Do the same as for Group . B {n the previous lesaon-. 
Group C ~ Lesson XIID-Detailed Questions 
Have the children read a pal'agrap_:q _at a time in the text .first, 
then read the q1.1,estions each time. (Follow the same procedure 
as for Les!!!on 5.~~ Group A, __ and for Lessons 8 and 9, Group B.) 
. ( 
Lesson 13 
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Three gr_cmps o Pair children within groups o 
GrOU}2 A 
-
Lesson XIIIG-General suestions 
Do the same as for Group A in Lessons 11 and 12. 
'·:' ,~~ ~ 
GrouE B = Lesson xrrro~outline Techniaues 
-· 
Follow the same procedure ~~- _f :()r _ GrouE .B i_n Lea•ons 11 and 12. 
GrOU}2 C ~ Lesson XIII D""Detailed questions 
Do the same ~s for Group C in the p_revious lesson, reading .,a 
paragraph at a time i n the text first-o 
Lesson 14 
Three groupso Pair children within groups. 
GrouE . A = 
GrouE B = 
Lesson XTVG~GeneralQuestions 
Do the same as for GrouP .A 
... , 
in Lessons 112 12.! and 13. 
( 
·,. or~ 
Lesson XTVO=Outline Techni9,uea '! 
This group will work as GrouoA in Lessons 8 and 9_, readi:r;tg 
a paragraph at a time 9 writing a title for each paragraph, 
checking with those given, and selecting the best title of 
the three g:f._veno 
Group C = Lesson XIVD-Detailed Questions 
Have the children read the textbook first and then the 
questions to paragraph 1 only, 2 and 3 tog.ther, 4 and 5 
together~. and 6 and 7 together. 
Lesson 15 
Three groupso Pair children within g:rou,ps,o 
Group A = Lesson XVG-General ~uesti ons 
Do the same as for Group A in Lessons 11 2 12, 13, and 14 . 
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Group B ~ Leason XVO-Outline Techniques 
. ·' 
Follow the same procedur•e as for Group B in the .Pl'evious 
lesson .. 
Group C - Lesson XVD-Detailed guestions 
Have the children re.ad . the text first and then the q11estions 
to paragraphs 1 and 2 together, 3 and 4 together, and 5 and ~ 
togethero 
Lesson 16 
Three groupso Pair children within groupso Group C goes into 
Outline Techniqueso 
Group A - Lesson ',XVIG-General Q,uestions 
· ,: »1 
' 
Do the same as for Group~ in Lessons 11 - 15. __ except to d• 
paragraph 1 only~ then 2 and 3 togetherJ and 4 and 5 tog~thero 
~roup B = Lesson XV!O~Outline Techniques 
., _, I 
Follow the same proc~du~e as 'fer Group B in Lessons 14 and 15o 
Group C - Lesson ~VIO-Outline Techniqu~s 
' 
This group will do i;:he same as for Group A in Lessons 6 and 7 
and for Group B in Lessons 11~ 12~ and 13, re_a._ding a parag:r..a,ph, 
selecting the best title of the three given. and discussing 
themo 
Lesson 1'7 
- . 
\ '\ 
Three g~oupso Pair children within groups~ 
Group A_- Lesson XVI!G-General Questions 
Follow the same procedure as _,i'or Group A _in t_he six prev;tous 
lessons with General Q.uestions, _e_xcept to do parag:r,aphs 1 and 2 
togetl1er 11 3 and 4 tog~ther, .a.nd 5, 6, .and 7 togethePo 
Group B ~ Lesson XVITO-Outline Techniqu~a 
This group will do as Group A .did in LesBon lO, . adding two 
sub-topicB under each title ag:re.ed upon for each of the s.even 
paragraphs o 
Group C -Lesson XVTIO-Out1ine Techniques 
. ,. 
Follow the same procedure as in the pre.vious lesson for 
Group Ce 
Lesson 18 
Three groupso Pair children within &~oups. 
Group A ~ Lesson XV!IIG~General questions 
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Follow the same procedure as for Grou;e A in .Lessons 11 - 17, 
combiningparag:r.aphs 1 and 2 together; 3, 4, and 5 together; 
and 6~ ?~ and 8 togethero 
Group B -Lesson XVITIO-Outlipe Techniques 
Follow the same procedure as for G.roup B, Lesson 17. 
Group C -Lesson XVIIIO-Outlirte Technique~ 
. ·f·.\ 
Do the same as for Group _Q in tiessGns 16 and 17. 
Lesson 19 
Three groups a Pair children within groups. 
Group A - Lesson XIXG-General Questiona 
Follow the same procedure as for Group A in Lessons 11-18, 
combining parag;raphs 1~ 2, and 3 together and paragraphs 
4,p 5j) 6 ll and 7 togethero 
Group B - Lesson XIXO-Outline Techniques 
, . . 
Do the same as for Group B in Lessons 17 and 18.,. 
Group C - Lesson XIXO-Outline Techniques 
Do the same as for Group C i rl Lessons 16, 1.7, and J _8.,. 
Lesson 20 
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Two groups o Group~ B and C g_o_ into General Questions and work in the 
same mannero Pair children within groupso 
Group A ~ Lesson XXG=General guest}o~a 
. i 
Follow_ the same procedure lis for Grouu A in _Lesl!!ons 11- 19, 
combining paragraphs 1 and 2 together and paragraphs 3, 4, 
and 5 togethero 
Groups B and C= Both of these g~oups will do as Grouu AJn Lessons 11~15, 
with the pairs reading a paragraph at a time and the pupils 
cheeking each other's recallo (See Lesson 11,_ Group A, for 
detailed directionso) 
Lesson 21 
Two groupsjl with Grouus B and Cworking in the same manner o Pair children 
within groupso 
Group A = Lesson XXIG~General Q.uestions 
Do the same as for Group___!_1ln Lessons 11-20~_ ~omqining para-
graphs lll. 2--p: 3 g_ and 4 together and then _ p~ragraphs 5, 6, 7, 
and 8 togethero 
Groups B and C = Lesson XXIG~General Q.uestions 
Follow the same procedure as in the previous lesson, reading 
a paragraph a t a timeo 
Lesson 22 
Three groupso Pair children within gr oupso Use Lesson XXITG-General 
Q,uestions for all groupso 
Group A ~ Continue the same procedure except to read the entire selection 
I. 
in the text first before checking recall. 
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Group B- Follow the same procedure as in the _two previous lessons, 
except to combine paragraphs 1 and 2 together, 3 and 4 to-
gether~ 5 and 6 together~ and 7 and 8 together. 
Group C - Do the same as in the two previous lessons, .. reading a para-
graph at a time. 
Lesson 23 
·. '·\ 
'I'hree groups" Pair children within g!'oups. Use Lesson XXITIG-General 
Questions with all groups. 
GrGup A- Continue the same procedure._ reading the entire _selection in 
the text first. 
Group B - Continue in the same manner, doing_ paragraph 1 onl:r, __ 2 and 3 
togetheri.. 4 and 5 together,. and 6 and 7 togethel"o 
Group C ~ Do the same as in the three previous lessons, reading_ a para-
graph at a time., 
Lessen 24 
Three groups_. _ _ tair children wi th:tn. g;reupa o Use Leason XXIVG-Genttl•al 
_guestiona _with all groups .. 
__ ,,Group A . - Continue tl1e same p_rocedure ll reading_ th~ entire selection in 
the text first. 
Group B ..... Continue in the same manner,_ combining _paragr~P.llS 1,_ 2 !!. and 3 
tog_ether and then parag;raphs 4, 5t. 6 ~. and 7 tog~the_r .. 
Group C ~ Follow the same procedure as in the four previous leasone, 
except to do paragraph 1 onl:y: and then combine parag,z-~phs 
2 and 5 together~ 4 and 5 tog~ther, and 6 and 7 tog~thero 
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Lesson 25 
Three groupso Pair children within groups. Use .Lesson XXVG-General 
Questions with all groupso 
Group A "':' Continue in th~: same manner,_ reading the e.J:l..tl,..:re . selection 
in the text firsto 
Group B - Continue the s.ame precedure, combining parag~~ph~ l,. 2 1 and 
3 together and parag:raphs 4 1 . 5, and 6 tog~the~. 
Group C . ... Foll w the same procedure as in previous lesso.l:lll.t. c.ombining 
pars.graphs 1 and 2 tog~theP 1 3 and 4 together. and 5 and 6 
together. 
SAMPLE GRADED STUDY GUIDES 
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' LESSON I D - DETA!LED QUESTIONS 
• 
r 
Page 30 = From "Who Were the Greeks?" to pag~ ~2 2 __ "The barbarians who 
invaded Greece came from the north." 
Paragraph 1 - Begtnning_wi th "The land of Greece" 
When did the story read take -place? •••••••••••• • ••••• 
What two Greek cities were at war?.~ .••••••••.••••••• 
How long __ ___ di d the war last? ••••••...••.•.••......•.••• 
What happened to thousands of Greeks? •••.•••••••••••• 
Who was victorious?o o ••• o. o o o o o o o o •• o •••••••••••• o o. o 
What happened to the g_r.eatest days in Athens? ••.•.•. ~ 
Paragraph 2 - Beg;tnninK with "Now where were the cities" 
4oo B.c .. 
Athens - Sparta 
Many years 
They were killed 
Sparta 
Came to an end; 
What did the Greeks love? •••••••••••••.•••••.•••••••• Athletic games 
What did they admire? ••.••••.••••••••.••••••••••••••• Strong, gr._aceful bodies 
What did they teach their children? •••••••••••••••••• Poems about heroes 
How did the Greeks fight? •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Bitterly 
City against city 
ParagrapJ:t 3 - Beg:J,._nning _with "Suppose we turn back" 
On what peninsula did the Greeks live? •• ~ •••••••••••• Greece 
It is close to the eastern end of what body of water? Great Sea 
What reg:1-on contains older civilized countrie~? ••••• o Fertile Crescent 
Describe the surface of the Danube :Rt ver vallej: •••••• Bolling _ g~asslands 
Why were these plains important to Greece?oooo~••o•oo People settled it 
Paragraph 4 - Beginning wi.th "Now we are readY,;" 
Into what sea does Greece extend?. o o ••••••. ~ · ••••••• o. Mediterranean · Sea 
Describe the coastline of Greece •••••.•••••••••••.••• Uneven -Baxs 
What helps to make the Greeks a seafaring_ people?. o •. o Many_ gpod harbors 
What gulf nearly cuts the peninsula into? •• o•o•o••••• Gulf of Corinth 
Name the section south of this gJ].lf. ••o••• ••••••••·• Pelqponnesus 
What city is i:h southern Peloponr.tesus?ocoo••o• •• •••o • Sparta 
Parag~apq 5 = Beginning with "The country_ of' Greece" 
Describe the surface of Greece o ••••• • •• .- •••• o o o •· •••• Very mountainous 
What crop is easily g_rown? ......................... " •• Grain 
Describe the Greek cllmate. ··············"•n• •••o ••• Nlld 
What fring~s the coast of Greece? ••• • •••••••••••••••• Beautiful islands 
How are these islands different? •• o •••••••••••••••••• Bare - Rocky - Green 
What sea lies east of Greece? • • •••••••••••••••• o••••o Aegean Sea 
What does "Asia Minor" mean? ••• "••o••••·············~ "Smaller Asia" 
Between what two seas does Asia Minor lie? ............ Black Sea 
Mediterranean Sea 
Parag_raJ2h 6 = Beg;+_nning_ ,wi th "About four thousand years" 
When did barbarians beg:1-.n to move into Greece'? •••••• o 4 51 000 years a~o 
How do we count years now? •••••••••••••• oo••••••••••• From birth of 'Christ 
How do we write "4 9.000 years ago"?. o ••••••••••••••••• 2.t...OOO B .. Co .. 
What does "B.C." mean? ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Before Christ 
r 
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Page 32 = From WYThe barbarians who invaded Greece •• " to bottom of p~g_e_ 33. 
Paragraph 1 = Beginning with "The barbarians who" 
Where did the barbarians come from? ••••••• ••• •••• North 
What grassy plains had they been li ving __ <:>n?. o ... o. Beyond Black Sea 
Why did they move SOUthward?oooooooooooooooooooo<> .NO one knOWS 
What could they ~ave been looking for? ••••••••••• Pastures for cattle 
What could have forced them to move? •••••••••• o .. o Other barbarians 
What mi @t. have been one reason? .... ~ ••• o. o •• o •••• o Natural restlessness 
Paragraph 2 ~ Begi,nning :Hi th "For ~1\atever reason" · 
In what size bands did the;y__ come?.~ ........... o .. o Few 100 or 1000 
How were ttiey ruled?. o o ••• ~ •.••••••••• o ••••••••• o. Each g~oup own chiet 
Haw did they bring their belong;tng_s? ... ·~·········· In carts 
What was driven before them? ••••• ~ ••••••••••••••• Their cattle 
What were they seeking?. •.• _ • o o •••• o ••• •• • o o •••••• o. A new home 
What would the Greek valleys provide?~ ............ Safe places-Pastures 
What things we re new to them?oo ••••••••• ••••••••o Mountains-Islands-Sea 
Paragraph 3 = Beg~nning _ wJ th "Civilized p_eople were" 
What kind of people _already lived there?o.o••••••• Civilized 
How did the newcomers get what they:_wanted? ••••• • By figh,tlng 
What did they do with the people they conq-gered?. Drove them _out-Slaves 
What happened to the houses? •••••••••••••••••••• o Fell into ruins 
What were they not used to? •••••••••••••••••••••• Living in towns 
With what did they rove the hi l ls? ••••••••••••••• Their herds 
Why did they figh_t among themselves? •••• ••••••••• For choicest valleys 
Paragraph 4 ~ Beginn,ing., w:l th "Years passed by" 
Who else came as the y~_ars passed by_l ••.•• .• ~·· •••••• Other barbarians 
What happened to the earlier barbarians? •••••••• ~ Mig_rated south 
To which isthmus did some g_q? •••••••••••.••••••••• Peloponneseus 
Acros s what sea did s ome travel? ••••••••••••••••• Aeg~~n Sea 
In what did t hey travel? o o ••••• • •• •• •••• •••••••• o Rough boats they~ made 
How long_ did the gr,~at migration last? o •• o •••••• o Nearly l._QOO l:.~ars 
Paragraph _ 5 - Beg,t.p,ning_w~th "The_se barbarians became" 
Whom did these barbari ans become ? ••••••• ••• •••••• Greeks 
What hapJ.::>ened as they, ___ roamed the peninsula? •••• o. They _learned thin~s 
What did the-y_ &:r.9.~ on the hillside_s? ••• o ••••••••• Olive trees-GrapeVines 
What did the:y learn to g;r()w in t t.Le valley? o ••• o •• Grain 
What did t he-y lea rn from civilized p eople? ••••••. • Carve-Make pottery 
What kind of l ives did they lead? • •• •• ••••• • ••••• More settled 
What did they begj,n to build for themselves? ••••• Houses 
From what other countrie s did they learn much? . o . _ Civilized countries east 
Par agraph 6 ~ Beg:tnning _, wi th "Most of the sailors" 
Who were most of the sailors who came t o Greece? . Phoenicians 
Why: did they make t h eir living from the sea?.~~.;. ': Land small and hilly 
What were their two chie f occupations? ••••• o·· •• o o Merchants-Traders 
What he l ped them with their trade? ••••••••••••• oo Their colonies 
Where were these colonies? •• ••••• •••••••••••••••• Mediterranean shores 
How did the coloni sts help? •• o o • • •• o ••••••••• .,. o ~- Gathered products 
Which was the leading_, Phoenician colony? ••••••••• Cartha~e 
PaMgraph 7 ~ Beglnning __ with "The Phoenician traders" 
How di d the traders keep their accounts? ••••••••• In writing 
How did they write?oooooooooooooooooooo oooooooooO In picture sig~s 
From where did the word "alphabet" come? ••••••••• Alpha-Beta 
What did the Greeks do with this alphabet? ••••••• Used it-Improved it 
---
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Page 34 = From "The Greek Way of Life" to pag~ 36, "Sparta was a military" 
' paragraph 1 ~ Beglnning _wlth "The Greeks took these ideas" 
What did the Greeks do wl th these new ideas ·? ••••••• o Took and lmp_roved them 
What was happening to the Greeks between lOOO .B.C .. 
and 500 B. c.? ••••.••..••.••..•...•..•.....•..•.•• Becomlng __ clvilized 
What were three things they learned to make? •••••••• Cloth-Vases-Bowls 
Name three things_ they bull t • • •••••••.•.••••••...••• Houses-Temples-Shit>,s 
. What were two thlng::J_ they became?. o •• o •••••••••••••• Sailors-Traders 
What colony was planted in Sicily? . _ o •• o. o ............ Syracuse 
Which one was planted on southern shore of Italy? ••• Tarentum 
What name is sometimes given these rich cities? ••••• Great Greece 
• Paragraph 2 .. Begi.nnlng wl th "The Greeks worshipped" 
Whom did the Greeks worship? ••••••.••••••••••••••••• Many gods 
What did they believe about these g9ds? ••••••••••••• Each power over lives 
Who was the god of the sun~ health~ and music? o. o. o o Apollo 
Who was the goddess of the moon and hunting? ••••••• o Artemis 
Which was the father and ruler of all gqds and men?~ Zeus 
, Why dl d the Greeks love to tell stories of gods? o. o. Seemed human 
What did they wrl te after they learned to Write? o. o o Storles of g_ods 
Paragraph 3 - Begi,_nning_wi th "The Greeks also had" 
Who else did the Greeks have stories about?ooooooooo Their heroes 
Why did they have many heroes? ............. ~ ••••••••• Foug~t_ many battles 
. What did they do besides tell tales of battle?~ ••••• Sang songs 
Who was the famous blind poet?._••••••••••••••••••••o Homer . 
Which of his poems tells of the seige of T.roy? ••••• o Illlad 
Whose adventures does the Odyssey describe? • ., ••••••• Odysseus 
How great are these two poems? •••••.•..••••••••••••• Among greatest ever 
Paragraph 4 - Beginning with "The Greeks had no nation" 
Why did the Greeks ha ve no nation? .. . . ............... Not one gp_vernment 
" In what ways were all Greeks alike?. o ................ Langu,ag.e_-Customs-Gods 
What kept the groups apart? ••.. _•••••••••••• •••••••••• Mountains 
What crops were g:rown? •••••••••.•••.•.•••••••• .••••• Vineyards-Olives-Wheat 
Barley 
What three products came from this fanning_?_ ••••••••• Food-Oil-Wine 
What makes each city a separate state? ............... Own government 
In what t wo ways were ci ty~states go_verned? •.••••••• o King_~_ ... council 
How many important ci ty~states we r e there? •••••••••• Six 
What had they grown to be by 500 B.C.? ••••••• • • ••••• Strong _cities 
Paragraph 5 = Beginningwlth "The Greeks loved" 
What kind of games did the Greeks love? •••••• ••••••• Athletic 
What city had a festival every __ four years? •••••••.• o Olymp_ia 
Who was honored at this fes tival? •••••••• • ••••••••• o Zeus 
Wha t kinds .of contests were done at the festival?ooo Contests of skill 
Who came to the fes tival? •••••••••.••••••••••••.•.•• Finest athletes 
What kind of crowns did the winners wear? •••••••••• o Olive wreaths 
How were they treated? •••.••.••..•.••••••••••••••••• With honor 
What were these games called? •••••••••••••••••••• , •• Olympic games 
Paragraph 6 ~ Begi_nning _with "Often the ci t:y-states" · 
What did the ci ty~sta tea often do? •••••••••••••••••• . ~uarrel bitterly 
\Vhat did they sometimes do? ••••.•.••••••.••••••••••• Fought each other 
What were they afraid they would lose? •••••••••••••• Their freedom 
What was "tribute"? • • ••• • •.•.•••.•••••.•••.•••••••••• Tax money 
What were the people afraid of becoming? •. ••.•••••.• Slaves 
What t wo cities we re t he strongest? ••••••••••••••.•• Athens-Sparta 
LESSON IV D - DETAILED QUESTIONS 
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.Paragraph 1 - Beginning with "Sparta was a military city" 
Who_ ruled_ Sp__a.r'ta.! .._.__.__., .....•...••..••••••••••••••••• King - Council of elders 
Where did the people of Sparta live? ••••••.•.•••••• Out of doors 
How were all of the boys trained?~ ••••••••••••••••• As soldiers 
When did a boy leave home for special camp? •••••••• At age of seven 
What did they have to do besides exercise? ••••••••• Eat plain food 
~ How were they taught to suffer pain? ••••••••••••••• Without a sound 
What is a person called today who can bear pain? ••• A Spartan 
What kind of training were the women given? •••••••• Athletic training 
What were they taught to be? ........................ Strong and brave 
'paragraph 2 = Beginning with "Athens was a very" 
.. What city was very different from Sparta? o. o ·~ •••••• Athens 
Where did a boy live after starting to school at 7? At home 
What was he taught besides military training?~ ••••• Sing-Play lyre-Poems 
When did he enter military training? ••••••••••••••• At 18 years 
How long did he stay in military training? ••••••••• 2 years 
What did he prepare to become while a soldier? ••••• Citizen of Athens 
,, Where did he join the older men? ••••••••••••••••••• In public places 
What did they especially like to discuss? •••••••••• The "good life" 
What kind of ideas and thoughts did the Greeks want? Interesting ones 
Paragraph 3 = Beginning with "Athenian women" 
' Which women had more freedom? ••••.•••••••..•.•••••• Spartan 
~ Where did Athenian women spend most of their time?. quietly at home 
What did they manage? ••••••••..••.•••...••••••••••.• Slaves-Houses 
When were they seen in public? ••••••••••••••••••••• Seldom 
Paragraph 4 - Beginning with "Athens was the first" 
Which was the first democracy? •••.••••••.••••••••••• Athens 
·- What does the word "democracy" mean? ••••••••••••••• Rule by the people 
What did the assembly do besides pass laws?~ ••••••• Decide questions 
Who could vote in the assembly? ..................... Men 30, Born in Athens 
These men coul d also serve in courts and 
do what else? ....... ... ............ ~ ................ Draw lots for office 
Who were the only ones elected to office?o••••••••• Hig}:lest officials 
Which men had a chance at an office? .. .............. Almost all 
Why did Athens use this plan of :selecting officers? To divide honor 
P·aragraph 5 = Beginning with "Athens was proud of" 
What was Athens proud of? ••••• o•••··············••• Democracy-Freedom 
What were one~thi.rd of the people of Athens? ••••••• Slaves 
Where did these s l aves come rrom? • ••••••••••••••••• Captives of war 
What was bought and sold in market? ••••••••••.••••• Slaves 
What kinds of heavy work did they have to do? •••••• Drag stone-Pull oars 
Which slaves had an ea~ier life?~·················· Household 
What did those with good education do? • ., ••••••••••• Teach children 
Which slaves received some pay?., • .••.••.•..••••••••• Skillful workere 
What were the slaves allowed to do? •••••••••••••••• Buy their freedom 
Paragraph 6 = Beginning with "The women or Athens" 
Who else besides slaves were not citizens? ••••••••• Women 
How were the women treated? •• ~····················• Loved and cared tor 
What did they take no part in? •••..••..•••••••••••• -Life of city 
What oth,er men could not become cit;izens? ••••••.••• Foreigners 
To whom did resl freedom in Athens belong? ••••••••• A small g:roup 
LESSON V D .= DETAILED QUESTIONS 
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Page 38 = From "How the Greeks United to Fight the Persians" to bottom 
of page 39o 
·-Paragraph 1 = Beginning with "Atpens and Sparta" 
~ Who united to fight an enemy of all Greece? ••.•••• 
What country lay far to the east? ••••••••.•••••••• 
What is this country called today? •••••••••••••••• 
What did the Persian kings become? •••••••••••• .•••• 
~ They conquered lands as far west as what? ••••••••• 
What did this make Persia? •••••••••••••••.••••••••• 
~ What is a government over several countries? •••••• 
.. 
Paragraph 2 - Beginning with "The Persian kings" 
What kind of rulers were the Persian kings? ••••••• 
What does this mean? ••••••••.••••••••• .•••••••••••• 
They denied their subjects freedom and what else?. 
Who had settled many cities in Asia Minor? •••••••• 
What did these people love? ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
What did they· hate? •••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••• 
Why did they send messengers to Athens? ••••••••••• 
What did the people of Athens send them? •••••••••• 
What Persian king conquered cities in Asia Minor?. 
What did Darius want to do to Athens? ••• · •••••••••• 
P·aragraph 3 - Beginning , with "Darius led an army" 
What part of Greece did Darius take possession of? 
Which part did he fail to take? ••••••••••••••••••• 
Across what sea did he later send a fl~et? •••••••• 
Where did this fleet land? •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
What was twenty-five miles away from Marathon? •••• 
Which side was twice as strong? ••••••••••••••••••• 
Who won this hard-fought and famous battle? ••••••• 
Athens - Sparta 
Persia 
Iran 
P·owerful 
Egypt - Asia Minor 
-An empire 
An empire 
Absolute 
Commands were laws 
Share in government 
·Greeks 
Freedom 
·Persian rule 
To beg for help 
Fleet of 20 ships 
Darius 
Punish it 
Northern 
Southern part 
Aegean Sea 
Marathon 
Athens 
Persians 
Athenians 
.Paragraph 4- Threeparagraphs beginning with "Themistocles" 
What wise general expected the Persians to return? Themistocles 
• What did he do to prepare for them? ••••••••••••••• Built great fleet 
Who else saw the danger that threatened Greece?... Leaders of Sparta 
What did Sparta have instead of a fleet? •••••••••• Strongest army 
Where else did Spartan leaders get men? ••••••••••• Neighboring cities 
What did they all agree to do? •••••••••••••••••••• Work with Athens 
What happened to Darius? ••••••••••••..••.••••••••• He died 
Who led the Persians then? •••••••••••••••••••••••• Xerxes 
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What did he send into Gree-ce?..................... Great fleet and army 
Paragraph 5 = Beginning with "Leonidas, king _ of Sparta" 
What Spartan king marched against the Persians? ••• Leonidas 
Who was in his army besides 300 Spartans? ••••••••• 5,000 other Greeks 
~ At what pass did they hold back Persians 3 days?.. Thermopylae 
Who showed the Persians another mountain pass? •••• A Greek traitor 
What could the Persians then do? •••••••••••••••••• Surround Greeks 
What did most of the Greeks do?. o o o.... .. . . . . . . . . . • They fled 
What did the remaining brave ones do? ••••••••••••• Died·Did not surrender 
~.Paragraph 6 = Two paragraphs beginning_ with "The Persians marched" 
What did the-persians do 'ito the city of Athens? ••• Set fire to it 
To what place had the people fled? ••••••••••••••• .• · Island of Salami a 
Who was sure he would conquer the Greeks? ••••••••• Xerxes 
How many ships did the Greeks have? •••••••.••••••• 300 ships 
What hs.ndicapped the Persian fleet? ..... . ............. -.. Too large_ to move about 
In what very important victory was Greece saved?.. Battle of Salamis 
In what year was it fought? •••.••••• .- ••••••• .••••••• 480 B.C. 
What were the Greeks then free to develop? •••••••• Own way of life 
LESSON VI D - DETATLED QUESTIONS 
Page 40 - "The Golden Ag~ of Greece" complete 
~Paragraph 1 - Beginning_ wl th "Those were glorious days" 
What did citizens do at once? ••••••••••••••••••••••• Rebuilt the city 
What became the most honored of all Greek cities? •• • Athens 
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Who was Pericles? •••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••• ti~der among g~nerals 
Why . did he hold the leadership for many years? •••••• He did so much 
~ What did he want Athens to be? •••••••••••••••••••••• Most beauti~~l city 
., What kinds of buildings did he build?~ •••••••••••••• Temples-Theaters 
Statues were made of what things? ••••••••••••••••••• Gods~Famous men 
How did Athenians feel about their city? •••••••••• • • Very proud of 1 t 
What were these years called?~ •••••••••••••••••••••• Golden Age ot Greece 
Who made them "golden" 1. • • . • . • • • . . •. • . • • • . • • . • • . • • . • • Athens 
:-Paragraph 2 - Beginning with "The Athenians knew" . 
With what did the Athenians fill their lives? ••••••• Beauty-Interest 
How did they. _live? •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Simply 
Where did they spend most of their time.?......... • • • In open air 
What did theY,. eat? •••••••••••••••••• .••••.•••••••••••• . Plain food-Fish 
Vegetables~Fruit 
" What were their houses like? •••••••••••••••••••••• •·• . Almost bare 
What did they use that was lovelx? •••••••••••••••••• Vases-Cups 
What was the gr.acetula . . loose garment they wore? ••••• Tunic 
• 
Into what did they put their love of .beauty:?u .... H Their city 
What did many wealthy ~en pay for? •••••••••••••••••• A public building 
What two gr.oups worked proudly for Athens? •••••••••• Artist-Builder 
Pa.rag;r.aph 3 - Beginning._wl th "Many of these buildings" 
Which big~ hill had many. beautiful buildings? ••••••• The Acropolis 
What was the most beautiful temple? ••••••••••••••••• The Parthenon 
Whom did it honor? •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Goddess Athena 
What kind of stories did the sculptur~d figures tell? Greek legends 
~ What is sometimes considered the most beautiful 
bllilding? ....... •·- - .... . ... o •• o •••••• o •••••••••• o ••• P-arthenon 
What famous -.-.culptor had charge of the carving? ••••• Phidias 
What hug~ statue did he himself make? ................ Athena 
From what materials was this statue made? ••••••••••• Gold-Ivory 
·Paragraph 4 - Beginning with "When we look at the work" 
Greek sculpture shows Greek love of what? ••••••••••.• Athletics 
What kind of bodies did they admire? •••••••••••••••• Strong-Healthy-Graceful 
What kind of statues did they learn to make? •••••••• Beautiful-Lifeli ke 
How are Greek mode.J_s used today? •••••••••••••••••••• Artists study them 
rParagrai?h 5 - Begi,nni.ng _ with "The Greeks wrote H 
What did the Greeks write? ••••••••••••••• ••• •••••••• Beautiful poetry 
What did choruses do at r&li&i.ous festivals? .......... Sin&":".l!eci te poetry 
What were these poems gradUally changed into?~ •••••• Dramas or plays 
Where were these dramas given?" •••••••••• ~ •••.• ••••• o Open air theatres 
During ~hose time were many dramas written? ••••••••• Pericles 
What is still done with them today? ••••••••••••••••• Bead-Acted 
'Paragraph 6 - Beginning_ with "During thi~ pe_riod" 
Who was called the "Father of History~? .•• • •••••••••• Herodotus 
He travelled throug~ countries ruled b~ whom? ........ Persia 
What way of life did he describe? ••••••••••••••••••• Eastern 
What did he write long accounts of? ••••••••••••••••• Persian wars 
Thucy:dides was a general in what wars? •••••••••••••• Between Athens-Sparta 
Which history was le$s interesting but more exact? •• Thucydi des 
Who was known as the first scientific historian? •••• Thucydides 
:> LESSON VI 0 - OUTLTNE TECHNIQUES 
,. 
'· Page 40 - "The Golden Age_ of Greece" 
CHOOSE THE BEST TTTLE AMONG THE THREE SUGGESTED 
BELOW FOR EACH PARAGRAPH: 
Paragraph 1 - Beginning with "Tho~e were glorious days" 
(A) 
(B) 
(C) 
The Work of Pericles 
The Golden Age of Greece 
Glorious Days for Atherls 
f 
Paragraph 2 - Beginning_ with "The Athenians knew" 
(D) Life in Athens 
(E) The Athenian City 
(F) Food of the Athenians 
Paragraph 3 - Beg:I,nning with "Many of these building~~," 
(G.) The Parthenon 
(H) The Acropolis 
(I) :Phi dias 
Paragraph 4 - Beginning with "When we look at the work" 
(J) Greek Athletics 
(K) Greek Sculpture 
(L) Greek Artists 
• Paragraph 5 - Beginning_ _wi_th "The Greeks wrote"' 
(M) The Relig.l ous Festivals 
(N) Greek Poetr~ _ and Drama 
(0) The Time of Pericles 
Paragraph 6 - Beginning_ _  wi th "During this period" 
~ . . 
(P) Two Famous Greek Historiarts 
(Q) The Father of History 
(R) The First Scientific Historian 
(C) 
(D) 
(G) 
(K) 
.. (P) 
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(A)_ 
(B) . 
__ (C)~ 
(D) __ 
(E) . 
_(F)-
(J) __ 
___ oo~ 
. ___ (L)_ 
(K) (N)--r-
. . (0)~ 
. -
(P) __ 
{Q}~­(R) : ,. 
-
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r 
Page 42 - From "Great Philosophers and Scienti.ats of Greece" to pas.~ . 44, 
"The End of the Golden Age" il 
• Paragraph ], = Two paragpaphs beg~nning_ with "The word 
What does "phi los opher" mean?oo oo oooooooooooooooooo 
Whom did the Greeks deeply respect? •••••••••••••••• 
Who was one of the greatest philosophers? •••••••••• 
philosopher" 
"Lover of wisdom" 
Their philosophers 
Socrat.es 
What was he c a 11 e d·? o o a o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o • o o • o • o o o o o 
What did he do for a living?o oooo oooooooooooooooooo 
What was the most important thing to him? •••••••••• 
Who gathered eagerly to listen to him? ••••••••••••• 
How did he make them think·? •••••••••••.••••••••••••• 
Great Questioner 
Made images, statues 
Thinking out truth 
Young men 
Asked questions 
Paragraph 2 = !!£ paragraphs beginning_ with "Socrates 
:r-· In whom did Socrates believe? ••••••••• •• ••••••••••• 
What did he think was a good life? ••••••••••••••••• 
Why did he think men sho}lld do the right thing? •••• 
Who was displeased by his t~achings? ••••••••••••••• 
What did they accuse him of teaching men? •••••••••• 
no long~,r" 
One God 
A rigl.lt life 
It was right 
Important Athenians 
Not to fear gods 
Drinking .poison 
Talked quietly 
.. 
How wae he ordered to die? •••••• ., •••••••••••••••••• 
What did he do until the moment of his death? •••••• 
:Paragraph 3 = Beginning with "One of the followers" · 
Which of his followers was greatly grieved? •••••••• Plato 
How did he feel about Socrates? •••••••••••••••••••• Wisest-Most j~st-Best 
What did Platovs friends persuade him to do? ••••••• Leave Athens 
What did he study most as he travelled? •••••••••••• Government 
V'lhat did he open when he returned to Athens? ••••••• "School of ideas" 
Paragraph 4 - Begi,rgling_ w:ith "Socrates had written" 
What had Socrates written?•••••••••••••••••••••••o• Nothing 
What did Plato wri t e? ............................... Books 
What did he do in his writings? •••••••••••••••••••• Ask questions-Think answers 
From where do we learn what Socrates taught?.oooooo Plato's books 
What is the most famous work of P·lato? •••••••••• .•• o The ~epU:blic 
What kind of government does it describe as best? •• 'Ruled by wisest people 
What was more important to these men than things? •• Thoughts-Tdeas 
What did Plato say was gre.a test freedom?. o" .. o..... study-Learn-Seek truth 
Paragraph 5 = Beginning _with "A third Greek" 
What third philosopher was a grea t thinker? ••• ., . o. o Aristotle 
Who was hi s teacher? •• o •••• o o o ••••• o ••• •••• o ••••• o • P·l at o 
What did he write about besides philosophy? •••••••• Mathematics-History-Science 
What did he want to know about everything? o ••• ., • o •• Why 
What did Aristotle teach men to observe? ~ ••••••••• ., World of nature 
What is he sometimes called? ••••••••••••••••••••••• First scientist 
- Paragraph 6 = Beginning with 1'0ther Greek thinkers" 
What did other Greek scientists study? ••••••••••••• 
Who wrote a famous book on geometry? ••• _ •••••••••••• 
Numbers-Measurement 
Euclid 
Stars:..Earth 
Hippocrates 
Body-Bones-Muscles 
No magj.c in it 
What things did others study? ............. ~ ••••••••• 
Who became known as the "Father of Medicine"?~~ ..... 
What did he make a careful study of? ••••••••••••••• 
What did he teach about healing?ooooooooooooooooooo 
What does his famous oath make stud~nts promise? .... 
What is the' name of this oath which is still used?. 
t Par agraph 7 = Begtnning_ with "These and other" · 
What then be came a center of new knowledge? o.o •••••• 
On what subjects were books written? ••••••••••••••• 
Who were considered leaders in science?. o •• o ••• o ••• 
What happened to Greek art and learning? •. o. o. o o ••• o 
Use skill for good 
Oath of Hippocrates 
Athena 
Medicine-Math-Art 
Greek scientists 
Spread far and wide 
LESSON VII 0 _ ~ OUTLTNE TECHNIQUES 
·':•'} 
Pag~ 42 - "Great _Philosophers and Scientists of Greece" - Complete 
CHOOSE THE BEST TITLE AMONG THE THREE SUGGESTED 
BELOW FOR EACH PARAGRAPH: 
' Paragraph 1 - Two paragraphs beginning with "The word" 
• 
{A) The Great questioner 
(B) Greek Philosophers 
(C) Socrates, A Great Philosopher 
Paragraph 2 - :!:!!.£ paragraphs beginning with "Socrates no" 
. : ·/~ 
(D) The Teaching::~ of Socrates 
(E) The Beliefs of Socrates 
(F) The Death of Socrates 
ParagrS:ph 3 - Beginning_ \'f.lth "One of the followers" 
(G) Plato~ Thinker and Teacher 
(H) Plato~ Follower of Socrates 
(I) The school of Ideas 
:! 
Paragraph 4 = Begi_nning__ _wi th "Socrates had written" 
(J) The Author Plato 
(K) Freedom to Seek the Truth 
(L) The Republic 
F·aragraph 5 = Beginning _with "A third Greek" 
(M) A Great Thinker 
(N) A Pupil of Plato 
(0) The First Scientis\ 
Paragraph 6 - Beginning with "Other Greek Thinkers" 
(P) Euclid~ Man of Geometry 
(Q) Other Great Greek Scientists 
(R) The Father of Medicine 
Paragr aph 7 - Beginning with "These and others" 
(S) A Center of Knowledge and Wisdom 
(T) Greek Art and Learning 
(U) Greek Books 
(C) 
(D) 
(H) 
(J) 
(0) 
( 'l) 
(S) 
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(A) (B)-
(C)== 
(D) (E)-
(F)-
-
(G) 
_____ (H)-
(I)-
-
( J) (K)-
(L)== 
(M) 
- (N)--1 
(0)_-1 
(P) (Q)--1 
(R)_--1 
(S)_--1 (T) 
- (U)--1 
LESSON VIII D .. = DETAILED QUESTI:ONS 
Page 44 = "Th.e End of the Golden Ag,~" - - Complete 
Paragraph 1 = Beg~nning with ttThe Golden .Age" and endlng wi·th "pe ople 
crowded into the walled city for safety o·" 
How long did The Golden Age of Athens last?. ~ o oo ••oo Only 50 years 
What happened to old jealotiS! among Greek cities? o. o Was no·t dead 
Which city waa the head of a league of · island · ones? o .. · Athens 
Which city lead the mainland cities? o·o. o o .. oo o o. o .. . n Sparta 
What broke out between the two groups? o ..... o o. o .... ... o. o War 
What happened to the fields of Athens? ..... ooo••oo•oo o Laid waste 
Why did the people crowd into the walled city?ooooo o For safety 
Paragraph 2 - Beginning with "There was not enough food" 
What did the Greeks lack inside the city? ., oo ·ooooooo-o 
What dreadful disease spread and killed many?ooooooo 
Which gr.eat leader was one of those who died?~ o o o., o o 
How long (iid this war last?~oo oooo ooo .oooooooo•••••oo 
What was the war called? o o o .. o o o .. o o ... o .......... o .. o o o. o 0 ·0. 
What wore Athens out?cooo o~o o oooo ooo o~ ............. o••••oo 
What happened to Athens when it . ended?~ooooo<Wooooooo 
Where was· her f'leet? o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o. o 0 ' 0 ·0 o o o o o o •• o o. o 
Where were thousands of her citizens? 0 0 0 0 o•o 0 0 0 0 0. 0 0 0 
What had been used up?,oooo ooo oooo ·oooooooooo ·ooooooo·oo 
What had Athens lost? .. o o o., .. o .. o " o o o o .... o o o o o o o. o o o o·o o o 
Paragraph 3 - Beginning with "The downfall . of . Athens" . 
What bes.ides Athens bega_n to .fall?oooooo.ooooooooooo 
What was no other city able to do? o .... o., • . o ~ ~ o o o o. o o. o .. 
What did the other cities continue to do!ooooooooooo 
What did they fail to dO?oo o·.ooooooooo-oooo·oo' oo .. ooooooo 
What could some outsider now easily do?ooooooooooooo 
Paragraph 4 - Beginning .wi t _h "North o.f Greece" 
· What country lay: north of Greece?~ .. o ... o o o o o o o o o o o o o o 
What kind of people lived there?" o o o o o o o o o o o. o. o o •• o 
Who ru.le d them? 0 0 0 0 1P 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o · 0 0 0 0 ·0 0 0 0 e 0 0 0 0 d 0 0 go 0 . 0 0 
·Where had he been'/ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o · o 0 0 0 0 · 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ,. 
Food-Water 
Plagu.e 
Pericles 
About 30 years 
Peloponneaian War 
Misery-Starvation 
rt was ruined 
Gone 
Dead 
Her wealth 
Proud leadership 
Greece 
Take her place 
Disagree 
Unite 
Take possession 
Macedonia 
Barbarians 
King,_ J!'hilip 
In Thebes 
Quarrelling 
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What did he know that Greek cities were doing?.o oooo 
What did Phi'lip try to do? O · O 0 0 0 0 0 o · O 0 0 0 0 0 0 O · O 0 0 0 0 0" 0 0 0 
What did he do to Gre-ek officials?o o. o-o o o o. o o o •• o o o o 
How did he conquer the little s·tates? o o o •• o o •• o " ... o o 
Stl r up more quarrels 
Bribed-Tricked them 
One b): .one 
Paragraph 5 = Beginning _with "Greece was united" 
How was Greece united a t last? 0 0 0 0 0 O· 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ·o 0 0 0 0 0 o·o 
How did Philip feel t ow.ard the Greeks? o o • •• o o o o o o .. o. 
What did he save because of this feeliilg?,~oo ooooo ooo 
What did he o·rder · each ci ty to do?ooo>ooooo ooccoooooo 
Who was sent to see that this was done?ooooooooooooo 
What person did he have great respect for?oooooooooo 
What did he ask him to do?o ooooo ooocooooo • •oooooo••• 
Where was the young prince educated? •• o o o •• o. o. o o O Q. O 
What happened to · Philip? o o o o o. o •• o. o·o o o. o o o .. o o o •• " o. 
How old was Alexander at the time?oooooooooo••o•o••o 
rn what year did Alexander become ruler?o •• ., ...... o. o 
Over what two countries did he rule? o • o o o o .. o o • o •. o o o o 
By a conqueror 
He admired them 
The cities 
Pay tribute money 
Soldiers 
Aristotle 
Teach son, Al exander 
Tn Athens 
He was killed 
Only 20 · 
336 B~C .. 
Macedonia-Greece 
LESSON VIII 0 = OUTLINE TECHNigUES 
Page 44 = "The End of the Golden Age" - Complete 
CHOOSE THE BEST TITLE AMQNG THE THREE SUGGESTED 
BELOW FOR EACH PARAG~PH: 
Paragraph 1 =Beginning with "The GoldenAg.e" and ending 
with "ooopeople crowded into the walled 
city for safety~" 
{A) Athens jL Leader of Island Cities 
(B) Sparta and the Mainland Cities 
(C) Jealousy Between Cities 
Paragraph 2 ~ Beginning with "There was not enou~" 
(D) The Pe loponnesian War 
(E) The Fal l of Athens 
(F) The Plague 
Paragraph 3 ~ Beginning with "The downfall o~ Athens" 
(G) The Beginning of the Downfall· of Greece 
(H) The Downfall of Athens 
{I) Disagreement Among Cities 
Paragraph 4 - Beginning with "North of Greece" 
(J) The Country of Macedonia 
(K) The Peop l e of Macedonia 
(L) Ki ng Philip of Macedonia 
Paragr aph 5 - Beginning with 91These and others" 
(M) The Uniting of Greece 
(N ) Al exander 9 Young Ruler o.f Greece (0 ) Aristotle 9 Teacher of Alexander 
(A) 
(E) 
(G) 
(L) 
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(A) (B)-
( C)== 
(D) 
- (E)== (F)_ 
(G) (H)-
(J)== 
{ J) 
(K)~ 
(L)_ 
(M) 
(N)~ 
(0)---
. -
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Page 45 - "Greece was Conquered 1 but Greek Ideas Spread Farl" - Complete 
Paragraph 1 - Beginning with "Although so 'l9un~" · 
What kind of general was Alexander? •••••.••. : ••••• 
What did he have no desire to do? ••••••••••••••••• 
What did he want to be instead? ••••••••••••••••••• 
Which countries did he set forth to conquerf •••••• 
Paragraph 2 - Begj_nnlng with "In just a few yeara" 
Throug~ what two countries did he lead his army? •• 
Into which country did he go?. · •••••••••••••••••••• 
Then he marched throug4 Mesopotamia into what? •••• 
What did he conquer? ... o. o · •••••••••••••••• • ' •••. •••••• 
Into which country did he even make one march?~ ••• 
What did he wish for? •• o · •. o ••••• o ••••••••••••••••• 
Paragraph 3 - Beginning with "Alexander made certain" 
What did Alexander make changes in? ••••••••••••••• 
What was he trying .. to make easier? •• o ••• •o •••••••• 
Whom did he appoint as governors under him? ••••••• 
What did he want the Greeks and Persians to do? ••• · 
What did he explore around Persia and Arabia? ••• ~. 
-What kind of route did he want to Eg!Pt? •••••••••• 
What happened to Alexander in 323 · B~C ~? ••••••••.••• 
How old was he?ooooo••o•o•••• ·••••••••••••••••••••• 
To what had he put in end? •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
What had he failed to build? •••••••••••• : ••••••••• 
When was hi a empire broken into several parts? •••• 
Paragraph 4 - Beginning with "One important thin$" 
What did they build each place they camped?~ •••••• 
For whom we-re many of them named'?. o ••••••••.••••••.• 
What did he leave in each one? .................... .. 
. . I What did Alexander love? •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
What did these towns become? •••••••••••••••••••••• 
Who came to trade and stayed in the towns? •••••••• 
What other people moved into the townsf·••••••o••• 
Towns were sprinkled as .far as what c.oullitry? •• o o •• 
Which became the m0st famous city? ••• · ~ ............ . 
Where was it .located:?o O · O 0 0 0 0 · 0 o · o 00 o o o 0 0 0 0 o 0 o o 0 0 0 o o o · 
Paragraph 5 - Beginning ~ith "In this city" 
What did Alexander start in this city? •••••••••••• 
I 'What did he send to it?ooooooooooooooo· oooooooooooo 
From where had he ga.thered theni? •••••••••••••••••• 
What did Alexandria become? ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Who went there to study? ............................. . 
What city was still famous for art and learning?~. 
What did Alexandria almost become? •••••••••••••••• 
What spread over the crossroads of the East and 
We s t? o o · o o o o o o o o o o - e o o o • ., • o •••••••••••••••. •••••••• 
Who caused them to spread? •• ., ••••••• .•••••••••••••• 
A great one 
U~ite the small states 
Conqueror like father 
Persian Empire 
Asia Minor-Syria 
Egypt 
Persia i tselt' 
Everything-Everybody 
India 
More wGrlds to conquer 
Persian Empire 
His rule 
Persians-Greeka 
Unite in one empire 
waterwa.,.s 
Sea route 
caught rever-Died 
32 years old -
Persian Empire 
State of own 
300 B.c. 
A Town 
Alexander 
A guard of soldiers 
Greek ways 
Greek settlements 
Greek merchants 
From nearby countryside 
India 
Alexandria in Egypt 
At mouth o.f Nile 
Fine library 
Books-Other things 
Dif.ferent countries 
Center of learning 
Philosophers-Scientists 
Athens 
Another Athens 
Greek ideas 
Alexander 
I 
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Page 45 - ·"Greece. Was Conq~eredJ But Greek Tdeas 
Spread Farl" - Complete 
CHOOSE THE BEST TITLE AMONG THE THREE SUGGESTED 
BELOW FOR EACH PARAGRAPH: 
Paragraph 1 - Be~nning w+th "Althoug_J., so youns" 
(A) Alexander's Desires 
(B) A Great General's Desires 
(C) Con que ring the :Persian Empire 
Paragraph 2 - Beginning _\V'ith "In j,ust a rew yeax-s" 
(D) Alexander Conq~ers All 
(E) The Euler of the World-
(F) The Conquering of Persia 
Paragraph 3 - Begi,Il!llng_ with ,. Alexander made ce~ta1n" 
(G) The End of the Persian Empire 
(H) The Empire of Alexander 
(I) The Rule of Alexander 
Paragraph 4 - Beginning with "One important thin~" 
(J) Alexandria 
(K) Greek Towns in Alexande-r's Empire 
(L) The Spread of Greek Ways 
Paragraph 5 - Beginning with "In this city" 
(M) A Center of Learning 
(N) The Spread of Greek Ideas 
(0) A Fine Library 
(!) 
(1>) 
(I) 
(K) 
(M) 
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(A) (B)-
(C)_ 
(D) 
(E)-
(F)~ 
(G) (H)-
(I)== 
( J) 
.. __ _(K)== 
_(L) __ 
(M) 
_(N)== 
___ (O)_ 
.. 
LESSON X D ~ DETAILED QUESTIONS 
Page 46 ~ "The Greatness of Greec.e" - Complete 
Paragraph 1 ~ Beginning with ••['he Greeks had" 
What did the Greeks have? •• · •••••••••••••••••••••• 
Who were the first people of the West? ••••••••••• 
What did they fail to do? •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Who began to rule their country.? •• · ••••••••••••••• 
For what were the city-states eager? ••••••••••••• 
What did each one want to do? •••••••••••••••••••.• 
What kind of people were many Greeks?~ ••••••••••• 
What did public officials accept?~ ••••••••••••••• 
What were bribes?oooooo••••ooo·ooooooo·········· ··· 
What would a man sometimes do for galn? •••••••••• . 
Paragraph 2 - Beginning with "The city-states" 
When did city-states sometimes form a leag4e?o••• 
What made this leagu.e weak? •••• o •••••••••••••.•••• 
What was often done with promises?. o o o •••••.•••••• 
How did the states get around each other? •••••••• 
What were the Greek state·s never able to do? o o ••• 
What must people do to work and build together? •• 
· paragraph 3 - Beginning with "The real greatness" · 
What was the real greatness of the Greeks?~ •••••• 
What must we all have in order to live? •• ·:. ••••••• 
Who is satisfied with only- these necessary- things? 
What do we want life to be?oooooooooooo••········ 
How do we want to spend our time? ............... .. 
Who else had these very same desires? •••••••••••• 
Paragraph 4 = Beginning with "The Greeks were great" 
How did the Greeks feel about these thing_s? •••• o o 
To what did they g:tve much time? •••••••••••••••• o 
What did they delight in talking about? ••••••••• o 
What did they like to think about? ••••••••••• .•••• 
What are two of the great gJfts of the Greeks?. o o 
What kind of gqvernment did they g~ve us?oooooooo 
What did the people vote on? ••.•••• o ••• o o o • o •••••• 
Who made the laws and chose the offioials?o•••••o 
To which culture ctld the Greeks g:l,ve these 
three treasurasfo o o o o o o o o. o o o o o o o •• o o ••••• o o. o. 
Paragraph 5 = Beginning with "There came a time" · 
What was once thought about these treasures?~ •••• 
What did happen to them? •••••• oo••••••••••···••ooo 
What shall we find out about next? .............. .. 
What did Rome c onq ue r? • o o • o o o • o ..... . o ••• o ••••••• o • 
What conquered Rome?oo••••o••···· ·••o•••••o••••••• 
Many weaknesses 
The Greeks 
161 
Build nation free people 
Conquering nations 
Power 
ltule the others 
Not trustworthy 
Bribes 
M~ney for special favors 
Betray state-Help enemy 
rn time of danger 
Did not trust each other 
states broke them 
By- clever tricks 
Unite-Form one nation 
Trust one another 
Culture-Way of life 
Food-Shelter-Safety 
Onl-,: few· people 
Enjoyable-rnteresting 
Doing, making,.. learning 
something 
Greeks 
rmportant 
Making beautiful things 
Worthwhile things 
World and people in it 
Beauty-Free mind 
DemCtcratic 
Public questions 
People 
Our Western culture 
They were lost 
Found ag~Jn-Came down to us . 
'Rome 
The world 
Greek culture 
LESSON X 0 - OUTLINE TECHNigUES 
·f 
Page 46 = "The Greatness of Greece" - Complete 
CHOOSE THE BEST TITLE AMONG THE THREE SUGGESTED 
BELOW FOR EACH PARAGRAPH~ 
Paragraph 1 = Beginning with "The Greeks had" 
(A) The Weaknesses of the Greeks 
{B) The Greed of the Greeks 
{C) Desire for Power 
' Paragraph 2 - Beg:l,:r;ming with "The citl•states" 
{D) City-states Break Promises 
{E) Distrust Among the City-states 
(F) Forming A League 
Paragraph 3 = Beginning with "The real g:reatness" 
(G) What People Desire 
{H) The Greek Culture 
{I) The Desires of the Greeks 
Paragraph 4 = Beginning with "The Greeks were great" 
(J) The Greek Love of Beauty 
(K) The Idea of Democratic Government 
(L) What Made The Greeks Great 
Paragraph 5- Beginning _with "There came a 
(M ) Lost Treasures Found Again 
(N) How Greek Culture Conquered -Rom~ 
(0) Rome Conquers The World 
time" 
-- (A) 
(B) 
(G) 
(L) 
on 
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(D) 
(E)--:--
{F)== 
(G) 
-- (H)== (I)_ 
( J) 
(K~-(L -
-
{M) 
on-
(0)__:_ 
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•• Page 56 - "The Roman Republic" From "Who were the 'Romans?" to page 57 
"They chose two men called consuls" 
Paragraph 1 - Beginning with "Who were the 'Romans?" 
~ What were the people of Rome called? ••••......•.••••• Romans 
What was the strongest city of Italy? •••••••••••••••• Rome 
What is the peninsula of Italy shaped like? •••••••••• Boot 1 high heel, long toe 
Which island is close to the toe? •••••••••••••••••••• Sicily .. 
How is this island shaped? ••••••••••••.•••••••••••••• Three-sided 
Where did the Greeks plant colonies and build cities? Sicily-Southern Italy 
. Paragraph 2 - Beginning _w:i t1l "These -Greek cities were" · 
When were these Greek cities tieing built?.~.- ••••••••• Abou,t 750 B.C. 
Who lived farther north in Italy at this time? ••••••• Half-barbarian tribes 
From what val~ey had these groups migl"ated? •••••••••• Danube Valley 
When did they start coming? •••••••••••• ; •• ~ ••• -~ •••••• About 2,000 B.C. 
The land of Italy was different from what country? ••• Greece 
~ . 
Paragraph 3 - Beg;tnning _with "Look carefully now" · 
..., Whi oh mountains run through central :rtaly? ••••••••••• 
• On which side are these mountains rugg~ci and steep?~. 
What did the barbarians find on the eastern side?~ .... 
Apennines 
Eastern side 
Little level land 
What was wrong with the east coast?~ •••••••••••••.•••• 
What had Italy turned its back on? ••••••••••••••••••• 
No good- natural harbors 
The east 
11r Paragpap_h 4 - Beg;t_nning _w:i th "On the western side" · 
What was on the western side of the mountains? ••••••• 
Where did most of the tribes settle? ••••••••••••••••• 
"i What size were the fertile plains? ••••••••••••••••••• 
What divided them?ooooeooooooooo••••••••••••••••••••• 
More g~ntle slope 
These rolling p_lains 
Small 
r· 
~-
.. 
-... 
How did the tribes settle their boundaries? •••••••••• 
Who were roving people of the_ mountain region? ••••••• 
What was planted on the tilled fields in the low 
Hilly ridg~s-Headlands 
By fighting 
Wild nomads 
plains? .. o. o Do o o o o o o o o o o o o ••• o ••••••••••••• .•••••••• Olives ... G·rapes 
What did these people build? ••••••••••••••••••••••••• Towns 
Parag~aph 5 - Beg~_nning _ .with "Strong~st of these" · 
Which was the strongest of these city-states?~ ....... . 
It stood on the south bank of what river?.o••••o••••• 
Across how many hills and valleys did it spread? ~ •••• 
What was the size of the Roman city-state?~ •••••••••• 
What kind of people were the :Romans? ••••••••••••••••• 
With whom did they fight constantly? •.••••••••••••••• 
What did the Romans become?.-.......... . .............. . 
Whom did they gradually conquer and lead? •••••••••••• 
Rome 
River Tiber 
Seven 
Very small 
Warlike-Sturdy 
. Etruscans-Mountain 
Bold warriors 
Tribes around them 
tribes 
~ Paragraph 6 - Beglnning with "The tribes living near" 
~ What lang:uag~did the tribes near Rome speak? •••••••• Latin 
What did these tribes call themselves? •••••••••••••••. Allies of Rome 
What did they look to Rome for? •••••••.••••••••••••••• Help when in danger 
What did Rome do to and for these towns?~ •••••••••••• Defend-Rule them 
What did they dare not object to? •••••••••••••••••••• . Boman laws 
,. Paragraph 7 - Two paragraphs begi,nning w:i th ''The Romans learned" 
What did the~mans Iearn to do? •••• ~ •••••••••••••••• Govern themselves well 
How long __ (!id it take?································ Many years 
What kind of government was Rome at first? ••••••••••• :Republic 
What body of 300 nobles helped the king_ to rule? ••••• Senate 
Who ruled Rome for a long time? •••••••••••••••••••••• Etruscan kings 
What bundle of rods showed the power of the king? •••• _ Fasces . 
What happened when the kings ruled unJustly? .......... -senate drove -out king 
Why did the people decide to have two rulers? •••••••• To check each other 
LESSON XI 0 = OUTLINE TECHNIQUES 
: · ~  
"' Page 56 - "The - Roman Republic" from "Who were the Romans?" to pag~ 57 
"They chose two men called consuls" 
CHOOSE THE BEST TITLE AMONG THE THREE SUGGESTED 
BELOW FOR EACH PARAGRAPH: 
-t Paragraph 1 - Beg::t,nning _wi th "Who were the Romana?11 
(A) The People of Rome 
(B) The Country of rtaly 
(C) The Land of Greek Colonies and Cities 
~ Paragraph 2 - Beginning with "These Greek cities were" 
(D) The Location of Italy 
(E) The Barbarians From The North 
(F) Differences Between Italy and Greece 
"' Paragraph 3 = Beginning with "Look carefully now" 
(G) The Eastern Side of the Apennines 
(H) The Apennines 
(I) The Surface of Italy 
, Paragraph 4 - Beginning .'W:i th "On the western st·de" 
(J) The Wild Nomads 
(K) Tribes Settle The "Rolling flains 
(L) Greek~like City-states 
It Paragr aph 5 - Begi_nning_ _wi th "Strong~st of these" 
{M) A City on Seven Hilla 
(N) The l?'eople of Rome 
(0 ) The Roman City-state 
" Paragraph 6 = Begin~ing _wi th "The tribes living near• 
(P) The Tribes Near Rome 
( Q) The Latin Langua6e 
(R) Allies of Rome :: 
• 
~ Paragraph 7 = Two parag_raphs beginnin& .. 'Ni th "The ltoman'i '-
~ Learned" ;_ 
(S) Etruscan Rule in Rome 
(T) The Romans Learn Good ,Government 
{U ) The Power of the Senate 
(C) 
(E) 
(G) 
(!:) 
(N) 
(P) 
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(A) (B)-
(C)== 
{D) 
(E)~ 
(F)= 
(G) 
(H)~ 
cr>~ 
( J) (K)--.-
. (L)~ 
(M) (N)-
. (0)-...-
· ... ~ . ---
(P) (Q)-
... _:JR)== 
(S) (T)-
(U)== 
LESSON XI G = GENERAL ~UESTIONS 
Page 56 = "The Roman Republic" from "Who were the ~omans?" to page 57 
"They chose two men called consuls" 
165 
e Paragraph 1 - Beginning .with "Who were the -.Romans?" 
What is said about the people and the g_~og_raphY. :Of Italy? 
Romans people of Rome ... :Rome Italy's. strong~ at city . Peninsula 
shaped like a boot '!Ugh heel and pointed toe · siciiy near toe 
Three-sided island Greek colonies in Sicily and s 1o'!J,thern Italy ---
~ Paragraph 2 ~ Beginning with. "These Greek cities were" 
What is said about the tribes in northern Italy? 
Cities built 750 BoCo Half-barbarian tribes lived farther north 
Migrated from Danube Valley Started coming about 2000 B.C. ---
Italy farther away Greek ships reached Italy less often .,.. 
Italy different from Greece -~-
Paragraph 3 - Beginning _wlth "Look carefully now" 
What informati on is given about eastern rtal~? 
Apennines central chain of ~ountains Mountains rugged and steep on 
eastern side Barbarians found little level land No good natural 
harbors on e astern coast As if Italy turned back on east 
-~-
( Faragraph 4 = Begi nning witl) "On the western side" 
What is s a i d o f t he western side of the mountains? 
• Slope more gentle Most tribes settled on these rolling p~ains 
Fertile plains small Separated by ridge_s or headlands . . ---
Tribes settled boundarl,es by fighting .. . Wild nollllS.ds roamed ''with 
~ herds in mountain regions Barbarians tilled fields on plain~ 
Planted olive trees and gr apevines Built towns like Greeks ·---
Towns became city-states · 
-.Paragraph 5- Beginning with "Strong~st of these" 
Wha t information is given about Rome and the Romans? 
Rome s tronge st ci ty_- state :Rome on south bank of Tiber :R1 ver 
Rome spread across seven hills Roman city-state small ---
Romans warlike and sturdy people Romans fought with Etruscans 
Etruscans live d north of Tibe r ~omans also fought wilder mounTt-a~i-n-
tribes · Romans became bold warriors There were stories about 
their courage and daring Romans conquered all close tribes 
'Romans made t ribes accep t Roman leadership ---
" Paragr aph 6 =Beginning with "The tribes living _near" 
Wha t is said about the tribes near Rome? 
Tribes spoke Latin l anguage .. _. Tribes allies of '.Rome Tribes looked 
to Rome fo r help in danger 'Rome defended and ruled towns 
Towns could not object to noman laws -----
Paragr aph 7 = Two pa rag:raphs beginning with "The Romans Learned" 
What informati'On is given about t he government of Rome? h· - · 
Romans learned to govern t hemselves It took many years __ _ 
Rome was .fi r st a r epublic People chose the ruler __ ~~ 
Body of 300 nobles called Senate helped rule "Roman ruler first 
called king Some very good kings special servants attended 
kings in public Servants carried fasces Fasces rods with ax 
bound in cente r Fasces :;3howed king _'s "Q.Ower over subJects 
King_s started using,_ power cruelly and unjustly _ Senate dr_o_v_.e"'!"'., -out 
king People wanted two rulers One ruler could cheek on the 
other Both to rule only a short time · 
~~-
r 
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Page 57 - From "They chose tw~' men" to page 59,_ "There were two classes 
of citizens in Rome" 
Paragraph 1 = Two paragraphs beginning with _"They chose" 
What were thetwo new rulers called? •••••••••••••••• • 1 Consuls 
How long did they rule before new ones were elected?. One year 
What did· a consul d·o besides rule the city in peace?. Lead arm:y in ,war 
Who attended the consul? ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Servants with fasces 
What was his special chair like? ••••••••••••••••••••• Camp stool-Ivory legs 
What were the fasces and special chair signs of? ••••• Roman imperium 
What was ~oman imperium? ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Power to rule 
What did the Romans always want to choose? ••••••••••• Men to rule them 
What did they want these men to always "have? ••••••••• The 11J12erium 
What were they obeying_ instead of the consul? •••••• •. Law-Power of state 
Paragraph 2 - Two paragraphs beg_inning _wi th "In times. o.t:" 
Who was appointed in times of g~eat or sudden dang~r? ~:Dictator 
What kind of power was he given? ••••••••••••••••••••• Absolute-Comp_lete 
How long _did he hold this power? ••••••••••••••••••••• Six months 
Where was one Roman consul in the story? ••••••••••••• rn battle 
What happened while he was g_one? ••••••••.••••••••••••• Enemy approached 
What happened to the second consul? ••••••••• : ••• -••••• • Enemy surrounded camp 
What did the Roman Senate do to meet this danger? •••• Appoint dictator 
Which respected ~oman was chosen? •••••••••••••••••••• Cincinnatus 
What two offices had he held?~ ••••••••••••••••••••••• Senator-Consul 
Where did the messengers find him?~ •••••••••••••••••• l'·lowing,_field 
How was he dressed? •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• rn tunic 
Paragraph 3 - Two paragraphs beg,inning with "Send -fortt 
What did theliiessengers tell -Cincinnatus to get? ••• .•• His toga 
What was a tog_a? ••• o o o. o o •• o ••••••••••••••••••••••••• Robe of Roman citizen 
Why did they want him to have his toga? •••••••••••••• Fitting for message 
What did the messengers urg~ him to do?-•••••••••••••• Hurry to Rome 
What did Cincinnatus and his army do? •••••••••••••••• Defeat enemy 
What did he penni t the conquered leaders to do? •••••• Go free 
Where did they have to go first? ••••••••••••••••••••• "Beneath the yoke'" 
What weapons made up the yoke? ••.••••••••••••••••••••• . Three spears 
What must one do to pass under the yoke? •••••••• ., ..... Bend neck-Bow head 
What was this a sign of? ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ·Conquered-Humbled 
How did a warrior feel about this? 4. o •• o o ............. Hurt pride very much 
t Paragraph 4 ~ Beginning with "Cincinnatus and his army" 
Where did Cincinnatus march in triumph? ............... Streets of Rome 
r 
What was he offered? • •• o•••••••••••••• ·•o••••• ......... .. Large sum of gold 
He refused it because he was serving :what? ••••••••••• Country he loved 
How long was he dictator? •••••••••••••••••••••••••• o. ·Sixteen days 
What did Cincinnatus think was best for Rome? •••••••• Limit one man's power 
p·aragraph 5 - Beginning . with "The "Roman government" 
What was "not built in a day"? •••• · ••••••••••••••••• • o "Rome 
How did the Roman government develop?~ ••••••••••••••• Slowly 
What did the people have to learn? ••••••••• ~ •••••• _,~- . o Way to gpod government 
When were the kings driven out and consuls chosen?,. •• About 500 B.C. 
What was this date the beginning of? ••••••••••••••••• Roman :Republic 
How long_ did the Senate stay in power? ••••••••••••••• Year after year 
'll Parag~aph .6 - Two paragraphs begi:nning _with "rt was a" 
What 300 men were the real rulers of ~ome? ••••••••••• 
What did they do besides consult and make -decisions?. 
What long experience did they have? •••••••••••••••••• 
What did the senators think carefully about? ••••••••• 
What qualities ' did many ~enato_rs posse.:;~s?."········o• What were they determined !"or Rome to nave·r o ••••••••• 
Jloman Senate 
Make laws-Advise consuls 
Managing _the nation 
Laws-Decisions made 
Wi~dom-Good iud ent Stron order! pvernment 
167 
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Page 57 - From "They chose two men" to page 59 "There were two classes 
of citizens in 'Romeo" 
rl-
• 
CHOOSE THE BEST TITLE AMONG THE THREE SUGGESTED 
BELOW FOR EACH PA~GRAPH: 
Paragraph 1 = Two paragraphs beginning with "They chose" 
-' .. -.. ~. 
(A) Roman rmperium 
(B) The Roman Consuls 
(C) Power of the Consuls 
Paragraph 2 - Two paragrap~s beginning with "In times o~" 
·~ (D) The Appointment of a Dictator 
(E) The Story of a Dict~tor 
(F) Messengers Come To Cincinnatus 
Paragraph 3 ~ Two_,paragr'aplls beg~~ning with "Send f'or" 
' i (G) Cincinnatus' To~a 
(H) "Beneath the Yoke" 
(I) Cincinnatus As A Dictator 
Paragraph 4 ~ Beginning_with "Cincinnatus and his arml" 
( J ) Cincinnatus Returns T9 Rome 
(K) Sacrifi ces For The Gbod Of Borne 
(L) A Dictator For Sixteen Days 
r Paragraph 5 ~ Beginning with "The Roman go_vernment" 
(M) The BeginninK_o.t: the Roman Republic 
(N) The Slow Growth Of The Government 
(0) The Long Rule Of The Seriate 
t Paragraph 6 = .!.!!£ paragraphs begin.:ning__.with "It was an 
(P) Dut ie s Of The Senators 
(Q) The Real Rulers Of :Rome 
(R ) Men Of Wi s dom 
-, . 
... 
(B) 
(E) 
... ... (!) 
(K) 
(N) 
(P') 
(A) (B)-
(C)~ 
.. . ,_,_ 
(D) (E)-
-(F)== 
( J) (K)-
(L)-..:-
-
(M) 
-- ... - (N)= 
.... (0)_ 
(P) 
(Q)-.-
{R) .·-, 
. -
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Page 57 - From "They chose two men" to pag~ 59 "There were two classes of 
citizens in Rome" 
Paragraph 1 ~ Two paragraphs beginning with "They chose" 
What information is given about the consuls and the imperium? 
Two men chosen called consuls Consuls ruled for -one year 
Then new consuls elected Consul had great power in offic_e __ _ 
He ruled city in peace He led army in war He was attended by 
servants with fasce~ He had special chair Fa~ce~ and chair 
signs of imperium ~oman imperium power to rule Roma~s - wanted 
to choose rulers They obeyed rulers with imperftim · · · 
They thought they we~e obeying law, not rulers 
-~-
Paragraph 2 ~ Two paragraphs beginning with "In times of" 
What is said--about dictators? 
One man appointed dictator in danger His power absolute and complete 
Dictator only six months _Old story about time of sudden dang~r _ -- -
One consul leading army in battle Another enemy at Eome 
Second consul met enemy with army Foe surrounded his ca_m_p_b~y-
surprise Roman Senate appointed dictator Messengers sent to 
Cincinnatus He had been senator and consul He was plowing 
field -on his farm He was. wearing only tunic · 
;; 
- Paragraph 3 = Two paragraphs beginning with . "Send for" 
What is said-aDout Cincinnatus as a dictator? 
Messengers asked him to send for his toga., Toga robe of 'Roman 
citizen Purple border on senator's toga Toga fitting_ for 
message Cincinnatus wiped sweat and put on toga _ Messenge):~s 
saluted him Messengf:lrs rushed him to Rome Cincinnatus 
defeated enemy Conquered leaders went "beneath the yoke" 
---Then leaders were free _ Arch of three spears made "yoke" 
Bowingunder yoke meant humbled _ --.....-
.- Paragraph 4 ~ Beginning w-ith "Ci~cinnatus and his army" 
What information is given about Cincinnatus' return? 
Army marched in triumph through Rome - Cincinnatus was offered 
gold He refused it He went back to his farm _He was 
dictator only 16 days _Cincinnatus believed no man should have: 
Great power For a long time o 
Paragraph 5 ... Beginning with "The - Roman government" 
What is said about the 'Roman goyernment? 
It grew slowly Rome not built in a day People had to learn 
good government - :rn 500 BoC o :__ Kings driven out Consuls 
chosen _ o This beginning of Roman Republic Consuls ruled 
one year Dictator ruled six months Senate ruled year after 
year __ _ 
Paragraph 6 .,: Two paragraphs begj,rmingwi th "It was a great honor" 
What information is give:g about Boman senators? 
Great honor to be a Roman senator - These 300 men real Roman 
rulers Senators: Consulted tog~ther Made decisions 
Made laws Advised consuls e They had long experienc_e_.,.._ 
managing nation _ The~ thought long and carefully: about: Laws 
Deci s·ions • Some senators made speeches Many were n1en o.,.r~:--
Wisdom Judgment Senators wanted government to be: Strong ______ _ 
Orderly o 
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Page 59 - From "There were two classes of citizens in Rome" to bottom of 
page 61 
I!!: Paragraph 1 - Begj.nning .. with "There were two classes" · 
How many classes of Boman citizens were there? •••••• 
What were those called who had lived there longest?. 
What does this La.tin word mean? ••••••••••••••••••••• 
, 
_Who were these patricians? •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
They alone were allowed to be members of what?~ ••••• 
Who were. the poorer people? ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
What did this word mean? •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
What were these people not all·owed to do?~ •••••••••• 
What were most of them? ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Two 
Patricians / 
. "The fathers" 
Nobles-Important people 
The Senate 
Plebeians 
"The many" 
Hold office-Be senators 
Farmers-Tradesmen 
' Paragraph 2 - Beginning · with "There were many Boman ways" 
~ What seemed unfair to the plebeians?.......... • • • • • • Many :Roman ways 
What kind of law did ·Rome need?.................. • • • Wnl tten law 
What were the laws? •• o .., o o o. o. o··.................... Customs handed down 
... Who were the only people who understood them?........ Patricians 
Why were plebeians often pup.ished! •••••••••••••••••• Did not know law 
r What did patricians and plebeiams .o:f'teni quarrel over? The laws 
' I ' -
Paragraph. 3 - Two para~raEhs beginni:q._g w..i,th "There was 
What else was-there rouble over? ••••••••••••••••••• 
Who had to serve in the army? ••••. o •••••••••••••••••• 
What happened while they were at war?~ •••••••••••••• 
What did they have no money for? •••••.••••••••••••••• 
Where were men put who owed mone:y:? •• · •••••••••••••••• 
Who was given all the conquered lands? ••.•••••••••••• 
What problems have caused trouble in many countries? 
Paragraph 4 - Three tarag;r-aphs begi_nning __ with "How all 
~ What did the plebe ana dem~nd? •••••••••••••••••••••• 
What did they fight for? •• ." •••.•••••••••••••••••••••• 
What did the Senate allow them to choose?~ •••••••••• 
What were they called? •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
When could the plebeians come to them for help? ••••• 
· Paragraph 5 - Two paragraphs beginning_. with "One of the 
What was one Of the firs~ thing;3 the tribunes did? •• 
Where were they put for everyone to see and · study? •• 
What were these laws called?·. o ••••• o. o o ••••••••••••• 
What regular punishments did they state? o o o ••••••••• 
What did the people do to these laws? ••••••••••••••• 
What could a tribune do to a law he thought un:fair?. 
Who can veto laws in the United States today? ••••••• 
Paragrap!:t 6 - Two paragraphs beginning with "Slowly the 
Who .finally had a voting Jassembly- of their own? ••••• 
How long was it before all citizens were equal? ••••• 
What thing,s still caused trouble? ••••••••••••••••••• 
Who often still held the real power? •••••••••••••••• 
Paragraph 7 - Beginning with "Most Romans understood" . 
What kind of laws will people readily obey?~ •••••••• 
What must men do to make fair laws?. o ••••••. ••• -~ ••••• 
What must be done after a law .is passed? •••••••••••• 
What sometimes has to be done?. 0 0 0 0 0. 0 0 o · o ••••••••••• 
What did the flomans do with what they learned? •••••• 
also a .great" 
Debts 
The plebeians 
Farms were neglected 
Paying taxes-Debts 
Prison-Sold in slavery 
The Patricians 
Debts-Land 
Roman" 
To be treated justly 
Officials of their own 
Two new officiale 
Tribunes 
Day or night 
first things" 
Have laws written 
In the Forum 
Laws of the 12 Tables 
Stealing-Cheating-
rnjuring, another 
~espect-Obey them 
Veto it 
President-Most governors 
plebeiai}s" 
Plebeians 
200 years 
-Debts-Land 
Bich senators 
Just laws 
Co-operate-Think-Talk 
Must be enforced 
Chang~ it for better law 
Took it with them 
• 
LESSON XIII 0 - OUTLINE· TECHNrQ.UES 
Page 59 - From "There were two classes of citizens in 
Rome" to the bottom of pag~ 61. 
CHOOSE THE BEST TITLE AMONG THE THREE SUGGESTED 
BELOW FOR EACH PARAGRAPHg 
Paragraph 1 = Beginning with "There were two classes" 
(A) Citizens- of Rome 
(B) The Common People 
(C) The Patricians and Plebeians 
Paragraph 2 - Beginning with "There were many Roman" 
(D) Unfai mess in Rome 
(E) Unfair Laws for Plebeians 
(F) Q,uarrels over Laws 
Paragraph 3 ~ !!£paragraphs beginning with "There was" 
>" 
p 
(G) Plebeians Worry Over Land and Debts 
(H) Trouble Over Debts 
(I) The Ownership of the Land 
Paragraph 4 - Three paragraphs begi_nning with "How all" 
( J) The Courage of the_ Plebeians 
(K) Tribunes of the P.eople 
(L) Demanding Just Treatment 
Paragraph 5 = Two paragraphs beginning with "One of the first·"' ( . f: 
• 
; (M) The Laws of the Twelv~ Tables 
(N) The Tribunesi Veto 
(0) The Beginning of Written Laws and the 
Power of Veto 
Paragpaph 6 - Two paragyaaphs beg;L.nning with "Slowly the" 
(P) The Plebeian Voting Assembly 
(Q) Two Difficult Problems 
(R) Equal Rights in 'Rome 
Paragraph 7 ~ Beginning with "Most "Romans understood" 
(S) Learning to Govern Rome 
{T) Making Just Laws 
(U) Enforcing Laws 
{C) 
(E) 
(G) 
(K) 
(0) 
(B) 
{S) 
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(A) 
-{B)_ 
(C) 
--
(D) 
.. . _(E)== 
(F) . 
-
(G) (H)-
(I)-
( J) (K)-
{L)== 
(M) (N)-
(0)== 
(P) 
(Q)= (R)_ 
(S) __ 
·- (T) __ (U) __ 
LESSON XIII G - GENERAL ~UESTTONS 171 
From page 59 "There were two classes of citizens in Rome" to boxtom of page 61. 
Paragraph 1 - Beginning with "There were two classes of citizens in Rome." 
What does the story tell about the two classes of citizens? 
Patricians: Lived there longest Means "the .father:!!" Were 
nobles Made up the Senate --o- Plebeians: Were poorer p_eople 
Means "many" Were free citizens Not allowed to hold office---. 
They were nios tly~ Small farmers Tradesmen Other worke.rs ___ • 
rparagraph 2 - Beginning .with "There were many :Roman ways" 
What is said about the laws? 
Many ways unfair to plebeians !~ No written law Laws were: 'Really 
customs Handed down Understood only by patricians • 
Plebeians ot'tenpunished They broke laws they did not kilow 
Plebeians and patricians often quarreled over laws ----
Paragraph 3 - Two paragraEhs beginning with "There was also a great deal of" 
What information is given about the debts and the land? 
Trouble over debts Plebeians had to serve in army Farms were 
neglected Plebeians fell into debt Laws about debts were: 
Harsh Cruel Man owing moneY. might be: Put into prison 
Sold into slavery o Plebeians objected to patricians owning_ al~l__.l-an-d 
Debt and land problems caused ~~ouble in many countries -----
tparagraph 4- Three paragraphs beginning. with "How all Homan citizens became equaltt 
What information is given ;~bout the tribunes? 
Plebeians had Roman: Courage Spirit "·· They demanded just treat-
ment Once in danger of war, plebeians: Marched out of town "Refused 
to fight for city .. Plebeians wanted: Own officials To look ou~ 
for rights o Senate: Knew Rome ne~ded plebeians Gave in ·to their 
demands o Plebeians: Allowed to choose two officials Called 
r 
tribunes o Tribunes were to: Listen to plebeians, troubles · Get 
them fair treatment o 
rParagraph 5 - Two paragraphs beginning with "One of the first things" 
What is saidEi'bout written laws and the power to veto? 
Tribunes had laws~ Written down Set up in Forum o Laws called 
Laws of the 12 Tables Laws stated punishment for~ Stealing 
Cheating Injuring another ~ Laws were: Many Long..._'!'"'. -· -
Respected Obeyed o All schoolboys learned laws Tribune could 
veto unfair plan Veto means forbid Plan did not_ be.c om.e law 
Plan for a law may be vetoed in U oSo by: President Most govern_o_r_s_ • 
---
.paragraph 6 ... !!!.£ paragraphs beginning with ffSlowly the plebeians" 
What information is given about the plebeians g~tting more rights? 
Plebeians won more rights slowly . They chose men to reRr.esent them 
Assembly made laws Plebeians and patricians equal rig~ts in 200 y;..e_a...,r~I!I-
Plebeians could hold ,Roman office Law required one consul to be -
plebeian Both patricians and plebeians were declared equal before 
law Trouble caused by: Debts Land .o Rich senators held real 
power These hard problems today 
-~-; ~ . 
. Paragraph 7 - Beginning with "Most Bomans understood one important thing" 
What does the story tell us about the Romans and their laws? · 
Most Romans understood that lawe must be fair .. People obey just laws 
Fair laws: Not easy to make Require co-operation o Af'ter law is __ _ 
paseed it must be enforced People made to obey it · Quarrel:! arise 
over meaning rf much troublell it must be change~d _All these part 
of learning to govern Romans learned these things They took these 
lessons with them to other countries 
r! 
__ ..,. 
=LE=S=S~O=N~X=I~V---D . - DETAILED gUESTTO~S 
Page 62 = "How Rome Conquered the World" down to page 65, "Gradually 
~ changes came to Rome" 
Paragraph 1 = Beginning with "Roman rule spread" 
Through Italy 
Cities of Italy 
172 
~ Where did Eoman rule first spread?oooooooooooooooooo 
What did the soldiers make a part of the Roman state? 
What was given to the con~uered people? ••••••••.•••• 
What were they allowed to keep? •••.•••••••.•••..•••• 
' 
Who interfered when the states quarreled? ••••••••••• 
What were the conquered people proud of? •••••••.•••• 
What was built throughout Italy? ••••.•••••.••••••••• 
Rights as citizens 
Government-Way of life 
Roman Senate 
·Roman citizenship 
Good roads-Bridges 
Paragraph 2 = Beginning .with "Then Rome discovered Greece" 
~ What did Rome discover right in Italy? •••••••••.•••• Greece 
~ 
What cities were added to Rome? •••••••••••••••.••••• Those Greeks founded 
What beautiful buildings were new to the .Romans? •••• Temples-Theaters 
What kind of people had the Romans been? •••••••••••• Stern-Severe 
What did the Romans make their own? •••••••••••.••••• Greek art 
What were two ideas the Romans added? ••••••••••••••• Domes-Arches 
What were the stone troughs called? ••••••••.••••.••• Aqueducts 
What did the Romans invent? •••••••.••••••••••••••..• Concrete 
"'paragraph 3 - Beginning with "The :Romans also began to 
~~at did the Romans begin to study? ••••••••••.•••••• 
~ What did they think and talk about? •••••••••••••.••• 
~ Who had the Romans been worshipping? •••••••••••••••• 
' Who was the goddess of the ltoman hearth?oooooooooooo 
What did the Romaris give the Greek gods?oo•••••••••• 
How did the Greeks begin to conquer ~ome? ••••••••••• 
What became the possession and pride of the Romans?. 
study'• 
Greek literature 
Ideas of Greek thinkers 
Lares-Penates 
Vesta 
~oman names 
By ideas 
Greek culture 
' Pa ragraph 4 =Beginning with ffThe strongest rival of Rome" 
-, Who was Rome v s strongest rival~ •••••••• o • o •••• o • • • • • Carthage 
On what coast was it located? ••••• •• ••••••• • ••.••••• Africa 
~- VJho had settled Carthage?........................... Phoenicians 
,. What kind of city had it become? ••• o o • • o • • • • • • • • • • • • Powerful trading .city 
What did Carthage have in Corsica~ Sardinia ~ and 
Spain? o a o a o o o a o o o o a o o o o a o a o a o., o o o o •• o o o o. "o o o o a o o a Trading ports 
, Paragraph 5 - Beginning with "The rulers of Rome" 
What did the Roman Senate decide t o do to Carthage?. 
f How many wa rs were fought? •• • ••••••.•••••••••••••••• 
HOW long did t he figh ting last?oo ooo oooooooooooooo ao 
Who was defeated?oooo ooo oooooooooooooooooooooooooooo 
What did the p e op le have to dO?oooooo••••••••••••••• 
Where else did :Rome keep soldiers? ••••.••••••..••••• 
Rome now ruled the western half of what? •••••••••••• 
Conquer-Destroy it 
Three 
Over 100 years 
Carthage 
Give up ships-Pal' money 
rn Spain 
Great Se& 
Pa ragraph 6 = Be ginning with nThe Roman armies turned next" 
Where did the :Roman armies th'en t urn? •••••••••••••• o To the east 
.,.. What l ands did they finally conquer? •••••••••••.••• o Eastern Mediterranean 
What were these conquered count ries called? ••••••••• Provinces 
What was sent by the Senate to each province? ••••••• Governor-Legions 
What was a legion? •••• • ••• ••••.•..•••••.••.••.••.•• .•• Division of an army 
Paragraph 7 ~ Beginning with "The Romans were proud of" 
~ What were the :Romans proud of? ••••.•••.•.••••••••••• 
What was held for a victorious general?ooooooooooooo 
What was brought from the conquered countries? •••••• 
' Who marched first in the procession? •••• o. o •••. ••••• o 
What was heaped in the chariots and carts? •••••••••• 
Who marched sadly before the conaueror?···~········· 
'OOhn a c n'ru:d a• WA A Ahl"\llt:An s:aTl .A l f'lnO" f:hA WAV7 _ _ •• _ ••• _ 
Their victories 
A celebration 
Rich beautiful things 
Senators 
Captured treasures 
Prisoners of war 
l')'lhA O"ATIA T>t:o 1 f 
"LESSON XIV 0 . - OUTLINE TECHNIQUES 
Page 62 nHow Rome Conquered the World" to page 65 "Gradually changes 
came to Rome 19 
CHOOSE THE BEST TITLE AMONG THE 'I'HREE SUGGESTED 
-r BELOW FOR EACH PARAGRAPH~ 
• ~Paragraph 1 - Beginning with "~oman rule spread" 
(A) Rome Builds Good Roads 
(B) ·Rome Conquers Italy 
(C) The Senate Brings P.ea~e 
>Paragraph 2 ~ Beginning with "Then Bome discovered" 
(D) The Romans Build Aqueducts 
(E) The Romans Invent Concrete 
(F) ~he Romans Admire and Copy Greek Art 
Paragraph 3 = Beginning with "The Romans also began" 
(G) Greek Ideas Conquer Rome 
~- (H) Romans Study Greek .Lit~rature (I) Greek and Roman Gods 
1 Paragraph 4 = Begi_nning with "The str~ng~:~t rival" 
( J) The Trading Ports of Carthage 
(K) Carthageg RomeYs Strongest Riv~l 
(L) A CitY- Settled by Phoenicians· ~ 
·-rParagraph 5 = Beginning with "The rulers of Rome" 
(M) One Hundred Years of Fighting 
(N) Rome Becomes More Pow~rful 
(0) Rome Conquers Carthage 
, Paragraph 6 = Begi_nning wlth "The .Roman armies" 
(P) Roman Armies in the East 
{~) Rome Controls the Eastern Provinces 
(R) The Spread of.' :Roman Government and 
Civili zation 
Paragraph 7 ... Be ginni ng with nThe Romans were proud" 
"' 
(S) A Celebration For A Victorious General 
(T) A March of Triumph 
(U) The Roman People Celebr at e 
(F) 
_(d) 
(0) 
(Q) 
(S) 
173 
(A) (B)-{ C)-
_. 
(D) (E)-
(F.)-
~ 
( J) (K)-
(L)-
· -
(M) (N)-
(.0)~ 
(P) 
(Q)~ 
(R)~ 
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LESSON"" XIV G. __ - GENERAL Q.UESTIONS . 
Page 62 "How Rome _ C_onq~ered ·_the World" from· ":Roman rule s_pread first through 
~ Italy" to page 65 "Gradually changes came to 'Rome" · 
Paragraph 1 - Beginning with "ltoman rule spread first through rtaly" 
~ What is said about how Roman rule spread through Italy? . 
Soldiers: Conquered Italian cities One by one · Made them part of 'Roman 
state o Conquered people were: Given full Roman citizenship Given part 
rights-- • People could keep~ Government Way of life .•. Boman Senate 
brough't""'P'Sace in disputes . Conquered proud of ltoman citizenship They 
built: Good roads Stone-Dridges • ~oman armies could march quickly 
~ People traveled eiSI!y " ---- ----
-Paragraph 2 - Beginning with "Then Rome discovered Greece" 
What information is · given about how 'Rome discovered Greece in Italy? 
Rome discovered Greece iri Italy Greek cities were: In southern Italy 
On Sicily Added to 'Roman state_. llomans found Greek: Temples -
Theatres e They were new to Romans Theyrealized joy .beautifurt'hi.ngs 
'!:>rough~_ 'Romans copied Greek: Vases- Statues_ Buildings ·. · • They· 
made Greek art theirs Romans added:-Their . ideas Domes on temples 
Arches on aqueducts -:-Aqueducts stone troughs ~ey brought cities-. 
water "Romans invented concrete · Concrete I'STime mixture 'Roman 
art s'tiiT copies Greek art • 
~
,raragraph 3 - Beginning with "The '' Romans also began to study" 
What is said about Greek culture and Greek ideas? 
Romans read Greek: Poetry_ Philosophy_e __ They enJoyeg Greek drama 
They discussed ideas of Greek thinkers ____ They learned about: Greek g~ 
What they represented ._ Romana .. had worshipped: Lares Penates o Vesta 
godqess of hearth :Romans now: Adde-d worship of Greek gods .. .. Gave them 
new names o Greece conquered 'Rome: By ideas Not by a~ .. • Romans 
proud to possess G-reek culture · • · - -
Paragraph 4 - Beginning with "Th~ strdnges.t rival of 'Rome" 
, What is said about the city of Carthage? 
Carthage: Was 'Rome's strongest rival Was on coast of Africa Was across 
sea from Sicily Was settled by Phoenicians Had become a rich trading 
city_. Her slli'PS sailed the Mediterranean ~he had trading ports: On 
Corsica On Sardinia In Spain On Sicily • 
.,.- - . -- -·· ~ .. ~
Paragraph 5 - Beginning with "The rulers of Rome felt that a Btrong _carthage" 
- What is said about Rome in the western half of the Great Sea? 
->· Carthage a threat to Roman power_ Senate wanted Cartha.g&: Conquered_ 
Destroyed o Romans~ Built ships Fought ·Carthage_:_. _Three wars : 
Lasted over !OO years People o"f"Carthage were: Conquered Force<ItO 
sign a treaty · Made dependent on Rome o People of Carthage had to: 
Give up fleet- Pay money _e Carthag;-destroyed Rome: Sent soldiers 
to Spain Kept generals in<eommand there - :Rule<r'Western half Great Sea . 
- ~ . .... . -
'Paragraph 6 - Beginning with "The Roman armies turned next" 
~ What is s ·aid about the Roman armies in the East? 
Armies conquered: Macedonia Greece Asi-a Minor ~yria Pales-
tine Egypt All eastern Mediterranean lands o Conquered countries 
callea]provinces-- People paid Roman taxes ~oman Senate sent to provinc~: 
Governor Legions o Legion a divisi.on 'Or"in army · With legions · went 
( Roman: G'O'V'e'rnment -cTvilization . e . . - - " 
Paragraph 7 - Beginning with "The Romans ~ere proud of their victories" 
What does the story tell about the celebrations for victo:t-ious generals? 
Romans had celebrations for victorious generals General brought back: 
Beautiful things Shining armor Statues ----Silks Jewels 
Gold Silver ---: Procession marched througii""""Snouting crowds. -=rn-
procession were g Senators Trumpeters Carts of treasure -Prisoners 
of war Perhaps conque~ruler Conqueror in chariot · · · Musicians 
playing-- People .shouting praise-o Statue of general often erected 
Stone arch often carved with his deeds o ··· · - __ ,-
~· 
-
,. LESSON XV D _= DETAILED QUESTIONS 
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Page 65 ~ From "Gradually changes came to Rome" to page 67 ,_ "Julius 
Caesa r was a sensible ruler~ 
Paragraph 1 ~Beginning with "Gradually changes _came" 
What did the people enjoy? ••.•• • •.•.•.•••• ~ •• ••••• 
What did they want to see and to hear about? •••••• 
What things had they always liked? •••••••••••••••• 
How had these games become? ••••••.•••••••••••••••• 
Who were made ~o right each other? •••••••..••••••• 
Where did these rights take place? •••••••••••••••• 
What were the t rained soldiers called? •••••••••••• 
What else rought each other and the gl_adiators? ••• 
. Paragraph 2 = Beginning with "Each general tried to" 
· What did each general try to arrange? ••••• ~ •••••••• 
... What was he trying to get rrom the people? •••••••• 
What ofri ce was he working ror? 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 • o · . 0 •• 0 •• 0 
How long did the generals fight for the imperium?~ 
What did the common citizens lose interest in? o •• o 
Who gained all the power? ••••••••••••• ~ •••.•.••.• · ·o., 
- Pa r agraph 3 - Beginning with "Things went badlt" 
How did things go f or the common people? •••• H •• o. 
Who tilled the land of the rich farmers? •••••••••• 
What did they sell the government ror the army? ••• 
Wha t was it very hard for a small rarmer to do? ••• 
Where did these rarmers go looking. ror work~ •••• o. 
• 
How were they fe d?o••• o•• •···· · ·· ················· 
What did some or them begin to do? •••••••••••••••• 
What would they f ol low any man ror? ••• • ••• • ••••••• 
Paragraph 4 ~ Beginning with "Julius ·Caesar has been" 
Who was the greatest Roman of all? •••••••••••••••• 
What kind or general was he? •••••••••••••••••••••• 
What had his wealthy patrician ramily gj_ven him? •• 
What could no longer govern the great empire? ••••• 
What did Caesar prepa~e himself to be? . ........... . 
Paragr aph 5 = Beginning wi t_h "The firs t thing was to" 
What kind or leader did he need to become first? • • 
What land did he decide to conque r?oo o•••• •••••••• 
What kind or people were the Gauls? •••• o. · •• o .•••••• 
What did he set up in the lands he conquered? ~ •••• 
What did he build in what is now France? •••••.••••• 
To what country across the s ea did the legions go? 
-What did Caesar write the story of? •••• •••• ••• .••• 
Celebrations 
Fighting 
Public games-Chariot 
Contests or skill 
Bloody-Cruel 
Captives from war 
Arena 
Gladiators 
Wild animals 
race a-
Bigg~r._ more splendid games 
Praise-Support 
Consul 
Over 100 years 
Good g9 ve rnmen t 
a few men 
Badly 
Slaves they bou~t 
Grain-Meat 
Make a living 
Rome 
Food from public store-
houses 
Beg-Steal 
Food-Exciting celebrations 
Julius Caesar 
Young-Strong-Clear-sighted 
Fine education 
The Senate 
Strong ruler Rome needed 
Successrul milttary 
Gaul 
Tall-Strong-Half-barbarian 
Roman government 
Hard Roman roads 
Britain 
War against Gauls 
r 
Paragraph 6 ~ Two paragr~phs beginning with "When Caesar"' 
How was Caesar-welcomed on his return to Rome? •• ~. As a g~eat general 
Who had turned against him? ~ ....................... 'Roman leaders-Senate 
Who loved and admired him?o••••o•••••••••••••••••• Soldiers-Roman people 
..,. Who rerused to obey his wishes? o o •••••• o •• "....... Some eastern governors 
Wha t was Caesar determined to have in all lands?~. Orderly go:vernment 
.,. What did he do t o t hese foes in the East? •••••••.•• Defeated them-Drove them 
into hiding 
'LESSON XV 0 _= OUTLINE TECHNIQUES 
Page 65 = From "Gradually chang~s came to Rome" to pag,_e 67 "Julius 
Caesar was a sensible rulero 91 
CHOOSE THE BEST TITLE AMONG THE THREE SUGGESTED 
BELOW FOR EACH PARAGRAPH~ 
,Paragraph 1 = Beginning with "Gradually changes came" 
(A) The People Enjoy Celebrations 
(B) Contests Become Bloody and Gruel . . 
(C) Gladiators Fight Captives and Animals 
~ Paragraph 2 - Beginning with "Each general tried to" 
<I (D) Generals Work To Be Consuls 
(E) Fighting For The Imp,erium 
(F) A Few Men Gain - Pow~r 
. Paragraph 3 = Beginning with "Thing_s went _  badl~" 
• (G) Rich Farmers Get Richer (H) Dishonest Men Become Powerful 
(I) Hard Times For The Common People 
Paragraph _4 = Beginning_ with 91 Julius Caesar has been" 
-.. 
( J) Caesar Prepares To Be Ruler 
(K) Loss Of The Power Of The Senate 
(L) A Clear=si ghted Young Gener'l 
. Paragraph 5 = Beginning with "The first thing was to" 
(M) A History Of Gaul 
(N) The People ·Of Gaul 
(0) Julius Caesar In Gaul 
, Paragraph 6 = Two paragraphs beginning with "When Caesar" 
(P) Caesarus Bitter Enemies 
I > 
(Q.) Caesar 9 s Power In Rome And The East 
(R) Caesar Figpts For Peace And Ord~r 
<ri> 
(t) 
,. (L) 
(0) 
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(A) 
-_ (B)== 
.J.G) ·_ 
(D) (E)-
___ (F)= 
( J) (K)-
__ (L)= 
(P) 
_(Q,)== 
(R)_ 
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JdESSON XV G _~ _ GENERAL QUESTIONS 
,.: ·f 
~,. From page 65 "Gradually changes came to Rome" to page_ 67 "Julius _Caesar was a 
sensible ruler" 
.,.Paragraph 1- Beginningwith "Gradually changes came to Rome" 
What does the story tell about the Boman celebrations? 
Changes came slowly to Rome Feople enjoyed celebr ations They wanted: 
To hear about fighting - ~ee fighting o They had alwa~s liked: 
Public games Chariotraces_ Contest"SSr' skill o Contests became: 
Bloody . Cruel o Captives were· made to fi~t --,rghts were in 
arena ~Arena was center of open-i:lir theater. Captl ires fought g Trained 
soldiers- Who were -called gladiators o wrr<:ranimals were brougpt in 
They fouglltT Each other . Gladiators ----:- · · 
- ~ 
-faragraph 2 - Begi_nni_ng_ with "Each general tried. to arrange)_" 
What information is given as to how the g~nerals . gained p_owel'? 
.--
Each general tried to arrangf!l_ bigg_er gs.mes He wanted people to: :Praise 
him _ Support him o He wanted them to:-Iainire him . Vote for him as 
consul_o Leaders---aru! generals jealous for over 100 years They: Tried 
to seize each other's power:___ Fought for iiJ1peri um_o rmperium, power to 
rule Strongest general usually elected consul ColiiDl.on citizens lost 
interest in good government_ Small g~oup_ gained all the power_ 
Paragraph 3 ~ Beginning with "Things_ went badly" 
[ 
What is said about the hardships of the common people? 
Things went badly for common people Thousands of captives sold _ as 
slaves 'Rich farmers: Bought slaves to till land Grew richer Sold 
meat aU<rgrain to g_overnment for army o Hard for---pQO'r man to make living 
on little land_ Poor_ went to Rome I'QPI{ing work_ City thronged with 
hungry people Public food given to them These idle people: Had no 
decent homes -Had nothing useful to do ~ecame dissatisfi ed and ~ 
unhappy Began beggj,ng _and stealing --w8re ready to follow any leader 
who wou'ICI'give them: Food_ Exciting-cei'ebrations;___o Ambitiousg dishonest 
leaders became powerful~o 
. . . 
Paragraph 4 ~ Beginning with "Julius Caesar has been called" 
-~ What information is given concerning Julius Caesart-s plans? , 
-•- Caesar called greatest Roman Caesar was .~ A young general _ _ Strong_ 
Clear~sighted Member of wealthy patrician family Given a i'ine · 
education o He saw that 'Roman Republic had changecr-- Seriate --c-o uld no 
longer govern empire_ 'Rome needed strong ruler_ Caesar planned to 
become ruler o 
.!Paragraph 5 ~ Beginning with "The first thing __ was to become a successfultr 
What information is given about Caesar as a military leader? 
~-~ Caesar wanted first to become military leader Rome use,d to general.ts 
rule Caesar looked to Gaul Gaul covered what is now: Switzerland 
France-- Belgium o East already belonged to Rome Caesar decided----
tog Conquer Rome --riake it part of empire o Gauls were~ Tall 
Strong Sti11'"'11:8If~bar-barian .. o There were many tribes of Gaurs-
Caesar-;-was daring Was skil!1iil' . --Conquered wherever he led soldiers 
Set up Roman government in every place conquered o c a esar built hard ro~ 
in France Armies could march quickly France-gqverned by Roman laws 
Legions went into Bri taln_ Caesar: Spent 9 years in Gaul · . Wrote his tory-
of war ae;a:tnst Gauls_o History read in Latin in high schools today_. 
-- ~ 
• . .,1 
Paragraph 6 = Two paragraphs beginning_ .with ttwhen Caesar returned to Rome" 
..,.. What is said--about Caesaz"s power and how he ruled the provinces? 
..-~ Caesar welcomed as great gener.al _Caesar had enemies among:: Roman 
leaders Members of Senate o Caesar loved and admired by: His · 
soldiere--- · People o He was given great power as rule r · -- Some eastern 
governors refused t'OOO"ey Caesar determined to have oraerry government 
He toqk army to East He:: Defeated foes Or drove them into hiding --:-
He wi~hed to have un~all Roman rule~ Peace- Order o ----
. ..,.. 
LESSON XVI 0 _- OUTLINE TECHNIQUES 
·- .·,,·; 
- .... _ Page 67 - From "Julius Caesar was a sensible ruler" to pag~ 69 ."The 
..- , Boman Empi re" 
CHOOSE THE BEST TITLE AMONG THE THREE SUGGESTED 
BELOW FOR EACH PARAGRAPH: 
.. Pe.ragraph 1 =Beginning with "Julius Caesar was a sensible ruler" · 
{A) Caesar Tried To Solve Old Problems 
{B) Caesar Helped The Poor . 
(C) Caese.r Freed The Debto~s 
... !>aragraph 2 ~ Two paragraphs l)eginning_ with "Move out into" 
(D) 
(E) 
(F) 
Moving To The Provinces 
Respect For Roman Le.ws And . Roman Wars 
Changes I:n The Provinetiis 
-~aragraph 3 = Beg:I,nning with "some of .the people" 
•• (G) A Hise To Power 
(H) Dictator For Life 
(I) Caesar ::;ets A Bad Example 
Paragraph 4 = Two paragraphs beginning, wi.t:q. ."Rome k11led" 
·· ~ -
(J) Ce.ese.r' s Enemies -.And Their · Plan 
('K) Caesar's .courage ., .-
(L.) Rome's Greatest Leader 
"tparagraph 5 ~ Begi,nning _wi_th "One da'I as he entered" 
~· 
_, 
(M) The Death -Of Caesar 
-(N) Caesar: God Of The ·-Romans _ .. -
(0) Caesar's Short, <Peaceful lhlle 
(A) 
(F) 
(!) 
(J) 
(N) . 
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(G) (H)-
_(r)== 
{ J) (X')-
(t)~ 
-
(M) 
_(N)-.-
(0) -
-. 179 
. lEssoN XVI G - GENEflAL QUESTIONS . 
~ - ~ 
_.,. From page 67 99 Juli us Caesar was a sensible ruler" to page 6 9 " The, Roman 
Empire" 
- ~-
.- ~aragraph 1 ~ Beginning wi tll. "Julius Caesar was a sensible ruler" 
What does the story tell about how C$esar ruled? 
Caesar a sensible ruler He tried to solve old problems He freed 
debtors in prison _ Senate made new laws abou t debt ae-Eelped the 
poor find work ---rind owners hi red freemen He helped poor farmers 
.: farag_raph 2 - .!!!.£paragraphs beginning ~ith "Move out _into the provinces" 
What is said about wnat Caesar did for the nrovinces? -
Caesar tried to move poor to provinces _ - Govern111ent help_ed them by: 
Getting them there Giving them lana- .. Oaesar made changes i n 
p-rovinces Peop!"e'Paid no extra taxes .. · _ He spent tax money for fine: 
Roads Buildings Bridges _ ._ .. Conquered people_ given_ .. ci.tizenship 
Caesar wanted all people in country to have same~ 'Rights . 'Respect ro_r ___ -
Rome.n le.ws and we:ys .. -
-
. Pe.ragre.ph 3 - Beginning'" with "Some of the people of Rome 99 
Whe.t does the story tell about Caesar 9 s power? 
Some wanted Ce.esar king He refused _ Rome was a republic 
was chQsen for~ All higF.lO'rfices C'Ori'S"Ul many times .. Senate 
not stqp his rise to power Caesir was made dictatorl"'r life 
gave him all power llomewas no long(3r a republic .. 
--- - .. . . ~
Ce.esar 
could 
This 
Paragraph 4 ~ .!!!.£ pare.graphs beg~nning _with "Rome killed her gr.~atest l~ader" 
What information is gi,veri about Caesar9s enemies and their plans? 
Rome killed greatest leader Powerful men have enemies_ Soma thought 
Ce.esar had too much power ~ey planned to kill him Caesar was 
une.fraid ____ He ~ated to IfVe in fear of death o ----
~
,. .. 
p . 
Paragraph 5 = Beginning with 110ne day he entered" 
r~ What does the story tell a~out Caesar 7 s death? 
... • Caesar was stabbed to death In the Sena 'te~ _o He had only one year of 
peaceful rule :Roman worl"a""grieved _ fe op'"I'e'forgot his taking power 
for himself ~ey remembered his~ !!Ourag_e Strength Kindness 
Wisdom o~Y tho~ght him greate r than a man- They worshipped him---
as .gqd-o - .... . 
.. 
- -.. 
• 
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.-.;LESSON X..YJI 0 = OUTL:rNE -TECHNIQUES 
---~ 
Page 69 = From ."The Roman Emp1r~~· to page 71 ""Roman law had grown, too" 
CHOOSE T}fE BEST TITLE AriffONG THE THREE SUGGESTED 
-" BELOW FOB EACH PARAGRAPHg 
' tl 
.Paragraph l = Beginnin g with "How Rome became an empire" 
- -· 
- fl 
(A) Raman Imperium 
(B) Tne Extent Of The Roman Empire 
(C) F:rom Ci ty=State To Empire 
.. 
Paragraph ~ = Beginning with "Julius Caesar w1shed19 
_, 
(D) "Honored" Imperator 
(E) Octavian Defeated Ri vale 
(F) Closed After 200 Yeara8 
Paragraph 3 = Beginning with "Llke his uncleSt Aug_t1stus" 
~-
-· 
• 
(G) The Power Of Tb.e Inrperato:r• 
(H) At1gustus ~ A Nephew Lil!e His Uncla 
(I) Romegs "First Citi zeri~~ 
Paragraph 4 = Beginning_ _wi th ~1The reig11 of Aug1.1stus" 
• 
~p 
(J) The Reign Of Augustus 
(K) The Golden Ag~ Of Rome 
(L) The City Of Rome Becomes Beautif'Ul 
Paragraph 5 = Beginning with "Augustus made the plans~ 
. ,__ 
.. . 
(M) A United Empl re 
(N) The nRoman P'ea.cew 
(0) How The Romans Traveled 
Paragraph 6 = Beginning with "How Greece conquered" 
""" ~-
~ (P) Romans 'I'augnt BY. Greek Teachers 
( Q,) Roman Empire Conquered Bl" Greek Art And 
.. Learning 
.. (R) · Greek Language Learned By Romaih1 
-·l>aragraph 7 = Beginning with "Rome also had her own" 
(S) Virgil And Horace: Two Great Poets 
(T) Raman Literature 
(U) TQe Writings Of The Jurists 
' ;._ 
... 
(D) 
(H) 
(L) 
{M) 
('!) 
(A} 
~ ,--
__ \_B_ 
{C) 
-
(D) (E)-
f'l.':l'-\ 1!)__;_ 
(G) (E)- · 
(I)== 
( J) 
(K}--· -
-- -- -
__ {L ) __ 
(M) (N)-
{0)== 
(S) (T)--
-, ,--
,u;'-· 
ESSON XVII -G ~GENERAL QUESTIONS 
Page 69 ~The Roman Empi r e" from "How nome bec~me an empiren to page 71 
"Roman law had grown~ too" 
181 
·Paragraph 1 ~ Begip.ning with "How llome became an empi r'e" 
~ What information is given about the extent of the -Roman Empir~? 
In empire~ one country governs others "Err1pire" comes f r om im2erium, or 
ruling_ power Roman Empire extendeaover many different~ Countries 
Peoples · a Empire included~ All Mediterranean countri es- From ~ 
Euphrates River to Spain Deserts of Africa Land norf.n to Danube 
and lfuine Gaul Liilcr'""in Britain o -
... -- ~
_,Paragraph 2 ~ Beginning_ with "Julius Caesar · :~lished his grandnephew" 
What is said about Octavian becoming r~ler? . 
Caesar wanted Octavi an t o rule Octa vian only 18 years old He had 
hard time for 13 years He E:'a"<r't o overcome others who w&n-ti'di"mperium 
He came to Rome in triumph in 27 BoCo llomans called him: "Imperator"----
Which mear.tt "Commander of the army" --:-octavian want edpeace He closed 
Temple -of Janus door s as sign Senate named him Augustus This meant 
honored o ----- ----
-r---
rParagraph 3 ... Beginning with ffLike his uncle .~~. Augustus knew" 
What is said about how Augllstus was like Julius Caesar? 
Augustus l/. like his uncle:: Knew people loved o l d Roman ways )~eld power 
himself o Rome still a republic Senate still met .Aug~stus was · 
Made~ c'Ori'S'Ui many times Ruler ~life o Ti t le wiSTmperator -. · We 
call it emperor Romans-worshipped emperor-as god o 
~ -
• 
Paragraph 4 ... Beginning with ttThe r eign of Augus tus Caesar" 
What information is gi ven about h ow Augt1stus made Rome a beautiful city? 
Augustus ruled 45 years_ Time was called Gol den Age of Rome Augustus, 
like Pericles of Athens~ wante d city to be most beautiful In Forum were 
bUilt beautiful g Temple s Arche s Public buildings --: Marble used .. 
City needed better water-sllPply -xque du cts built o----
- ~ 
·paragraph 5 ~ Beginning with "Augustu s made the plans of Julius caesa1 .. n 
" What does t he s tory tell about what Augus tus did for t he provinces? 
Julius Caesar us plan c ame true Roman P.eace all through empire- · Many 
lands unit ed Everywhere wereouilt: Bri dges - Aqueducts TE:'eate.rs 
Temples o Good roads were everywhel"e Alll:'ed t o :Rome ----pe_oP.le -
traveledg On foot On horseba.t'!k Ii'l'Coaches · Tn li tiers · On 
ships~o · Eve rywhere were t he sam~aws_ Language~ Wei ghis_ 
Measures Coins o 
~ -
'Paragraph 6 = Beginning with "How Greece conquered the Roman Empire_" 
Wha t does the story tell about how G:reeco conquered tp,e 'Roman Empire? 
Greek a rt and learning went all over Roman Empire . Greek teachers taught 
Roman boys They learned Greek and Latin language ____ ~hey studied 
Greekg Poe~ Histo1~ Drama Phi losophy o Some studied 1n 
Greece Rome-conquered~Greece ~en Gre ece conquered Rome Greek 
armies=-a:ra: not conquer Greek v1ays spread t hrough Home o 
~ . - ~ 
• 
Paragraph 7 = Be ginning with "Rome also had her own- li 'te r a t ure now" 
,· what is s aid about the literature of 'Bome? 
· Rome had own lite rature Romans were able hi stori ans Best known poets 
were: Virgil Ro r ace----o They wrote arroutz Glory of-Rome--=- Happiness 
of li ving in-rt.aly ____ o-wrftings of jur1 stss or lawyers~ most valua.ble ____ o 
LESSON XVIII 0 = OUTLINE TECHNI($UE~ 
Page 71 ... From "Roman law had grown!! too 11 to botton of page 73o 
CHOOSE THE BEST TITLE AMONG· THE TimEE SUGGESTED 
BELOW FOB EACH PAP~GRAPH~ 
Paragraph 1 - Beginning _with "Roman law had g;rown-.. _too" 
(A) Ci vll Law 
(B) "Law Of The Nations" (C) Local Laws Combined With ~oman Liw 
Paragraph 2 ~ Beginning __ with "Records were kept" · 
... (D) 
(E·) 
(F) 
The Justinian Code: A Great Gift 
Books About Law and J usti..ce. 
Roman Gifts To Us 
Paragraph 3 = Beg1:nning_ w1 th . "Rome ruled the worl·d• 
(G) The Eternal City 
(H) The · Story Of Rorne g s . Gr.eatnea.2L . 
(T) Rome's -Splendid lru.i:ris 
;paragraph 4 = Beginning with "But the Romans had" 
(J) Bad Conditions Grow Worse 
(K) Romans Forget How To Jru.la_ .ThemseJ.:Ile.a_ ___ _ 
(L) Brutal Tyrants As -~le~s 
paragraph 5 = Beginning with -"Meanwhile the rich ltomana" 
(M) Romans Think Only Of Their -Pleasure 
(N) The Slaves Do The Work-
(0) The Lif'e O:f The Rich -Romails 
Paragraph 6 ... Three paragraphs beg_i_mrl.ng _w.i tJt -"Even Roman" 
' i {P) A Poor Way To Get Power 
{ Q-) The Colosseum __ _ 
(R) Power And Public Game~ 
~aragraph 7 =:. Begl,nning with "Rome's greatness did not" 
(S) Weak And Selfish Rule rs 
(T) Power Through Armies Instead O:f The People 
(U) No More Justice For All 
Paragraph 8 . ~ Beglnnlng _with "These hUg__b, armi-es had" 
·~ 
(V) Heav:y Taxes- -Become A Burden 
(W) Governors Of . Provinces_ Flg_ht Bach Other 
(X) Rome ·Losea I:ts Greatness 
(~> -
(D) 
(!) 
(0) 
{if) 
(S) 
{X) 
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(A) (B)-
( C)== 
(D) (E)-(F)·-
- ~ 
{G) 
{H)-
{:r)....-
-
(P) 
(~)== {B) 
- ~ 
(S) (T)-
(U) ·. 
(V} 
r ') -s~· {X)-; 
- ~
I 
r?:sSON XVIII G 
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- GENERAL QUESTI'ONS 
~ Page 7~ - From "~oman law had grown, too" to bottom of page 73 
h>aragraph 1 -Beginning with "!toman law had grown1 too" 
What information is gj.yen about the new system- of laws? 
Law of the Twelve Tables_ were: Enough for the city of Rome Civil law • 
Conquered countries kept: Customs Relig__i,_Oll "· .. Laws were combined ~ 
with Roman law They were usedt'O" rule Enipi re--·-.. . "Law o:f . nations tr 
became new system • - · · · 
~
-~arag_raph 2 - Beginning_ with "Records were kept of law easestr 
What does the story tell about Roman g~_t'ts to- us? · 
Records were kept of law cases · .ruri sts: Studied .. these Wrote about 
their meaning o_ There were OO'Olts about law · - .rustin~an put laws into 
one code or system Justinian Code .. great g!?t'to ua .. - · Roman laws 
helped t~ make lawSOI': United States England .. - . Franc-e Other 
countries • - - · 
~
IJ>aragrap;h_ 3 ~ Begj._J:),lrlng _with "Rome ruled the world" 
,_ What information is given about "Rome's gre_atness? . 
.Rome ruled the world - Manx :Roman ruins of splendid building.s ltoaa.ns 
excellent builders ~ere still remain· today some Roman: · "Roa.'""'d_s_ 
Bridges . Arches Temples o They tell of 'Rome's gi'.eatness Rome 
called "Eternal Ci 't'Y"' Peop!e~hougllt: rt would last forever · ----!L .. eaders 
would rule the world ---; ----
~
~ b . 
Paragraph 4 - Beginning ~ith "But the Romans had forgotten" 
What is said about poor conditions in Bome? 
Romans forgot how to rule tP,emsel ves · .. -Many rulers were brutal tpa.nts 
Bad cond~tions grew wc;;,rse · The pq'O"r"E'eca.me--p,oorer People lived ~ 
crowded _tog_ether in filt:t;ry 61 ties_ Every-where were: Begg~rs_ 
Starvation Sickness o · 
- p 
-
'Paragraph 5 .:= Beg:i,_pning _:w$. th trM.eanwhile the rich Romans ll ved" 
r What information is · g+v~m ahqut the rich ltoaans? 
Rich Romans lived 1n: . Ease - _Luxury o __ They: Bou~t beauti_tul thing_~-
+ Had banquets .· BUilt amuseme_nt b~l'd'l"ilgs Had slaves to do work 
" ThougA.t only _of their own pleasure~D __ --
Paragraph 6 ... ?hree parag,raphs beginn!ng _wlth "Even Ro•an le~ders cared little" 
What does the story tell a'Sout Roman leadE)rs and public games? 
Roman leaders interested in power Thex. did not earn offices _ __ They 
won votes o'f the poor by~ ~roviding_ _ shows Giving the poor g~ain , • 
The best public games were in OJ2.~-~-aiz:- theaters · Colosseu:a :raost ?aaous 
theater _Part of it_ stanq.s today_ FootbalrOowls o.t' · i;oday like it __ o 
Paragraph 7 - Beg+_n.ning with "Rome • s greatness did not last" 
What infol"JJlation is g_iyen about the decline ot' Rome's greatness? 
# Rome's greatness did not last Leading citizens no longer cared about: 
Good government Justice for all o Rome's power was coming to an 
end Bad emp"9"r0rs interested only-In their own pleasures .Armies 
quarreled · Annies raised leaders to power o - · 
- . - ~· 
-· 
Paragraph 8 - Beginning_ w1 th "These hug~ armies had to be" 
~ What is said about poor conditions in 'Rome? - · ··· 
i' 
Armies kept up by taxes Heavy taxes were a burden to: Far.aers 
Worloaen . o Less food was raised Fewer· building_:!! were built ~~'"'Trade 
slowed down_ Governors of provinces: Fought amongthemselves_Dfd not 
obey eap~ror_o 
LESSON XIX 0 .., OUTLINE TECHNI~UES 
Page 74 = "The End Of The Gre-at . ~oman Era.p_ire" - Complete 
• CHOOSE THE BEST TITLE AMONG THE THREE SUGGESTED 
BELOW FOR EACH PA~GRAPH~ 
. .,aragraph 1 = Beginning . with "The coming __ of the ba~bariana" 
(A) A Great New Migration 
• (B) The Teutons Help Themselves ( C) The Ge rmans Come To ~ome 
,.paragraph 2 = Begi nning with · "The borders of the empire" 
" 
(D) Boman Legions Are Called Home 
(E) 'Roman Legions Defend The Borders 
(F) When Trouble Comes 
-.Paragraph :3 - Beginning wi th "A new c apital of the empi r e " 
(G) Constantinople Becomes The Capital 
-· 
(H) Constantineos City _ 
(I) Two Emperors And Two Ca.pi ta1s 
~Paragraph 4 - Beginning with "The coming of the Huns" 
(J) The Huns Drive The Goths To Roman Lands 
(K) The Terrible Huns 
(L) Romans And Goths Fight Together 
,.ParagJ"aph 5 ... Beginning with "But when this was done·" 
(M ) The Goths Remain In The "Roman Empire 
(N) Other Tribes Follow The Goths 
(0) The Teutons Destroy Greek and ltoma.ri. 
Culture 
Paragraph 6 ... · Beginning .. wi th "The g,reat Roman Empire" 
" " 
' fl 
t' 
(P) Th e Eastern Provinces Become The illoman Empire 
(Q) The .Roman Empire Shrinks _ . 
('R) The End Of The Roman Emplt'e 
Paragraph 7 = Beginning __ with "What happened to the · easternu 
·~ 
... 
(S) The Eas tern End Of The Mediterranean Sea 
(T) Palestine And Arabia 
(U) The .East~rn Part Makes Another Story 
(C) 
(E) 
<r> 
{0) 
(P) 
( tr) 
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(A) 
~B __ _ 
\-
_(C) _ _ 
(D) (E)-
(F)_ 
(G) 
( ,-H, 
( )-
.... \r --
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(L) . _· 
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LESSON XIX G = GENERAL QUESTIONS 
·. 'f -
~ Page 74 = "The End of the Great Roman Empire " complete to bottom of page 75 
Paragraph 1 = Beginning with "The coming .of t he barbarians 17 
' What information is g~ven concerning the Germans'f 
Barbarians migrated earlier into~ ·Greece :Rome o Another grea,t 
migration began . Teutonic tribes came from no-rnlOf:. Rhine ~~nube 
Rivers o They-i8re called Germans Germans were~ _ Bat•barians_ Like 
the Ga'l'ii'S Large Strong Farr:bai red Use·d to. rough ways __ ,
Fond of war o They~ Pushed t'Ile'fr way into tneem:pire_ Helped themselves 
to land :-• 
-
Paragraph 2 - Begi_~ng with "The borders of the Empi·re" 
... What is said about the Roman legions? 
Empire borders were defended by leg;t_ons Few soldiers were needed in 
peaceful times More defenders neede<rrii time of trouble Then Roman 
iegioi}s called'i"i1fro• far provinces~o --
Paragraph 3 · = Beg:t,nning_ with "A new capital of the Empire" 
... What does the story tell ab-out thenewcapltal? 
Constantine •oved capital from Rome to Byzantium City is between:: 
Black Mediterranean Sea o City-vs name changed to Constantinople 
Sometimes ·there were two emperors · · .J~'hey ruled from: Constantinople --.. 
Rome o 
-
Paragraph 4 ·., Beginning_ with '"The coming ot the Huns" 
What information is given about the Huns? __ 
Huns attacked Teutons . Teutons came to Rome in larg_~ numbers __ 
came~ From Asia Through gap by Caspian Sea · o They~ Robbed 
Killed Destroyed everything_ o Goths ask~omans for help-- Huns 
were dr~ven back by~ ~oman armies-- Goths o 
-
Huns 
~'-f'aragraph 5_ = Beginning with nBut when this was done" 
What does the story tell about what the Teutonic tribes did to Rome? 
Goths remained in 'Rome Other tribes followed i'I~ great numbers . Rome 
" was too weak to stop t!leia They pushed across~· Greece Italy o 
They poured intog Gaul ~ain Africa o They tookg Farms -
Houses Gi ties VfiTages . " 'Rome wa"SS10t spared Barbarians did 
~ not understand nor-eire for beautiful t hings They des troyedg Statues 
Arches Vases Carvings o Buildin.gf! ?ell i n to ruin Valuable-..,._ 
writings were lo~ o ---- ----
--~ 
tl Paragraph 6 ~ Beginning with ".The great 'Roman »npi r e was ended! n 
What information is given about t he end of the Roman Empire? 
Empire was ended Some fled to eastern provinces These provinces 
were not invaded- Constant inople was not t aken ---no:nan Empire •ade up 
ofg Asia Minor Syria Egypt o This was aTittie part of the old 
~ eapire · In rest of Europe 9 barbarians g Held land _Changed 11 ves of 
r- people~o 
· ~aragraph 7 "" Beginning_ with: "What happened to the eastern provinces?" 
What .information is given about the easteJ?ll part of the empire? 
There is another story about the eastern part It takes us to : Eastern 
• end of the Mediterranean Sea Palestine -l"~"'r-8.. b :fa_o_ This story ie 
in the next chapter o ---- ----
~
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Page 82 - , "Home of Great "Religions" and "The Hebrews W(J re the I>~"'ir:'lt to 
Worship one God" to page 83 "The He?rews believed thare iitas only one God" .. 
•Paragraph 1 ~ Beginning_ with "The events in the story tw 
,. What information is given about the geography of thi tJ l"egion? 
Palestine is~ A small country At- eastern end of Mediterranean Sea 
Part of Fertile Crescent· North · ·Of the rsthiriua of Suez o Syri a -n--or-t .... h 
of Palestine . Asia Minor is-f Hilll: peninsula -- North--aii<:I "we3t or 
Pales tine ~and· between the r1 vers" iff~ , Lowpt'ains East of 
Palestine ~ · Arabia is: Desert -- Southeast of Palest'Iiie o Egypt 
lies across the isthmus Palestine part of old world before-Roman. 
Emplre - o - · 
~
.. Paragraph 2 - Beginning with "This part of the world" 
.. 
What is said about why this region was important? 
Our ci vilizatlon began here It spread to~ ·The East The West o 
Three g~ea.t religions developed here Pales tin~ _is home- of' the: -
Hebrew or Jewish religion Christiiilre:U.glon o Both religi ons 
called~ Palestine the Holi"'""ti"nd Jerusalea.. the :Holy City o Arabia 
is the birthplace of Moslem religion_ Moslems consider holy: Pales tine 
Jerusalem o ~ 
· - ' · 
... Paragraph 3 ~ B13~nning with "What do we mean by religi,on?u 
What does the story tell about the meam.ing_ or rel.ig_i on? 
-· b Religion means~ Belief a out God_ Way people worship Rim, ' · ., It has to 
--~ 
do wi thj Right and wrong The way people · act . o We mus li"'J:Uiow people. • s 
religion to understand thea_ Hebrew religiousoelief's have had g reat 
inf'luenee on world o 
-
Paragraph 4 - Beg~l?Xling__ _ with "Who were the Hebrew people?" 
' What does the story tell about the Hebrew people? 
·-
"f.' 
In early times , tribes of Nomads: Lived in Fertile Crescent Wandered 
throug:P, those deserts o Abraham settled in .Pales t i ne lii""Oelieved 
in one God . Histor'YOI' Abraham was: Not written down-- Told by fathe r s 
to children--- o There wereg stories of good man Poems- So:ngs 
Accounts of~tle Tales . of adventure o T~unwri tten ru. s.to~lled 
tradition . Scriptures~ · Were · stories wrrE'ren down Formed Hebrew 
Bible ::-'l'Els Bible great gift of Hebrews ManyOf scriptures f'o l'lll 
Old Testament of Christian Bible · They t'8l'r""ab0ut~ The Hebr·ew people 
How they lived What they thougnt o - ·-
- . . ~
Paragraph 5 ... Beginning with "The Old Testament tells how Abraham's descendru1.t s " 
~ What inf'ormation is given about the descendants of Abrahua? 
.... 
Old Testament tells about descendants of . Abraham.~- They went : To E~t­
To escape famine · o They became slaves of the E~tians __ Mo ses led 
them back to Palestine Palestine is hilly land Th e '.Rive r J'ordan 
flows g From Sea of Galriee To Dead Sea . o TheD-ead · Seag Is below 
sea level Has no cutle-r- Has very si!'tY wat;er . o Jews took 
Jerusalem-roF ·their capital:::: They built a gr.eat T'8i'ij')Te · o 
--~ 
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Page 83 - Frq111 "The Hebrews believed there was only one God" to page 85 "The 
Rise and Spread of Christianity." 
(IParagi>aph 1 ~ Begi"nningw:ith "The Hebrews believed there was only one God". 
What is said about the foundation of the Hebrew religion? 
, . Hebrews believed in one God . They believed he was God of justice 
He wanted people to lead goOcrTi ves Moses gave them laws Wecii'l 
them Ten Commandments Hebrew natiOri built on these laws ---:- · · 
. ~ 
~Paragraph 2 - Beginning_ with ."Much of the time the Hebrews" 
What does the story tell about the prophets? 
Hebrews ruled by king;g mostly Real leaders sometimes prophets or 
religious teachers ProphetStaught that: · Good life. is better than 
riches Man sho'UI<:r"obey and trust God .. Teachings in Old Testament • 
---- ---- . ----
.-Paragraph 3 ~ Begl,nning with "The priests o.f the Temple wez•e very important men" 
What information is given about the religious laws of the Jews? 
Temple priests important men They kept books of old Law Laws were 
about 8 Worship · · Offering sacrifices · Celebrating_ .feasts - Way to 
keep Sabbath --,:rood o Jews thouglit"'I'aw was both: G.overnment 
Religion :--- ---- ----
--
,.Paragraph 4 - Beginning with "So ms.ny and so important" 
:· What information is given about the scribes? 
Scribes helped people understand laws Scribes told people . about: Laws 
Health Money . .. Scribes were teachers Boys studied to become -
scribes- o - · - · · · 
Paragraph,_5- Begi,nning w:i.th ttpa1esti:t:le was in an unprotected location" 
• What is said about the location· or Palestine? 
r 
Palestine in unprotected location ra·thaus of Suez bridge between 
continents_ P·a.lestine in path or'Conquering armies _Jews conquered 
many times Thousands fled to other countries Many became slaves 
They always: Kept their religion 'Rebuilt Jerusalem Kept the nat"=""i-on-.· -
alive ., - - · · 
---.-
Paragraph 6 ~; Beglnning with ":Palestine was one of countries through which" 
What does the story tell about the Greeks in this reg_ion? 
Alexander led his army through Palestine . Many conqufjred people be&lln 
use Greek~ Languag_e · Custcms Ways of living Theatres. 
Schools . A.thleti C"'"'games o u -Pa.les tine surroul'lded by Greek _c_u..,lt~ure 
It remained Jewish Jews-Kept their~ Customs Faith • ----
-- . . ~
to 
. 
· Paragraph 7 ~ Beginning _with "Neighboringrulers often tried to seize" 
-. What information is given about the Romans in Palestine? · · 
Stormy time for Jews Th.ey foug}lt for their .freedom They could not 
keep it Herod seii't""Qy Romans to rule P'alestine Herod: ·Rebuilt 
their Temple Built beautiful buildings . o Herod was: Cruel 
Selfish o Palestine restless and uneasy during Augustus' reign--:-. 
Paragraph 8 = Two paragraphs beginning with "After the time of Augustus" · 
What is said about the dreams of the Jews? · 
Romans destroyed Jerusalem Many Jews became slaves Jews scattered 
throughout world They carried with them their: Faith · · di vilization_. 
They dreamed of 'ffieir own nation This dream has now come true_. 
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Page 85 - "The Rise and Spread of Christianity" to the bottom o£ page 86. 
, Paragraph 1 - Three paragraphs beginning wLth "Tn troubled Pales.tine., while" 
What is said about the~irth and life of' Jesus? 
Jesus born in Palestine BoC. means . "before Christ" A.D. means "after 
the birth of Christ"_ Jesus became a g~eat teacher - ~e· lived in 
Nazareth in Galilee Jesus studled: Jewish Law ~e teachings ot the 
prophets_o ·Disciples were students~ Jesus' d'I'S"Ctples went with him to 
teach: Men Women Children • , 
- - ----.. I 
tparagraph 2- J3~g~nnihg. with "It was the custom in many C-Ountries" 
~ What information is g+ven about · the teachings of Jesus? 
Teachers .gathered pupils about ·them In Athens, students followed: 
... Socrates Plato - Aristotle .. These groups - were be~_nning_s of's 
Colleges Uni varsities . o .Tiie"Story _of Jesus told in Christian Bible . 
There are four books: · rntne New TestsJnent_ Called the Gospels • -
~ Paragraph 3 - Beginning w:t,.th "Jesus taught the importance" 
What is said about how Jesus taught the people? 
-~ Jesus taught -brotherly love ·· He helped the: Poo_~ . Unhappy'"'!! ___ • 
crowds followed him -and listened to him He read iiiCr'explained 
Scriptures_ He -surprised people with new ideas of o14 teaching~--· 
. Paragraph 4 - ·Beginning with "Jesus · told people to treat · others" 
What information is given about what Jesus taught the people? 
Great 
f. Jesus taught people to treat others as they would ' like to be treated 
This is the Golden Rule Jesus taught us to love: · eur neighbors --Our 
enemies o - -
-
~Paragraph 5 - Be.g:i,,nning_ with "Now the old Hebrew prophets had said" 
What does the story tell about how the Jews .felt about Jesus? 
Hebrew prophets thought leaders - would save the people - They called him 
Messiah Jews looking for better time They wan~ A powerf'ul 
general- A strong kingdom . o Jesus spoke of "the kingdom of heaven" 
Some Jews thought J:esus woulcr?ree them · from the Romans • -
' 
I' 
~Paragraph 6 - Two paragraphs beginning with "This disturbed a small Sl'OUp of' men" 
What informati_()n Is given as to what happened to Jesus? 
w Some men feared trouble between Jesus and his followers and: The Roman 
Emperor · The governor inPalestine o Some thougJ::lt Jesus not f'ollowing 
Hebrew Law Jesus was: Seized Brought before Pilate Tried 
" Condemned ~Put to death .. - ~-
.. ·, 
- Paragraph 7 - Beginning with "The .work of Jesus · went on." 
,.. What ini'ormati on is g:l. ven about the teachings o:f the followers of Jesus? 
Jesus' followers were heartbroken at first Then they · said he was .risen 
:from the dead They felt that his splrit"'Wi"s with them . _'l:'hey were 
,. filled with joy They taugh,t that: God is a loving .father All men 
are brothers o Christian religion spread .. 
t - ~
~Paragraph 8 ... Two parafraphs begi_nning with "The first Christians were not" 
What is saidabout t e spread of t];le Christian relig:l,"on? 
First Christians were the poor . They. were told of ·another li.fe after 
death They learned that Go~Was powerful . - Was mercifUl · Loved 
people-iS a father- loves his children · o Churches set uo rnlrrstian 
religion spread to: Asia Minor Greece,-.- Italy Rome i tseli" • 
Then it went to Boman provinces in: A:frica- Spain- Gaul • ___. 
- · ~
.. 
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From page 87_ "The early Christians we:re persecuted" to page _88 "The Prophet 
of Arabia" 
""Paragraph 1 - Begtnn_ing _with "The early .Christians were persecuted" 
What is said about persecution o£ the Christians? 
Early Christians: Were persecuted By those not believing in Jesus • 
~ They arrested: The disciples . . 'Ttiifr followers • They: Beat the-
Christians Put them in prison Stoned themtOdeath • This 
cruelty is-pi'rsecution • - - -
-t . -
Paragr~ph 2 -: Begi,_w:~-Jng with "You mat remember that the Roman g9,vernment" 
: What information is g~_ven about why the Romans suspected the Christians? 
.,._ In Rome.~. people were allowed to worship as they pleased Ch.J'istians 
were different_ They refused to: · Kneel before stat_u~s of t~ emperor __ 
Serve in Romail. army_. Roman- rulers thought Christians not loyal 
<t subjects Emperor and soldiers persecuted them · Christians met in 
sec~et Romans thought they were plotting an uprising........_. · · · 
-~-P~;iragraph 3 - Begi_n!ling _with "For all these reasons the Boman government" 
What is said about the Christian people? 
Roman .g()ver,nment first tried to stop the spread of Christianity 
Y Christians were: Arrested Made to fight wild beasts · • C'~h~rl ... s~· t·ians 
met death: Without fear With a S?ng .. on their ~ips --;- · 
--t-Paragraph 4 - -!!.2_ paragraphs beginning w_i th "The Christian religi_on captures" 
What information Is given concerning the Christian religion in the ltom~il 
Empire? · · · 
Christian courage and faith made others w_onder New religion aca,pted 
by: Wealthy _Educated • It made peopleJOy'ous even in trouble 
Christians gradually alloi'e"<rto w orshlp-·freely · · · Constantine bec~e--' -
Christian In 312 A.D. • Christianity became religion of empire 
All other-re!igions were fOrbidden • --~ 
~-., 
~ paragraph _ 5- Beginning with "The Church and the .Roman Empire" 
,., What is said about the bishops and the Pope?· •: 
Christianity spread over the Empire Every city had Ch~istian church 
Each chu-rch hea.ded by an o-ffici -al or13I'shop Bishops were leaders in---
church g_qvernmertt Bishop_ ~ of Rome became-nii'd of' the church He was 
called Pope T~meant "father" • 
- -
. ·• . 
• Paragraph 6 - Begj.nning with "The Emperor Constantine, ;you %'emember" 
· What does the story tell about the dj_vision in the Christian Churcht 
~ Constantine moved the Roman capital from Rome to Constantinople . The two 
churches became rivals This started a division in the ·christian 
Church The bishopsOl'ten disagreed Eastern Church at Constantinople 
became~ Orthodox -Eastern Church -weBtern Church at Rome became Roman 
Catholic Church • -
-
-= Paragraph 7 - Three paragraphs begi_:rming with "Christian! ty was still spreading" 
. What.. information is gi,ven abo~t the spread of Christianity in Europe? 
Christian teachers taught ChristiaDitj to barbarians across borders 
Teache_rs were sent by· the · Church at · Rome - _Roman catholic C}lurch remained 
center ·of Christian religion after · end oTlfOm:a:n Empire Barbarians who 
migrated ' into Roman Empire al.so ·accepted Christiariity--Churches · and 
leaders often unharmed in destruction Christianity became religion of 
most of western Europe ____ o ---- · 
-
.• 
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• Page 88 - "The P·rophet of Ar-abia" i'rom "The 
remained" to page 91 "How the Moslems built 
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eastern-part of the Roman Empire 
an empire tt • 
.. Paragraph 1 - Beginning with "The ·· eastern part ·· of 'the · Roman Empire remained". 
What is said about the eastern part of th~ Romari Empire? 
Eastern part or Empire - remained · · .. Constantinople · still capital o.r: Asia 
Minor Syria Egtpt o · Eastern -part ~ no .. longer Roman Greek 
language-re~laced Lati~ Constantinople center for Christianity in East~ 
~Paragraph 2- Beginning. with "The larid5 .of -Persia" 
What information is given about the culture of the East? 
! Persia and the East -had richer culture thari land of barbarians in western 
" Europe_ 'Roman · emperors admiredg ~ersian rulers Eastern way of li:fe • 
Eastern Roman Emperors ruled with absolute power~ Subjects obeyed witho~ 
question_ Rulers had~ - · Jeweled crowns and thrones . Rich g~.rll1ents 
•- Brilliant courts_o Beautiful -buildings were bUilt=: .Art and learn"'f"!_n_g_ 
were encouraged New power rose in Arabia o 
- ~
~aragraph 3 - Beginning w.ith "It is a lonely land" 
What does the story tell about the · geography of Arabia? 
Arabia is~ Lonely land ·• Dese:rt · 'Bleak steppe land ._ steppes are: 
High Rainless · Treeless · Broken - 'Rough - --· ~ Nomade looked for 
past~ -- . Much 'O'TC'otintry blowing sand ·-camel ·caravan-s carry goods_ 
Small fertile spots near Red Sea~ Towns-ire: Medina ____ Mecca • 
~t 
Paragraph 4 = Beginning with "About the year 600"-
What information is given about Mohammed ' ahd the beliefs · of .the Arabs? 
Mohammed~ was an Arab - Lived in Mecca -- About 600 o -- He was a 
quiet man - ·He talkea with: Jews · .. Christiari8 ..... · ~-"He" knew ·their: 
Bibles Religious beliefii. . . o··- ·xracs ·: -· --worsh!ppea-gods of tribe . -
Made images of them .. · · o Images - kept in -temple at Mecca • Black stone 
believed to have faiiSn from heaven o 
-~-
- Paragraph 5 - Beginning with "There came a time" 
What is said ·about -the teachings of Mohammed·? 
Mohammed began to preach that:: Images and stones not gods - Only one 
God o Allah is ·Arabian Go.Q. · Allah wantea: · No - image'S"'O"r priests 
Prayers of faithful ·.rolloweri! -~ · Mohammed taught that ·all -men are -
brothers . He preached~ Being _kind· to slaves . Helping those in 
need Kneeling and praying f :l ve time s a day ---;-
- __.._..,....... 
~Paragraph 6 = Beginning with "During.,the last ten years of his life" 
• 
What does the story tell about the Islam religion? 
Mohammed lived in Medina for last ten years of ~ife ·. Islam: Was religion 
he taught Means obedience to God Also called Mohammedanism_. 
God sent many prophets · Peop'rewereto honor -words o:f: Moses 
Jesus o Mohammed was-cEaef prophet ____ His .followers began to~ch 
others-tlieir new faith o 
Paragraph 7 = Beginning with"Mohammed soon had thousands of followers" 
What information is given about the Moslem~? 
Mohammed soon honored throughout Arabia · Medina capital of state of 
Islam Mohammed's sayings put into Koran - This book became law of 
followers Who were called -Moslems wniCli means- "the ' faithful" - • 
Moslems:: Taught Mohammed v s teachings - -were warlike - • . They ma~ -
conquered people: Accept ·rslam- · · Or pay tribute :--These people were 
allowed to worship religion of tEerr choice ____ • ----
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'} Page 91 - "How the Moslems built an empire" to bottom of pag_~ 93. 
Paragraph 1- Beginning _with -11H6w the Moslems - built an: empire" 
" What is said about the conques"ts or· the ·· Arabs? 
Leaders of MohB.nmi.edan ·· rolloweri:i were caliphs . - ·caliphs were leader2( of: 
Religion _ · Government ··-···· · Armiei:f- · · • Arab !'igliters rode· swirt· horses 
To the nort!i,_ they · conquered: Persia--: Ttirlcestan -. ; ·Nearby -regioruf""'"•-
conquered were: ··- Sfria ·- ---· Pal~fstine . · Egtpt··· ···· ·· ~ ·Mosques ·were: Moslem 
temples · Built in large citie ·a ···- - - ~~omari · emperors · in Constantinople 
-had left onli,: · Asia "'Minor _ Greece · · · · 'Regi9n ·· west - of Bl~ck :sea _· .. • 
· constantinople remained: MCll_ Strong..;__ A center of learning-anQ 
trade • 
-
' Paragraph 2 - Begi_nning _wl th "The Moslem empire kept on ·spreading" 
• What lnformati 'on is gi_ven about the extent ' of the Moslem empire at its height? 
Moslem empire kept ~on sp~eadin~ Cai>~~-al w~s m?ve~: · _ From Medina_.,._ 
To Damascus rn Syria o . Ariii.res were sent: Through Egypt · lcrosa 
deserts of nor€hern ·Afric;r-"· · ·· Irito Spain - ·· • Spain--wast Taken from 
West Goths BeQame . a - Moslem · rand~~ llOi!"em empire ·· now stretched: From 
east to west - Along the Af:nican coast of the Mediterranean Into part 
of Europe • 
~ Paragraph 3 - Beglnn.ing _with 11Now in the east came ohangea" 
· t- What does the story tell about the Golden Age or · the · Moslem empire? 
Persian officials seized leadershlp of Moslem empire _ Capital changed: 
From Damascus To · B·aghdad _o ··This period-·calledGo'Iden Age People 
liked: Luxury-- Splendor - · Instead or- · simple lite --- • Arman· 
Nights storiesO'!'T - Caliph~- Harun-al..:.flaehid His noD!i'i • 
... Harun-al-Rashid ruled around 800 A.D. • - -
~-·~--··· · 
~ Parag:raph 4 - Beginning_ with; "The Arabs . developed a rich ci vilizatlon" -
1 ·What information is g_iven concerningthe interest of the Arabs in learning 
and literature? · · - -- · · - ·- · ·· · · ·· · -- ···· - · · · ·- · 
Arabs not · educated · at 'first ·· · Many nien -·or learning -in: - S)'r:J. a · · Persia 
Eg-,:pt • call phs praised men of · rearnirig · ···schools ·were - started tor 
young_ me~ - Spread throughout ·:uosleni'lands were r · Gree!t art · and learning 
Latin language · _ o TrE1ni!lated into- ·Arabic language were· books or learned -
men of: Greec~ Persia· · · India · ·-··· ; ··'Excellent books were written of: 
Histor:y: _ __ Poerr;:- Science FI'CtTon • 
- -· -- - - . . . .. . , · . ....., __ 
~ Paragraph 5 - Beg~nning ·~_with "Wherever the Moslem armies went" 
What is said about · the· spread of civilization · in the Moslem empire? 
People in lands conquered by Moslems gradually used: Moslem religion 
---Arabic language_. Spread through Moslem einpi:re · ln Arabic language were: 
Science Literature · - • Alexandria became center of ·learning~-----
Especially important were: · Medicine Arithmetic • Europe kiiew 
little of these ____ Our figures callea-wArabic" numerals They came from 
India Moslems: Learned them Used them in their l500les written in 
Arabic--- • · ----
-
ParagraphS- Beginning Yflth "These and many other ideas" 
What does the story tell about the differences between the Moslems and the 
peoples of Europe? ·- - · - · · 
Many ideas came from eastern · la:hds: To western -Moslem cities To 
Spain Into Europe • Moslem empire had· rich culture ~ -spire · 
spread~ Around southern shore of Mediterranean Sea·· TO'Spain • 
Peoples of Europe had: 1lude culture . -."Christ-ian religion • Roman 
Empire had been taken by barbarians ·beyond: The Alps · · The Danube • 
---- .......... --
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BETA TEST: FORM A 
For Grades 4-9 
• Read this page. Do what it tells you to do.~ 
~ 
Score 
DD not open this booklet, or tum it over, until you are told to do so. 
Fill these blanks, givinc your name, age, birthday, etc. Write plainly . 
Name. . . Age last birthday 
Firstll&llle, ' iailial, aatl last IWile 
Birthday \· .Teacher. .Date 
Mo11th .. Day 
I 
Grade. School ... City 
' 
·Beta 
A 
.years 
.19. 
This is a test to see how well you can think. It contains questions of diJferent kirids. Here 
is a sample question already answered correctly.- Notice how the question is answered: .~ 
:- l' 
Sample: Which ope of the five things below is soft? .o• 02 ~o' ·as:. 
1 glass · 2 stone 3. cotton 4 iron 5 ice '0' 
The right answer, o£ course, is cotton; so the word cotton is underlined. 
And the word cot~on is No. 3; so a heavy cross has been put in the 3d 
circle. This is t:pe Wl9' you are to answer the questions. 
Try this sample~'question yourself. Do not write the answer; just 
draw a line under it and then put a heavy cross in the right circle. 
Sample A robin is it. kiiid of--'-- t 2 3 ' II 
1 plant 2 bird 3 worm 4 fish 5 flower 00000 
The answer is birl; so you should have drawn a line under the word 
bird and put a heavy cross in the 2d circle. Try this one : 
J, 2 :i 4 II Sample· Which one <Of the five numbers below is larger than 55? 
1 53 2 48 3 29 4 57 5 16 . 00000 
The answer, of course, is 57, so you should have drawn a line under 57 
and put a heavy cross in the 4th circle. 
The test contains 80 questions. You are not expected to be able to answer all of them, but 
do the best you can. You will be allowed half an hour after the examiner tells you .to begin. 
Try to get as many right as possible. Be careful not to go so fast that you make mistakes. 
Do not spend too much time on any one question. No questions about the test will be 
answered by the examiner after the test begins. Lay your pencil down. 
Do not turn this booklet until you are told to begin. 
Published by World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, and Chicago, Illinois 
Copyright 1937 by World Book Company. Copyright in Great Britain. All rights reserved. PRINTED IN u.s.A. Bl!TA:,A-'fl 
W"- This test is copyrighted. The reproduction of any part of it by mimeograph, hectograph, or in any other 
way, whether the reproductions are sold or are furnished free for use, is a violation of the copyright law. 
Examination begins here. Page 1 
1. Which one of the five things below does not belong with the others? 
1 potato 2 turnip 3 carrot 4 stone 5 onion ... 
2. Which one of the five answers -below tells best what a sword is? 
1 to cut 2 a weapon 3 an officer 4 a tool 5 to fight ..... 
S. Which one of the five words below means the opposite of north? 
1 east 2 star 3 south 4 pole 5 equator 
4. The peeling is to a banana and the husk is to an ear of corn the same as a shell is to what? 
1 an apple.. ~ an egg 3 juice ~ a peach 5 a ·hen 
G. A child who knows he is guilty of doing wrong should ·feel -
1 bad 2 sick 3 better 4 afraid 5 ashamed 
e. Which one of the five things below is the ~argest? 
1 knee 2 ~ ' 3 leg ~ aDkle 5 foot ... 
7. Which one of the five words means the opposite of strong? 
1 man • 2 weak 3 small ~ shert 5 thin 
8. Thr.ee of th~ fou~ ~esicns at the right are alike. - ~ { ( ( ( ( ~ ( ( ( ( ( 
Wh1ch one 1s not hke the oth.er three? 1 ~ 2 ) ) ) ) ) 3 ~ 4 ) ) ) ) ) 
9. Which one of the five things below is most ~ike these three: a chair, a bed, and a stove? 
1 a chimney 2 a stick 3 a window · · 4 a table 5 a ftoor . ·: . ........ . 
10. A knee is to a leg as an elbow is to what? 
1 an arm 2 a shoultler 3 a hoae 
11. Which wor~ mearis. the opposite of joy? 
i a wrist 5 a hand 
f 
1 sickness 2 had · 3 happiaess 4 sorrow 5 cry .... 
12. If I find a :ki~d of·plant that was never seen before, I have made 
·; 
1 an invention 2 an adoption 3 a creation 4 a novelty 5 a discovery: 
13. A sculptor is t,o a:st~tue as an author is to a -
1 book r man 3 name 4 bookcase 5 pen. . . 
14. At 3 cents each, how many pencils can be bought for 27 cents? 
1 27 2 81". 3 3 4 9 5 30 . 
16. Three of the four designs at the right are alike. n n (1 n \1 u A r7 
Which one is not like the other three? 1 LJ [j 2 )J L( 3 U 4 LJ V 
16. Which is themost'i_mportant reason that words in the dictionary are arranged alphabetically? 
1 It is the simplest arrangement. 2 It puts the shortest words first. 
3 It enables u~ to fiBd any word quickly. 4 It is a custom. 5 The printing is easier. 
17. Which one of the five things below is most like these three: a saw, a hammer, and a file? 
1 'a bottle 2 a pen 3 a screw driver 4 a fork 5 a carpenter 
18. If the following words were arranged in order, which word would be in the middle? 
1 luncheon 2 dress 3 undress 4 supper 5 breakfast. . ..... 
19. The saying, "Don't count your chickens before they are hatched," means-
1 Don't hurry. 2 Don't be too sure of the future. 3 Haste makes waste. 
4 Don't gamble. 5 Don't raise chickens. . . 
20. Thtee of the four designs at the right are alike. 1-T h K ~ 
Which one i~ not like the other three? 1 ~ 2 ~ - 3 Y-J 4 y 
21. A boy who often tells big stories about what he can do is said to 
1 lie 2 fake 3 cheat 4 joke 5 brag ... 
22. Which tells best just what a colt is? 
1 an animal with hoofs 2 an awkward little beast 3 an animal that runs fast 
4 a young 'horse 5 a little animal that eats hay: 
(Go right on to Page 2.) 
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23. Which of the five things below is most like these three : a horse, 
a pigeon, and a cricket? 
1 a stall 2 a saddle a a feather 4 a goat 5 a wing 
24. Railroad tracks are to a locomotive as what is to an automobile? 
1 tires 2 steam 3 speed 4 the road 5 gasoline 
25. Which word means the opposite of pretty? 
1 good 2 ugly 3 bad 4 crooked 5 nice 
26. Which one <tf th~ words below would come first in the dictionary-? 
1 tramp 2 saint 3 razor 4 quart 5 grass 
1'1. An event which is sure to happen is said to be-
1 probable .2 possible . 3 doubtful 4 certain 5 delayed 
!8. One number is wrong in the following series. What should 
that number be? 7 1 7 2 7 3 7 4 7 5 7 6 7 S 
• 17 -2, ~ 38 44: 56. ' 
at. Which of thesi; series contains a wrong number? 
1 3-6-9-12-16 2 2-6-8-11-14 · 3 1-4-7-10-12 
& 2 4: ~10 5 1-3-6-7-9 . . . . . ..... 
ao. Which one of the :five things bt:low is most. like these three : 
a ship, a bicycle, and a truck? 
1 a sail 2 a wh.eel 3 a train 4 the ocean 5 a tire 
31. Which stat~ment tells best just what a hallway is? 
1 a small room 2 a place to hang your hat and coat 
3 it is ,long and narrow 4 where to say good-by 
5 a pas~age feading from one room to another 
32. Steam is td water as water is to 
1 hot . 2 ice 3 an engine 4 a solid 5 gas .. 
33. Which one c1 these words would come last in the dictionary? 
1 health 2 juggle 3 normal 4 never 5 grateful 
84. If George is ta1Ier-than Frank and Frank is taller than James, 
then George is(?) James. 1 taller than , 
2 shorter • 3 just as tall as 4 (cannot say which) 
85. A man who betrays his country is called a-
1 thief 2. traitor 3 enemy 4 coward 5 slacker 
/ 86. Count each 7li>elow that has a 5 next after it. 
753097358774217573247093755725775471 
How many such 7's did you count? 
1 11 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 12 
·'·. 
37. The daughter of my mother's brother is my 
1 sister 2 niece 3 cousin 4 aunt 5 granddaugliter 
38. Peace is to war as ( ?) is to confusion. 
1 explosion 2 order 3 armistice 4 riot 5 police 
39. If Paul is older than Herbert and Paul is younger than Robert, 
then 'Robert is ?) Herbert. 1 older than 
2 younger than 3 just as old as 4 (cannot say which) 
40. If the following words were arranged in order, with what letter 
would the"mifldle word begin? 
Week Yea~ Hour Second Day Month Minute 
lW ' 28 3H 4D 5M 
(Go right on to Page 3.) 
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1 2 3 4 ~ 
!300000 
1 2 3 4 ~ 
!400000 
1 2 3 4 ~ 
!500000 
!666666 
!766666 
!866666 
2966666 
306.666() 
; 
) 
1 2 3 4 A 3100008 
3266666 
3366666 
1 2 3 4 
340000 , 
3566666 
1 2 3 4 ~ 
3600000 
1 2 3 4 ~ 
3700000 
3866666 
1' 2 3 4 
390000 
1 2 3 4 ~ 
.oOOOOO 
41. 
42. 
43. 
44. 
45. 
46. 
47. 
48. 
49. 
50. 
51. 
52. 
53. 
54. 
55. 
66. 
67. 
Otis Quick-Scoring: Beta: A 
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Answers for 
E9 Page 1 12 3 4 6 12 3 4 s 
5 burst 41 00000 1 00000 A quantity which grows larger is said to 1 prosper 2 increase 3 fatten 4 rise 
4 slower 01 02 03 04 05 2 66666 42 1 2 3 4 5\ 
3000·0 '0 
12 3 4 5 12 3 4 5 
3 a staff 4 a towel _5 a rope, 43 00000 4 QQQQQ 
What is th~ most important reason that we use clocks? 1 z 3 4- :; 
1 To wake us up in the morning. 2 To help us catch trains. 5 QQOQ"Q' I 
1 2 3 4 6 I 
3 To regulate our daily lives. 4 They are ornamental. 44 0000_ 0 
6 
01 0
2- 03 0
. _
0
s. l 
5 So that' children will get to school on time. _ ,
1 
If the following ,words were rearranged to make a good sentence, 
3 4 5 
with what letter would the third word of the sentence begin? .. 01 02 000 
houses • built of men wood and 1 2 3 4 5 7 · 
1 h ;t:;e 3 b 4 m 5 w. ~5 99999 8 01 02 03 6 
Which of these expressions is the most definite? OOQOO 
1 SOOn ,s 2 early 3 later 4 morning 5 ten A.M. 46 1 . 2 .• •3 . 4 5 9 01 02 03 of 05 
A vase is to flowers as(?) is to mille QOOQ 
1 a cow 2 a pitcher 3 white -t dripk 5 cream 47 0 -- -~ 01 02 03 04 0~~-
A lamp is to a light as ?) is to a breeze. "'" 01 02 03 -o~ Q'h 10 
1 a fan ~ 2 -bright 3 a sailboat 4 a window 5 blow f 48 ' . 01 02 03 04 or. 
If the following w'ords were arranged in order, which word would .. ; 11 · 
be 1ing!::·~id~le :xcellent 3 wretched 4 fair 5 poor 49 66660 12 66666 
A bicycle is to a motorcycle as a wagon is to what? 
1 an engine 2 an automobile 3 a horse 
5 an airplane 
Which of the five things below is most like these three : a tent, 
a flag, and a sail? 
1 a shoe 2 a ship 
1 2 3 4 5 If Henry i~ tall~ than Tom and Henry is shorter than George, t 2 3 4 13 00000 
then George jp (?) 'Tom. 1 taller than 2 shorter than QQOO 
3 just as tllll as 4 (cannot say which) 50 1 2 3 4- 5 14 01 02 03 04 05 
A king is to a ~ingdom as a president is to what? 1 queen 51 00000 1 2 3 4 2 vice-presip'en:f 3 senate 4 republic 5 democrat OOOQ 
John is the fifth child from each end of a row. How many 15 
~ 1 2 3 4 5' pupils are ther~ in a row? 52 QQQQQ' 1 2 3 4 5 1 ten 2 eleven 3 seven 4 nine 5 five 00000 
Which tells best what an automobile is? 1 a thing with tires 16 
' d hl 12 3 4 6 12 3 4 5 2 something·to travel in 3 an engine mounte on w ee s 
53 
00000 • QOOOO 
4 a horseless carriage 5 a vehicle propelled by an engine 
Brick is to a wall as (?) is to a table. 1 2 3 4 6 1 2 3 4 5 
1 a chair 2 red 3 eat 4 a kitchen 5 wood M 00000 18 QOOOQ 
A wire is to electricity as ( ?) is to gas. 01 02 03 04 06 
1 a flame 2 a spark 3 hot 4 a pipe 5 a stove 55 · 1 2 3 4 6 
1900000 An 'object or institution that is designed to last only a short_ 12 3 4 6 12 3 4 
56 00000 20 0000 time is said to be 1 temporary 2 changeable 3 unsound 4 worthless 5 unstable 12 3 4 6 12 3 4 5 
5 recklessness 57 00000 21 00000 Which word means the opposite of humility? 1 joy 2 pride 3 dry 4 funny 
68. A word that-means suitable, fit, or proper is-
1 grotesque .. 2 odd 3 inadequate 4 superfluous 
5 appropi;iate . 
12 3 4 5 12 3 4 5 
58 00000 22 00000 
(Go on to Page 4 under Page 2.) 
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$9. If the words below were rearranged to make a good sentence, the third word of the sentence would begin with 
what letter? men high the a wall built stone 
1m 2b 3h 4w 5s 
GO. Three of the four designs at the right are alike. Which one is not like 
the other three? 
81. There is a saying, "Any port in a storm." This means 
~ 3~ 
1 Ships should not venture out to sea in storms. 2 Stormy weather causes large waves in harbors. 
3 In emergencies any aid is acceptable. 4 Ships usually sink in storms. 
82. Which one of the five things below is most like these three : cannon ball, wire, and penny? 
1 dollar bill 2 bone 3 string 4: pencil 5 key 
83. Three of the fQUr designs at the right are alike. Which one is not like 
1 
f"a 
2 
~ 
3
1 fdl· 
4 
51 
the other three? I ~ ~ ~ ~ 
84. There is a saying," Don't look a gift horse in the mouth." This means-
1 It is not !'!afe to look into the mouth of ~ horse. 2 Yt~u cannot judge the age of a gift horse by his teeth. 
3 Don't accept a horse as a gift. 4 Although you question the value of a gift, accept it graciously. 
I 
66. A boy is to a man as ?) is to a sheep. 
1 wool 2 a lamb 3 a goat 4 a shepherd 5 a dog 
66. If the following words were arranged to make a good sentence, with ~hat letter would the last word of the 
sentence begin? usually are of made tables wood 1 ·w 2 d 3 .. a 4 t 5 m. 
An agreement reached in which both sides yiel4 somewhat in their demands is called._ 
~ 
67. 
1 a promise 2 a compromise 3 an understanding 4 a deadlock 5 an armistice 
Three of th·e four designs at the right are alike. Which one is not like o 1\ o D 
the other. three? 1 2 £r:.__) 3 4 
68. 
69. What is the letter that follows the letter that comes next after M in the alphabet ? 
1 L 2 .M 3 N 4 0 5 P 
'10. One numBer is ·;,rrong in the following series 1 2 4 8 24 32 64 What should that number be? 
1 6 2 ~12 3 3 4 16 5 48 
. ·.· 
'11. If I have a large box with two small boxes in it and five very small boxes in each small box, how many boxes 
are there in all? 1 eight 2 seven 3 ten 4 twelve 5 thirteen 
'12. There is a saying, "An ounce of practice is worth a pound of preaching." This means 
1 Don't pre;.ch. 2 Deeds count more than words. 3 Preaching takes practice. 4 Don't practice. 
'13. If a photograP):l that is 2 inches wide and 3 inches long is enlarged to be 10 inches wide, how many inches 
long will it be? 1 11 2 12 3 15 4 20 5 30 
'14. One number -i& wrong in this series: 1 2 4 5 7 8 10 11 12 14 What should that. number be? 
1 9 2 6 3 3 4 13 5 16 
'16. When the time bya clock was 8 minutes past 10, the hands were interchanged. The clock then said about 
1 10 min. past 8 2 8 min. past 10 3 8 min. of 2 4 8 min. of 10 5 8 min. past 2 
'16. A car owner uses a mixture in his radiator containing 1 quart of alcohol to every 2 quarts of water. 
many quarts of alcohol are needed for 15 quarts of the mixture? 1 7! 2 ! 3 14 4 30 
'17. What letter in the following series appears a third time nearest the beginning? 
AECBADDECFBCDAEEBD 1A 2B 3C 4D 
'18. In a foreign language 
pira numa beg a means very deep snow; pira seco means white snow, numa copa means very well. 
What word means deep? 1 pira 2 numa 3 bega 4 copa 5 seco 
'19. Which of the five words below does not belong with the others? 
1 brave ·· · 2 clever 3 honest 4 generous 5 loyal 
How 
55 
5E 
80. A boy is now) three times as old as his sister. In 4 years he will be only twice as old. How many years old 
is his sister ? 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 5 
Answers for 
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12 3" 5 12 3 •11 59 00000 23 00000 
12 3 4 12 3 411 
600000 2400000 
1 2 3 4 II 
1 2 3 
• 2500000 61 0000 1 2 3 4 II 
1 2 3 
" II 26 00000 6200000 , 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 
• 2700000 630000 
1 2 3 4 II 
2800000 1 2 3 • 640000 
12 3 4 5 12 3 411 
65 00000 29 00000 
1 2 3 4 5 66 00000 1 2 3 4 II 
1 2 3 4 6 30 00000 6700000 
1 2 3 4 68 0000 1 2 3 4 II 
0
1 02 03 04 06 31 00000 69 1 2 3 4 6 
1 2 3 4 5 32 00000 70 00000 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 6 33 00000 7100000 
12 3 4 12 3 4 
72 0000 34 0000 
12 3 4 6 12 3 4 6 
73 00000 35 00000 
1 2 3 4 II 
7400000 
12 3 411 12 3 411 
75 00000 36 00000 
12 3 411 12 3 411 
7u 00000 37 00000 
12 3 411 12 3 411 
77 00000 38 00000 
12 3 45 12 3 4 
78 00000 39 0000 
1 2 3 " II 7900000 
12 3 4 5 12 3 4 6 
80 00000 40 00000 
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DIRECTIONS TO EXAMINER 
Vocabulary Test: Read the directions at the beginning of the test with the pupils 
and make sure they know what to do. The pupils should be kept working 
vigorously, but they should have as much time as they need to try every 
exercise. From 20 to 30 minutes is usually enough. 
Level of Comprehension Test: Read aloud the directions at the beginning of the 
test. If necessary in the lower grades, put an example on the board and show 
how to underline the right word. Explain why it is right. Be sure the pupils 
know what they are to do before starting them with Ready! Go! This is not 
a spe•Jd test. The pupils should have as much time as they need to read the 
material. Allow 30 minutes, more or less, as needed. Stop the test when all, or 
nearly all have finished. Let the very slow pupils finish by themselves. 
Speed of Reading Test: Read aloud the directions at the beginning of the test. H 
necessary in the lower grades, put an example on the board and show how t o 
underline the right word. Explain why it is right. Be sure the pupils know 
what they are to do before starting them with Ready! Go! Since this is a 
speed test, it is of utmost importance to allow exactly the right amount off 
time-10 minutes for grades 3, 4, 5, and 7 minutes for grades 6 and higher. 
Suggestions for Scoring: A scoring card is provided for each page in this booklet 
Be sure you have the scoring card for the form you are using. Be sure the 
scoTing card is correctly placed on the page. See Manual of Directions fop- . 
further suggestions. 
For the Vocabulary Test and the Level of Comprehension Test the Raw Score it 
the total Number of Exercises Correct minus one-fourth of the Number of E xerciseS! 
Wrong. 
F or the Speed Test the Raw Score is the total Number of Exercises Correct. 
For the Accuracy of Reading Test, the Raw Score is determined by using the Table 
on page 13 of this test booklet. 
Use of Norms for Obtaining Age and Grade Scores: Tables of norms appear on 
pages 3 and 12 of this booklet. To use these norms, merely locat e the pupil's 
raw score on the middle line opposite " Raw Score" and note, above this figure, 
the age score or norm and below it the grade score or norm. To use the table 
for evaluating Accuracy, which is given on page 12, first determine the pupil's 
grade score in the Speed of Reading Test; then by means of the table on page 
13 determine the percentage of exercises attempted which are correct in the 
Speed of Reading Test. Then locate this percentage under the "Grade" in the 
table nearest the pupil's grade score on the speed test. The rating appears in 
the first column (left side) of this table . The Manual illust rates the procedure, 
VOCABULARY l 
Directions: Look at the first word in each line. Find another word in the same line which means the same or 
nearly the same. Draw a line under this word. Read line A, then line B, then line C below to see the way to do it. 
A. cat color book animal tree place 
B. stand eat fall down bird get up coming 
C. cold far bright sad small cool 
Now read each of the following lines and draw a line under the word which has the same meaning or nearly the 
same as the first word. Do as many as you can. 
1. red man bird color song go 
.. 
2. rabbit back catch animal tree friend 
3. mother candy barn sun tree woman 
4. stop sing sleep fly fast stand still run 
5.cow animal shy red fish coat 
G. orange animal fruit ocean song night 
7.1ittle big small tall fine sweet 
8.shower free coat flower grass rain 
9. walk wait sing try find go 
""' 10. pole horse pet stick book tree 
ll.feast ~eed eat friend run sell 
12.knock sing kind hit throw march 
13. float fell stay up fall down find out walk 
14. shoot fire feel fence flee find 
~ 
15.arose sat down got up flower 8e:rve find 
t · 16.fled hurt punish swim ran still 
17.lane cook flower path fence start 
... 
18. slain killed praised cleaned cooked cried 
19. disaster find shot ruin fence object 
20.overhead under hat sweet above beside 
. 
21. transport hold search mail carry sail 
22. circular round sail .news place food 
23.gap grasp groan opening house color 
24. splendor poor near glory light field 
25.yell paint eat dream sigh shout 
... 26. bashful shy short bold brave cheap 
27. overcome play fear cut go to win 
28. youthful friendly zestful harmful young old 
29.bravery order place weather courage fear 
.. 30. colonel officer medicine harness poetry fliSPR!"e 
Page~ Turn the page arwi ~· ri:ht. on 
VOCABULARY -Continued 
~ 
31. murderer father doctor witch sugar killer 
32. dome · fish roof floor bird talk 
33. strife winding fight love pay ask 
34. notify scold sue injure befriend tell ~ 
35. scour scold scrub lie sell jump 
36. comment sing sell remark force conquer 
~ 
37. frightful funny terrible ·pretty afraid joyful 
38. persist injure claim sew demand continue ~ 
39. portal door roof person country singer 
40. vanquish search run away offer defeat urge 
41. quell nurse crush insist befriend close 
f. 
42. outstretch injure hurried offer break extend 
43.annex fortune add carriage beseech notify 
44. authentic beautiful happy horrible true better 
45. mane host find hold hair tell 
-~ 
46. flaw float charge cement press fault 
47. meager much soil little brown many 
48. swerve chop out get up circle turn aside fall down. 
49. vehicle engine carriage medicine portion gloat 
50. pew hurt tool seat injury stunt 
51. chastise punish praise accuse insist augment 
52. doleful quart sad drug fast happy 
53. malady celebration sin storm sickness failure 
54. symptom success sermon place amount sign 
55. uncommon plain rare numerous uncover useful 
56. conscientious careless faithful stupid harmless certain 
57. deadlock sickness injured blocked padlock patent .• 
58. elude evening music a:ccuse praise escape 
59. indolent lazy selfish crazy indecent eager 
60.revoke reveal tear down drink ·repeal vote 
61. tumultuous wise noisy friendly sickly silly 
62. bountiful generous founded hardened peac.eful - precious 
63. dahlia fish flower tree cloth vegetable 
64. desertion dryness abundant coming leaving finding 
65. heartfelt sad hard sincere cloth fast 
Page 2 Go right on to next page 
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66, mutinous high noisy silent metal rebellious 
67. spinster unmarried cloth driver soldier part of ship 
68. avalanche gale waterfall landslide tornado scolding 
69. negligent very wise careless extravagant dishonest courteous 
~ 
70. pilfer find invent sweeten steal sell 
71. flay whip auction dismay harbor derelict 
72.defray deceive carriage pay conduct paint 
~ 73. penal medical illiterate boastful athlete criminal 
74.garner goose gather farm classify beseech 
75. carousal flight argument stealing revel revolution 
76. insignia battleship payment secretary badge insurance 
77. lethargy apathy wild animal inheritance debt liveliness 
78. animation strength bravery liveliness mercy intelligent 
79.buoyancy swelling meanness lightness truthfulness solidity 
80. insatiate unsatisfied intolerable disrespectful hurried harmless 
81. projectile pill mountain stream bullet liquid 
82. amalgamate cook combine pound distrust attack 
83. debilitate build plant float farm weaken 
84. inundate smother curse mat~h flood repair 
85. corpulent fat haughty serene energetic relent 
Raw Score ................•. 
Stop here and go back over your work 
NORMS FOR VOCABULARY TEST 
Age 7- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8~ 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 1o- 1o- 1o- 1o- 1o- 1o- 11- 11- 11- 11- 11- 11- 11- 11-
norm 10 0 1 3 5 6 7 7 8 9 10 0 0 1 3 3 4 4 5 5 8 9 10 1 3 a 7 8 10 0 2 4 5 6 8 10 11 
-
-
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Raw score 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 u 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 :u 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 M 36 
- - - - - - - - - - - - -
-
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Grade 
2.5 2 .6 2. 7 2.8 2.9 3.0 3.1 3.1 3.2 3 .3 3.4 3.5 3 .5 3.6 3 .7 3.7 3.8 3.8 norm 3.9 3.9 4.0 4.1 4.2 4.4 4.5 4 .7 4 .8 4 .9 5.0 5.2 5 .4 5.5 5 .6 5 .7 5 .9 6 .0 6 .1 
Age 12- 12- 12- 12- 12- 12- 12- 12- 12- 12- 12- 13- 13- 13- 13- 13- 14- 14- 14- 14- 14- 14- 14- 14- 15- 15- 15- 15- 15- 15- 15- 15- 16- 16- 16- 16- 16 
norm 0 1 2 2 3 3 4 5 7 9 11 1 4 7 9 11 1 3 4 5 7 8 9 11 0 1 3 5 6 7 9 11 0 1 2 4 5 
-
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - 1-
Raw score 37 38 39 !lO u 42 43 H 45 46 47 !l8 !l9 60 51 52 53 M 55 56 57 58 69 60 61 62 63 6i 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 71 
- - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1-
Grade 7.4 
10 10 10 10 10 10 l(l 
norm 6.2 6.3 6.4 6.4 6.5 6.5 6 .6 6.7 6.8 7 .0 7 .2 7 .6 7 .8 8.0 8.2 8 .4 8 .5 8 .6 8.7 8 .8 8.9 9 .0 9.2 9.3 9.4 9.5 9 .7 9 .8 9.9 .0 .2 .3 .4 .5 .7 .8 
Age 16- 16- 16- 11 6- 17- 17- 17- 17- 17- 17- 17- 18-
norm 7 9 11 11 0 1 4 5 7 8 10 1 
- - - - - - - - - - -
Raw score 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 
- - - - - -
- - - - 1-
Grade 10 ;ll 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 12 12 12 
norm .9 .0 .2 .3 .4 .5 .7 .8 .9 .0 .2 .4 
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LEVEL OF COMPREHENSION 
Directions: Read the paragraph. Note tb.e blank spaces marked A and B. Note the lines of words marked A and 
B under the paragraph. Draw a line under just one word in line A which makes the best sense when put in blank 
A. Draw a line under the one word in line B which belongs in blank B. 
Sample: Some dogs love the water. When they see a 
lake they love to_A__in and B--.-around. 
A. eat bark 
B. climb swim 
jump 
chew 
sleep 
sing 
drink 
swing 
If a paragraph contains three blank spaces, the third one will be marked C and a row of words marked C will 
be given. Draw a line under the word which belongs in blank C, just as you did for A and B. Be sure to do the 
paragraphs in the order 1, 2, 3, etc., in which they are numbered. 
1. Baby was a year old. He could walk but all he 
could say was1 "Ma-ma." His mother made a little 
cake for him. She showed him the A and 
baby said, B-
A. lamp 
B. dog 
cake 
candle 
candle 
mama 
plate 
birthday 
pan 
baby 
2. Gray Squirrel lived in the woods. He worked 
hard in the fall. Every day he gathered nuts. He hid 
them in a hole. When the__A__came, he had 
B to eat. ~ 
A. winter 
B. holes 
boat 
shells 
leaves 
food 
train 
days 
squirrels 
wood 
3. Bob had a new pair of roller skates. He put them 
on and started to skate. Down he went! He tried again 
and down he went. He soon found that_A__was 
notso____jB ____ . 
A. walking 
B. stupid 
running 
funny 
hiking 
tasty 
sliding 
ugly 
skating 
easy 
4. Father made a playhouse for the boys. He built 
it of wood. He cut four windows and a door in it. 
"Now," he said, "we need A for the windows 
and R for the floor." 
A. glass 
B. lace 
food 
straw 
trees 
blankets 
rocks 
boards 
cement 
glass 
5. Tom lived on a farm. Every morning he fed the 
pigs. The new baby pigs soon learned to know Tom. 
They began to___A_____as soon as they saw him 
____jB __ . 
A. crow bark 
B. corning sleeping 
grunt 
flying 
speak 
crowing 
mew 
singing 
6. At first the colt stayed by his mother. Then he 
ran around the field. He soon learned that lying on 
the A and kicking his B_in the air 
was great fun. 
A. table 
B. feet 
roof 
head 
tree 
tail 
water 
field 
grass 
mother 
7. Country boys and girls are used to the sound of 
crickets. During hot weather in August the crickets 
sing day and night. They are not harmful little crea-
tures and the chirping song they_A__is rather 
__ B __ . 
A. eat 
B. harmful 
roll slide 
dangerous silly 
sing 
hot 
fly 
pleasant 
8. A queer kind of bee is the "leaf-cutter" bee. He 
visits rosebushes and bites a leaf as you would take 
a bite out of a cookie. He rolls up these pieces of rose 
_A___and lines his B with them. 
A. petal 
B. nest 
stern 
yard 
foot 
1 
thorn -
root sting 
leaf 
buzz 
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9. Hens lay more eggs in light places than in dark. 
It was found that hens would lay at night if the elec-
tric lights were turned on. Some farmers say that this 
tires the_A__. They will not let them work 
twenty-four B a day. 
A. farmer wires chickens hens 
B. times minutes days seconds 
eggs 
hours 
15. Bread is sometimes baked out of doors in brick 
ovens. A fire is built inside the oven. When it is hot, 
the coals are pulled out. Pans of_A_placed in 
the oven arc.e ____ B~_in an hour. 
A. meat 
B. baked 
milk 
boiled 
cake 
roasted 
fruit 
fried 
bread 
stewed 
r---------------------------------------------- -
10. Cowboys work on big ranches in the West. A cow-
boy is in the saddle most of the day. He rides around 
looking for stray horses or cattle. The_A__ 
must not be allowed to get~----· 
A. ranches cattle 
B. well wet 
nest 
up 
trees 
lost 
saddles 
food 
11. Polar bears are lucky. If it were not for their coats 
of white fur they would easily be seen by Eskimo 
hunters. As it is, they can climb up on a mound of 
__ .A____and look like a B 
A. coal ice dirt 
B. peanut snowball baseball 
sugar 
Eskimo 
dough 
cat 
12. The longest bridge in the world was opened in 
1937. It runs from Oakland to San Francisco, Cali-
f ornia. It took three years to build it. The bridge is 
so high above the water that____A_can pass 
_B __ it. 
16. Farmers feed soy beans to their animals. Soy 
beans are also used in making plaster, buttons, and 
steering wheels for automobiles. Oil from soy beans 
is used in making paint and ink. A plant with such a 
variety of_A__is of great B_ 
A. time energy uses space taste 
B. loss height depth size value 
l~-------! 
, 17. A new type of "covered wagon" goes west today. 
It goes north and south and east as well. This is the 
trailer. Some trailers are simple and inexpensive, but 
others contain two rooms and are equipped with 
electric lights, hot and cold water, iceboxes, and 
radios. In fact, this_A__on wheels may be as 
__n ___ as its owner wishes. 
A. garage home barn station sh{)p 
B. old ugly complete hot empty 
\·--------------! 
A. water mountains 
under 
battleships 
around 
air 
above 
~--
horses l 
18. If you should ever lose your way in the woods, you 
can find your direction by the aid of a big tree. Ex-
amine the baric. It is usually damp and mossy on the B. over into 
13. Sea turtles never go on land except when they lay 
their eggs. They dig a deep hole and la,y their eggs in 
the sand. The babies hatch out and soon_A__ 
down to the B 
A. crawl 
B. sand 
dance 
salt 
float 
sun 
swim 
bushes 
fly 
water 
14. Nowadays we find houS€s made of concrete blocks 
with steel frames. Large sections of the walls are 
made of a new kind of structural glass. If the early 
homemakers of America could see these_A__ 
houses, they would be B • 
A. modern antique early 
B. sorry surprised ugly 
old 
worried 
silly 
angry 
north side and light and_A_on the B 
A. damp 
B. right 
off . 
left 
shaggy 
east 
torn 
south 
dry 
west 
19. There are no ears on a frog's head that we can 
see. This does not mean, however, that he cannot 
hear. A short distance behind each eye are two holes, 
~~~~~~~~ff~Bey~~~~ 
middle ear. In this ear_A__is carried by a 
special B to the brain where the __ c __ 
is actually done. 
A. sight sound 
B. trunk messenger 
C. coughing smelling 
light 
police 
seeing 
smells 
blood 
feeling 
nerve 
hearing touching 
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20. Light waves travel faster than sound waves. If 
you are close to a firecracker that is being shot off, 
you will see a flash of light and hear a noise almost 
at the same time. But the_A__you go from the 
firecracker, tlie greater the difference there will be 
between the time yon B the flash and the 
time you hear the __ c __ of the explosion. 
A. closer nearer sooner farther warmer 
B. hear see set stop want 
C. sound music light heat fire 
I 
21. Man has not yet guessed all the secrets of the 
past. Ag.es ago there lived in Asia Minor a tribe of 
people known as the Hittites. They no longer exist 
but they have left behind monume:nts, tombs, and 
sphinxes covered with mysterious writing. No one 
has as yet discovered the_A__to unlock these 
strange symbols and so the messages they B 
remain buried in the past of this forgotten__C __ , 
A. tale 
B. sent 
C. person 
key 
said 
man 
number 
telegraphed 
tribe 
sign 
sang 
living 
token 
wrote 
cousin 
22. The papyrus plant grew along the banks of the 
Nile River. The ancient Egyptians cooked and ate it 
as a food. They drank its sweet juice. They wove 
its stems into cloth and paper. No wonder they 
__A__ this B__friend! 
A. burned hated cultivated killed neglected 
B. useless pretty stolen valuable ugly 
23. The first cable laid across the Atlantic Ocean was 
made of copper wires twisted together, and covered 
with a coating of rubber, tarred rope, and twisted steel 
wires. In spite of this waterproof_A__, the salt 
water_______B_into the cable in a few weeks. 
A. glass diet 
B. enlarged ate 
covering 
multiplied 
direction current 
twisted coated 
24. Long ago people were called to church by the beat-
ing of a drum. The drummer was ·chosen in the town 
meeting and paid for his job. The dolefu~ 
of the drum was the beginning of a long service in a 
cold B 
A. sound 
B. winter 
sight size 
church town 
place 
house 
look 
ground 
25. For more than fifty years it has been possible to 
send letters via "special delivery." This means that 
if, in addition to the usual postage, a certain stamp is 
attached to a letter it will be delivered immediately 
upon its arrival at the Post Office to which it is ad-
dressed. A specia~takes the letter to the 
one to whom it is addressed. A dime buys the 
___B__for this __ c __ , 
A. reporter 
B. stamp 
C. song 
message 
letter 
train 
call 
charge 
ink 
messenger 
toll 
service 
radio 
rate 
dollar 
26. Rain was an important factor in the first flight 
across the English Channel in 1909. Bleriot, a French-
man, made the crossing from France to England in a 
small monoplane. About the time he was halfway 
over, his engine became overheated and he feared it 
would stop. As the rain began to fall, the engine 
cooled and the __ A___continued on its way to the 
___B____:__,ghore. The flight was a __ c __ , 
A. dirigible airplane biplane automobile gyro 
B. French American Swiss English Spanish 
C. failure doubtful question dream success 
27. The old-fashioned village doctor making his calls 
on horseback, with saddlebags full of giant pills and 
rare herbs, belongs to the past. Next to the minister 
he was held in the highest respect. He was kind and 
cheerful and a_A__to persons of all ages. The 
whole town always mourned his__B __ , 
A. pest 
B. death 
nuisance 
coming 
comfort 
pills 
menace 
calling 
joke 
riding 
28. Christmas Eve cheer was drunk in England in the 
eighteenth century out of the famous "posset-pot." 
Into a spicy drink the hostess dropped her wedding 
ring and a silver shilling. Each guest had a turn to 
__A__. It was believed that the one who found 
the B would soon be married, and that the 
one who got the coin would have good__C __ . 
Many people still own posset-pots which have been 
handed down in their families. 
A. dance drink eat skate dine 
B. coin silver pot tree ring 
C. cheer weather fish day luck 
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29. In line with the removal of adulterated goods from 
the markets is the attempt to abolish the one-time 
popular "quack medicines." In spite of the fact that 
such "medicines" may contain only harmless ingredi-
ents, they are being sold under false pretenses. The 
_____A_should be protected against wasting his 
money foolishly as well as against endangering his 
__B __ by not consulting a reputable_C __ . 
A. doctor consumer quack enemy paymaster 
B. money time energy health friends 1 
C. quack doctor engineer officer student 1
1 
1---------, 
30. In every country a small group concerns itself 
with the affairs of the government. The vast majority 
cares little about public affairs. This does not mean 
that the minority aiways rules the_A__, be-
cause unless the minority considers the B of 
the majority, the latter may set up new __ c __ . 
A. minority king business affairs majority 
B. wishes tastes housing rules complaints 
C. codes stakes rulers signals concerns 
31. The struggle between modern civilization and 
tribal custom has been well demonstrated in the 
administration of the Indian reservations. Once the 
right to tribal existence was allowed, problems arose . 
The government has found it very __A_ to per-
mit a B society to exist in the midst of a 
highly __ c __ one. 
A. easy 
B. new 
C. old 
lonely 
primitive 
tribal 
queer odd - unwise 
strange struggle problem 
Indian coarse complex 
32. The Norman Conquest had a strong influence on 
English architecture. For example, it is probable that 
timber was · used by the early English in building 
churches. But after the_A______invasion, such 
buildings began to be__B __ of stone. 
A. English Norman Saxon Danish Roman 
B. destroyed influenced used arched constructed 
33. Some persons believe that profit-sharing draws 
the employers and employees closer together when 
the incomes of both depend upon the amount of the 
profits. It speeds up the output of the worker and 
encourages him to take a greater interest in the 
_A__. An addition to his B enables 
him to achieve a higher standard of living. Above all, 
a friendly atmosphere_C __ the likelihood of 
strikes and lockouts. 
A. fun concerts concern 
B. salary house 
C. increases hardens 
work 
softens 
vacations speed 
time 
lessens 
output 
gives 
34. The qualities of ambition and perseverance found 
in individuals depend somewhat upon the number of 
their wants and the possibility of satisfying them. 
These qualities are often absent when individuals 
have no control over economic goods. They are likely 
to be present when there is no___A_to acquisi-
tion. A balance is__B __ when an effort is made 
to preserve __ c __ of opportunity. 
' A. time space limit score report 
B. achieved accounted reduced dependent sold 
C. qualities absence wants equality goods 
35. Every important satisfaction of an old want cre-
ates a new one; and this new want has to enter upon 
an experimentaL__A_to find its satisfaction. 
Judged from the side of what has gone before, 
achievement always settles something. Judged from 
the side of what comes after, it complicates, introduc-
ing new B_and unsettling factors, There is 
something pitifully juvenile in the idea that_C 
_means a definite sum of accomplishment which 
will D_stay done. 
A. train certainty adventure article community 
B. problems expenses dreams appetites languages 
C. honesty war taste progress revolution 
D. not forever nobly cheap]y intimately 
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SPEED TEST 
Directions: Read these paragraphs. Draw a line under the word which best answers the quest:lon. Draw a line under 
one word only. Do the exercises as rapidly as you can without making error s. 
Sample: 'l'he sun is warm in summer. Boys and girls 
like to swim and play games on the grass. When do 
we get very hot days? 
winter spring 
1. Mary was walking in the snow. She pulled her 
coat closer but the wind blew the icy snow against 
her face. What kind of day was it? 
pleasant warm tiresome cold 
2. They were pretty, red woolen mittens. They were 
sure to keep out the snow. How do you think they 
would feel in the winter time? 
cold heavy warm wet 
3. They wiggled their pink noses and sniffed lettuce. 
Their long ears were flat against their heads as they 
slipped into the garden. What animals were these? 
lions tigers dogs rabbits 
4. The flying squirrel can make very long leaps. It 
has folds of skin between its front legs and hind 
legs. What can this squirrel do best? 
leap run walk eat 
5. After the storm the children made a snow man. 
They gave him a hat and a pipe. When the sun came 
out it got warm and the snow man 
froze melted burned scorched 
6. Did you ever scratch the back of a pig? He loves 
it. Rub his back and shoulders with a board and listen 
to him grunt. How does he feel? 
sad happy sorry 
7. A deep-sea diver wears a helmet over his head. 
It has glass windows in front of the eyes and a tube for 
air. What does the helmet keep out? 
light air water dirt 
summer fall 
8. At night when all is still, a cat can hear tiny 
creatures moving. She can also see quite well on a 
dark night. What can see quite well on a dark night? 
boy girl cat man 
9. The blue roadster was in the ditch. The wrecking 
car got it out again with just one pull. What do you 
think the wrecking car had to be? 
beautiful strong old light 
10. A woodchuck digs a deep hole for a house. He 
leaves a pile of dirt outside his front door. Where 
does the dirt come from? 
rocks trees hole water 
11. James brought out a rake, a hoe, a spade, and a 
sprinkling can. What do you think James was going 
to do with these tools? 
garden sing shoot fight 
12. Since Lindbergh crossed the ocean in his plane, 
many other pilots h ave done the same thing. What 
do you think all these men can do well? 
swim fly fish sing 
13. Round and round the bowl the goldfish swam. Into 
his little stone castle and out through the seaweed he 
went. What does the goldfish do best? 
swim sing jump dance 
14. Could you eat a bowl of rice with two little sticks? 
A Chinese child uses his "chopsticks" just as well as 
you do a spoon. What do we use instead of chopsticks? 
bowls rice cups spoons 
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15. "Stop!" says the red light, "Wait!" says the yel~ I 
low, and "Go!" says the green. What must you do 
when you see these traffic signals? 
laugh obey run cry 
16. "Romba" had a long trunk and two fine ivory ) 
tusks, and she was very large. She was pleased when lj 
I people at the circus clapped. What was Romba? 
alligator mouse elephant monkey 
17. Stand in the middle of the kitchen of a dining 
car. You can reach to the stove, the icebox, the cup~ 
boards, and the sink. This kitchen is 
small huge large medium 
18. There was a great storm a-t sea. The fisherman's 
wife peered out over the rough waters. Her husband's 
boat was not in sight. How did she feel? 
sad hot happy angry 
19. "Carrier pigeons" are trained to fly home. If they 
are taken away they always fly back. Messages are 
often tied to their legs. What bird carries a message? 
peacock pigeon pheasant robin 
20. St. Bernard dogs live in the mountains of Switzer-
land. They are trained to hunt for travelers lost in the 
snowdrifts. These dogs are very 
red afraid brave small 
21. Long ago men lived in caves. They rolled stones 
in front of their caves at night to keep out the wild 
animals. How did the animals make them feel? 
afraid hot happy costly 
22. "Bran" is made from the outer layer of wheat 
irains. Bran is brown. If it is used in making bread, 
we get brown bread. What does bran make the bread? 
white fresh crusty brown 
23. Mary burst into tears. She had broken her favorite 
doll, Annabelle. Mary's mother came out with a pot 
of glue. What was she going to do to the doll? 
mend break burn sew 
,I 
!I 
i 
24. At night huge electric signs make Broadway a 
fairyland of light and color. This is one of the most 
famous streets in the world. How does it look? 
dull noisy bright dark 
25. Bell buoys are anchored far out in the ocean. They 
mark safe lanes for ships and boats to travel in. What 
do you think bell buoys are? 
signals children buildings rocks 
26. Indians moved from place to place. They lived in 
tepees made of poles with buffalo skins stretched 
across. Such houses were light and easy to 
eat move bury leave 
27. The sloth is an animal with hooks instead of feet. 
It can't really walk, but it can travel miles in the trees. 
What does the sloth like best? 
plains fire mountains forests 
28. The farmer sows the wheat seed. The miller 
grinds the wheat into flour. The baker bakes the flour 
into bread. From what is most of our bread made? 
soil powder wheat miller 
29. Maple sugar comes from the sap of the tree. This 
sap is collected in the spring and is boiled into sugar. 
From what tree does this sugar come? 
elm maple magnolia apple 
I 30. The camel can go for days without food or water. 
I 
He can carry a load a long distance. In what kind of 
country can camels travel better than other animals? 
wet dry cold foreign 
31. The anteater has no teeth. Instead, it has a long 
sticky tongue, which darts out and catches ants. What 
does this animal do best? 
chew bite lick climb ~ 
32. The dormouse belongs to the squirrel family. It I 
is larger than a rat. It lives on nuts and sleeps all ;. 
winter. What animal is it most like? 
mouse squirrel horse pig 
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33. A sloop is a small boat which carries two sails. 
The large sail is called the "mainsail" and the small 
one, the "jib" sail. What is a sloop? 
boat sail deck jib 
34. It is fun to have a clambake. Go down to the shore 
at low tide. Take a bucket and a shovel. What do you 
dig in to find the clams? 
sand plants woods buckets 
35. In the robin's nest were four blue eggs. A gray 
cat crept across the lawn. How did the robin feel 
when she saw the cat coming? 
happy safe cold frightened 
36. The oriole hangs her nest on the limb of a tree. 
The wind can rock the baby birds to sleep. What do 
you think this nest is like? 
rock cradle leaf chair 
37. Mary lunched in the dining car. It was fun to see 
farms, animals, and even towns go flying by. What 
did the train do while Mary ate? 
stopped moved wrecked burned 
38. Bobby brought goldfish to the school aquarium. 
Billy brought fantails with black spots. Mary brought 
seaweed and shells. What live in an aquarium? 
birds flies worms fish 
39. They placed the scarecrow on a long pole in the 
cornfield to scare away the crows. What would the 
crows do when they saw this funny man? 
eat fly away stop sleep 
40. A bird called the flamingo always lives near the 
water. It has long legs and a long neck. The long neck 
helps the flamingo to 
jump fish run hide 
42. The fang of a rattlesnake is a long sharp tooth. 
There is poison in this fang. That is why a rattle-
snake's bite is harmful. The fang is 
harmless dangerous pretty strong 
43. A "solar eclipse" means that the moon passes be-
tween the sun and the earth. If the moon shuts out 
\ the sun, how will the sky look? 
dark bright pale shining 
44. A dolphin is about seven feet long. It changes to 
brilliant colors when it leaps out of its water home. 
What do you think a dolphin is? 
fish bird mermaid frog 
45. The mother cuckoo bird lays her eggs in other 
birds' nests. The eggs are hatched for her. What kind 
of bird is the cuckoo? 
kind generous tiny lazy 
46. The French people gave the Americans the Statue 
of Liberty. It stands in New York harbor today. What 
country did it come from? 
New York America France Liberia 
4 7. Henry discovered the nest of a wild bird. When 
the mother came home she flew at Henry, shrieking 
and scolding. This bird was 
amused happy tame angry 
48. Molly was a Jersey. She had a beautiful coat of 
tan and sad brown eyes. She won the blue ribbon for 
having the richest milk. Molly was a 
cat colt cow goat 
49. It tells you what is happening in your city. It 
gives you the weather report. It is made of paper. It 
is printed every day. What is it? 
newspaper book radio telegram 
---------------------------------------------·-~------------------------------------------~ 
41. One fourth of a British penny is called a "farth-
ing." This is a very small coin. How many farthings 
does it take to make a penny? 
four fourteen two one 
50. The dachshund is a hound. He has four short legs, 
a long nose and tail and a very long body for a dog t 
What is a dachshund? 
dog monkey horse donkey 
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51. The policeman's whistle blew suddenly. He held 
up his hand. All the cars stopped. What did the police-
man use to bring the traffic to a stop? 
light whistle car gun 
52. In olden days men carried swords in the right 
hand. Today we shake hands with our right hands to 
show that we are not enemies, but that we are really 
animals swords enemies friends 
5:3. A bird has a little oil pocket on his back. From it 
he squeezes out a waterproof dressing for his feath-
ers. What does the bird put on his feathers? 
oil water sand soil 
54. A bell rang with a shrill sound. Mary ran to the 
telephone and put the receiver to her ear. What do 
you think was the first thing she said? 
good-by hello come in no 
55. The trapdoor spider builds her home in the 
ground. It is lined with silk cobwebs and has a little 
door that opens. The trapdoor spider is a good 
buyer builder singer cook 
56. Mary was two blocks away when the school bell 
rang. She ran fast but all the children had gone in-
side before she reached the door. What was Mary? 
early late sleepy dead 
57. "Creeping Charlie" is the name of a pretty green 
vine. It grows in window boxes and hanging baskets. 
What do you think "Creeping Charlie" is? 
stone bug man plant 
58. Pussy crept toward the mouse hole on soft padded 
feet. She was hungry. She watched the mouse hole for 
a long time. What was she waiting for? 
train dog mouse hole 
59. Ohio is an Indian word which means "Beautiful 
River." Many of our_ states have Indian names. From 
what language do we get the word Ohio? 
Italian Spanish English Indian 
60. John turned a little knob on the side of the box. 
A voice said suddenly, "This is Statio1il. XYZ broad-
casting." What do you think was in the box? 
telephone radio box boy 
61. Jim fastened one end of the rope to Rover's collar. 
The other end he tied to the porch. Rover howled and 
cried. How do you think Rover felt? 
hungry silly unhappy glad 
62. The Empire State Building is the world's tallest 
building. It has 102 stories. From the top of it you 
can see for many miles on a clear day. This building is 
tall short small soft 
63. When cold weather comes, the frog dives down fo 
the bottom of the pond. There he sleeps, buried in the 
mud, until spring. How does he spend the winter? 
traveling talking sleeping working 
64. A frog's skin is smooth and bare. It must be kept 
moist or the frog will die. He is happiest at the edge 
of the pond. What does he need most? 
water salt clothes spices 
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Age 6- 7- 7- 7-'7- 7- 7- 7- 7- 7- 7- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9-- 9- to-- to-- 1Q-- to-- 10- to-- to-- to-- 11- 11-
norm tO 0 t 1 2 3 5 6 8 9 10 0 1 3 4 5 5 6 7 9 10 0 1 4 8 9 tO 0 1 3 4 5 7 8 tO 0 2 
- - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
No. correct 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 2!l 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 u 86 88 
- - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Grade i 
norm 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.8 1.9 2.0 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.5 2.6 2.7 2.8 2.8 2.9 2.9 3.0 3.1 3.3 3.4 3.5 3.6 3.8 4 .0 4.1 4 .2 4.3 4.4 4.5 4.6 4.7 4.8 4.9 5.0 5.2 5.4 
Age 11- 11- 11- 12- t 2- 12- 12- 12- 12- t2- t 2- t2- 13- t3- t3- t 3- t3- t3- t4- 14- t4- t4- 14-- t5- 15- t5- t5- t6-
norm 5 8 tO 0 1 3 5 7 8 9 t O 11 0 3 4 7 9 11 1 4 7 9 11 1 4 6 9 1 
- - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
No. correct 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 80 61 62 63 64 
- - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1-
Grade 10 10 
norm 5.6 5.8 6.0 6.2 6.3 6.5 6.7 6.8 6.9 7.0 7.t 7.2 7.3 7.5 7.6 7.8 8 .0 8.2 8.4 8.6 8 .8 9.0 9.2 9.4 9.6 9.8 .0 .4 
SPEED-7 minutes (Continued on next line) 
Age 
norm 
, 
No. correct 
Grade 
norm 
6- 7- 7- 7- 7- 7- 7- 7- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 9-- 9- 9-- 9- 9- 1o--1o--1o--t0-1o--U-11-11-ll-12-12-12-12-t2-13-13-t3-~ 
to 1 2 3 4 5 8 tO 0 1 5 6 8 tO 0 t 4 8 9 0 3 4 7 tO 0 4 6 10 0 3 5 9 11 t 3 5 7 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 88 84 85 8 
1.6 1.8 1.9 2.0 2.0 2.1 2.3 2.5 2.6 2.7 2.9 3.0 3.2 3.4 3.5 3.6 3.8 4.0 4.1 4 .3 4.5 4.6 4.8 5.0 5.2 5.5 5.7 6.0 6.2 6.5 6.7 7.0 7.2 7.4 7.5 7.7 -, 
Age 
norm 
13-t3-14- t4--14--t5-t5-t5-t6-t6- t 6-t7- t7-17-t7-t7-t7-t7-t7-t8-t8-t8- 18- t8-t8- 18- 18-18-
9 11 3 5 9 1 6 11 3 9 11 0 1 3 4 5 7 8 10 1 3 5 7 8 8+ 8 + 8+ 8+ 
No. correct 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 ·48 49 50 51 52 53 5!l 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 68 64 
Grade 
norm 
tO 10 lt tt tt tt 11 1t 11 1t 12 12 t2 12 12 12 13 t3 t 3 13 13 
8.0 8.2 8.5 8.7 9.0 9.4 9.8 .2 .6 .0 .2 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 .0 .2 .4 .6 .8 .9 .0 + + + + 
ACCURACY SCORES (Percentages of Exercises Correct) 
Grade 2.5 3.0 3.6 !l.O <&.5 1).0 6.5 8.0 6.5 7.0 7.5 
ll'l 
Cl 
V. ffigh· 85-tOO 9Q--100 93-100 95-tOO 98-tOO tOO 100 tOO tOO 100 100 
~ mch 72- 84 so-- 89 85- 92 91- 94 93- 97 95-98 98 98 98 98 98 
~ Medium 48- 71 63- 79 76- 84 87- 90 89-- 92 9t-94 93-97 95-97 96-97 97 97 
Low 32- 47 45- 62 6Q-- 75 75- 86 so-- 88 84-90 87-92 89-94 9Q--95 9t-96 93-96 
V. Low o-- 31 0- 44 o-- 59 o-- 74 o-- 79 Q--83 0-86 Q--88 Q--89 Q--90 9--92 
Page 12 
·8.0 1.0 111.&-U.l 
100 100 100 
98 98 98 
97 97 97 
94--96 95-96 95-96 
Q--93 Q--94 Q--94 
PERCENTAGE TABLE FOR COMPUTING ACCURACY SCORES 
NUMBER OF EXERCISES ATTEMPTED 
21 22 23 24 25 [ 2s 27 28 29 301 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 
2 9 9 9 8 81 8 
3 14 14 13 13 12 12 11 !l 
4 19 18 17 17 16 15 15 14 14 
5 24 23 22 21 20 19 19 18 17 16 
6 29 27 26 25 24 23 22 22 21 20 19 
7 33 32 30 29 28 27 26 25 24 23 22 21 20 
B 38 36 34 33 32 31 30 29 28 27 26 25 24 23 
9 43 41 39 37 36 35 33 32 31 30 29 28 27 26 25 
10 48 45 43 42 40 39 37 36 34 33 32 31 30 29 28 27 26 25 
11 52 50 47 46 44 42 41 39 33 37 35 34 33 32 31 30 30 29 28 
12 57 54 52 50 48 46 44 42 11 10 39 38 36 35 34 33 32 32 31 30 
13 62 59 56 55 52 50 48 46 44 43 42 41 39 38 37 36 35 34 34 33 32 
14 67 63 60 58 56 54 52 50 48 47 45 44 42 41 40 39 38 37 36 35 34 33 
15 71 68 65 63 60 58 56 54 52 50 48 47 45 44 43 42 41 40 39 38 37 36 35 
16 76 72 69 67 64 62 60 58 55 5~· 52 50 48 47 46 44 43 42 41 40 39 38 37 36 35 
17 81 77 73 71 68 65 63 62 59 57 55 54 ·51 50 48 47 46 45 44 43 41 40 39 38 37 36 
18 86 81 78 75 72 69 67 64 62 60 59 57 54 53 51 50 49 47 46 45 44 43 42 41 40 39 39 
19 91 86 82 79 76 73 70 68 65 63 62 60 58 56 54 52 51 50 49 48 47 45 44 43 42 41 39 39 
20195 90 86 83 80 77 74 71 69 67 65 63 61 59 57 55 54 53 51 50 49 48 46 45 44 43 42 41 41 
90 87 84 81 78 75 72 70 68 66 64 62 60 58 57 56 54 53 51 50 49 47 46 45 44 43 43 42 41 21 100 95 
221 100 95 92 88 85 81 79 76 74 72 69 67 64 63 61 59 58 56 55 54 52 51 50 49 48 46 45 45 44 43 42 41 
23 100 96 92 88 85 83 79 77 75 72 70 68 66 64 62 61 59 58 56 54 53 52 51 50 48 47 4:7 46 45 44 43 42 
24 i 100 96 02 89 86 83 80 78 76 73 70 68 66 65 64 61 60 59 57 56 55 54 52 51 {9 49 48 47 46 45 44 43 
251 100 96 93 89 86 83 81 79 76 73 71 69 68 66 64 63 61 59 58 56 56 54 52 51 51 50 49 48 47 46 45 44 
2s!roo 96 94 80 87 85 82 79 76 74 72 70 68 66 65 63 61 60 59 58 56 55 54 53 52 50 50 49 48 47 46 45 44 
27 100 96 93 90 88 85 82 79 77 75 73 71 69 68 66 64 63 61 60 58 57 56 55 54 52 51 50 50 49 48 47 46 45 
28 100 96 94 91 88 85 82 80 77 76 74 72 70 68 66 64 63 62 60 59 58 57 56 54 53 52 51 50 50 49 48 47 16 
29 100 97 94 91 88 85 83 80 78 76 74 72 70 68 67 65 64 62 61 60 59 58 56 55 51 53 52 51 50 50 49 48 47 
30 100 98 95 91 88 86 83 81 79 77 75 73 71 70 68 66 65 63 62 61 60 58 57 56 55 54 53 52 51 50 50 49 48 
31 100 98 94 91 89 86 84 82 80 78 76 73 72 70 69 67 65 64 63 62 60 59 58 57 56 55 54 53 52 51 50 50 49 
32 100 97 94 91 88 86 84 82 80 77 75 74 72 71 69 68 66 65 64 62 61 60 59 58 57 56 55 54 53 52 51 50 50 
33 100 97 94 91 89 87 85 83 80 78 76 74 73 71 70 68 67 66 64 63 62 61 60 58 57 56 55 55 54 53 52 51 
34 100 97 94 92 90 87 85 83 81 79 77 75 73 72 70 69 68 66 65 64 62 61 60 59 58 57 56 55 54 53 53 
35' 100 97 95 93 89 87 86 84 81 79 77 75 74 72 71 70 68 67 66 64 63 62 61 60 59 58 57 56 55 M 
E-< 36 100 97 95 92 90 88 86 84 82 80 78 76 74 73 72 70 69 67 66 65 64 63 62 61 60 59 58 57 56 
0 37 100 97 94 93 90 88 86 84 82 80 78 76 75 74 72 71 69 68 67 66 65 63 62 61 60 59 58 57 :"1 
~ 38 100 97 95 92 90 88 86 84 82 81 78 77 76 .74 73 71 70 69 67 66 65 64 63 62 61 60 59 
:> 39 100 98 95 92 90 88 86 84 83 80 79 78 76 75 73 72 70 69 68 67 66 65 63 62 61 60 0 40 100 97 94 92 90 80 87 85 82 81 80 78 76 75 74 72 71 70 68 67 en 66 65 64 63 6~ 
:"1 
'll 
5 41 100 97 95 92 91 89 87 84 83 82 80 78 77 75 74 73 71 70 69 68 67 66 65 M 
~ 42 100 97 95 93 91 89 86 86 84 82 80 79 77 76 75 73 72 71 70 68 67 66 63 ~ 43 100 97 96 93 91 89 88 86 84 82 81 79 78 76 75 74 72 71 70 69 68 67 
"' 
"" 
44 100 98 95 93 92 90 88 86 84 83 81 80 78 77 75 74 73 72 70 69 68 
:> 45 100 97 96 94 92 90 88 86 84 83 81 80 78 77 76 75 73 72 71 70 
~ 
:"1 
:Q 46 100 98 96 94 92 90 88 86 85 83 82 80 79 77 76 75 74 73 71 
:0 47 100 98 96 94 92 90 88 87 85 83 82 81 79 78 77 75 74 73 ;:> 
z 48 100 98 96 94 92 90 88 87 85 84 82 81 80 78 77 76 75 
49 100 98 96 9•! 92 90 89 87 85 84 83 81 80 79 77 76 
60 100 98 96 94 92 90 89 87 86 84 83 81 80 79 78 
51 1100 98 96 94 92 91 89 87 86 85 83 82 80 79 
52 100 98 96 94 92 91 89 87 86 85 83 82 80 
53 100 98 96 94 92 91 89 88 86 85 84 8:.! 
54 100 98 96 94 93 91 90 88 87 85 84 
65 100 98 96 94 93 91 90 88 87 85 
56 100 98 96 94 93 91 90 88 87 
57 100 98 96 95 93 91 90 89 
58 wo 98 96 95 93 92 90 
59 100 98 96 95 93 92 
6ll 100 98 96 95 93 
61 100 98 96 95 
62 100 98 96 
63 100 98 
64 100 
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RECALL TESTS 
.. 
- , 
r 
Directions foz: Administering 
Written Recall .Tests 
1. Give each child a blank sheet of paper and ask him t ·o write the 
following information at the top of the pag~ and leave the sheet 
on the corner of his desk: 
198 
-Name: . . .... ,.. ---- .. . __ , _______________ _ School : ______________________ ___ 
Teacher: Date: 
-----------------------
. . l 
2. :Distribute to each child the printed selection, -face down. 
. 3. After the selections have been distributed, say to the children: 
.. 
r 
"When I say •Go', turn the paper over, read the stot'y .once with the 
idea that you will remember what you have read, then place the story 
on the corner of your desk, face : down. ttr 
-~
"On the sheet of paper with your name on it, write as much as you can 
remember of the story. If there are any words which are hard to spell, 
spell them as best you ean by sounding the letters in the word." 1 
4. Give the pupils _as much time as is needed to read the selection and 
to write the recall. 
5 .. Please be sure that the child's name and other requested information 
is on each sheet. Thank you. 
r 
SELECTION A 
Air-Mail Routes 
Kuch of the flying over air-mail routes is done at 
night, and there are lights all the way. Every few miles 
there is a special kind of gas lantern whose light comes 
on whenever the sun stop s shining. It is shut off t-lhen-
ever the sun comes out. 'l'here are small fields where 
pilots can make a landing in bad storms or if anything 
goes 1-1rong with the machine. The regular landing fields 
are 250 miles apart. They have houses, post offices, 
repair shops, supplies, and extra airplanes and p ilots 
in case they are needed. These airports have very power-
ful beacons, whose light can be seen by an airplane 130 
miles away. A pilot is never out of sight of one of 
these main landing fields. 
199 
, 
Name School 
Teacher Date 
------------------------
SELECTION A 
Air-Mail Routea 
1.. Much flying 
2.. over ~ir-mail routea 
3o is done at night 
4.. there are light~ all the way 
5" · Every few mile a , 
6o there is a apecial kind of gas lantern 
7o whose light comes on 
So whenever the aun stops shining 
9o It is ~hut eff 
lOo whenever the sun come• out 
llo There are many small field• 
12o· where pilots can make a landing 
13o in bad atorma 
14o !!'. ~anything goes wrong with the machine 
15. The regular landing field• 
16e are 250 miles apart 
17o They have houaea, pest officea, repair ahopa, 
zuppl.iea 
18o extra airplanes and pilots 
19a in case they are needed 
20.. Theme airports have very .pewerful beacon• 
21" whose lighta can be. aeen 130 miles away 
22o A pilot ia never out of sight 
23o of one of those main landing fielda 
200 
Town 
--------------------
Itema · recalled 
----
L 
• 
SELECTION B 
Gliders 
In the days when there were no engines that could 
be used in rlying machines, all experiments were made 
with the sort or airplane that today is called a glider. 
Men made planes shaped as nearly as pos sible like the 
wings of birds. 1hey discovered how to start orr into 
the air by running down a hill with these planes rastened 
to their waists. Then, when the wind lifted them orr the 
ground, they round out how to balance themselves in the 
air while they glided a short distance. ~Le rarther they 
glided, the slower they went, and they always landed on 
ground lower than the hill on which they started. A 
German is said to have made a rlight or one hundred and 
sixty-rive miles. ±n our day men are again studying 
gliders • 
201 
Name School 
Teacher Date 
SELECTION B 
Glider• 
-------------------------
lo In day5 when there were no engine• 
2o that could be used in airplanes 
3o all experiment• 
4o were made with the ~ort of airplane 
5o that today i~ calle d a glider 
6 c M n made plan a 
T"wn 
Iteme re c,. l led 
7 0 shaped a n arly aa possible like wings of birda 
s. They di~covered how to atart off inta the air 
9o by running down a hill 
lOo wi t h thea planes fastened to their waista 
llo the wind l i fte d them 
12o eff the ground 
13& they found out how to balance themselves 
14o in the air 
15o while th y glide d a shert distance 
16. The farther they glided 
17o the el wer they went 
18o they landed on ground lower than the hill · 
19o on which th y •tarted 
20. A German 
· ,~lo is 11aid to have made a flight of 165 milea 
22o In our day 
23o men are·· ·a.gain studying glidara 
202 
-----
203 
SELECTION C 
The Cacao Tree 
Chocolate and cocoa come from the seeds of the cacao 
tree. This tree grows in tropical regions as it must have 
p lenty of warmth and moisture. The cacao tree usually grows 
in t h e shade of other trees. Pods which resemble cucumbers 
form on the trees. Each pod has from 25 to 50 seeds. When 
t h e p ods turn a yellow or reddish color, the natives know 
t h ey are ready to be picked. The p ods are cut from the trees 
by s h arp knives fastened to long p oles. The p ods are dried 
h ,n_e for about a day, t en the seeds are removed. ~n seeds are 
the size of an almond. 'l'hey are put on large cement floors 
and are thoroughly dried before they are shipped to mark et. 
America buys much of its c a cao from South America. 
Name 
Teacher 
School 
Dat.e 
SELECTION C 
The Cacao Tree 
lo Chocolate and cocoa 
2 o come .from. the :!leed of the cacao tree 
3o This tree growl!! wild in the tropical region• 
4o a1 it must have plenty of warmth and moiature 
5o The cacao tree u:!lually grows in the shade 
6 o of other treea 
7o Pod:!! which reasmble cucumbera 
S o form on the trees 
9 o Each pod has fr~m 25 to 50 aeeda 
l Oo When the pod:!! turn a yellow or reddish CGll•r 
llo the natives know 
12o 
13o 
14o 
15o 
they are · ready to be picked 
The pod:!! are cut from the trees 
by !harp knives 
faste n ed on long pole a 
16 o The p o d~ are dried 
17o for about a day 
18 ; then the !eed:!! are remove~ 
l9o The ~eed :!! are the 8ize of an almond 
20o They are put on large cement floora 
2lo and are thoroughly dried 
22o before they are :!!hipped to market 
23 o America buy:!! much of its cacae 
24o from Sout h America 
204 
Tewn 
------- -
Tt11m1 recalled 
---
.... 
.,. 
... 
205 
SELECTION D 
Rice-Growing 
The chief rice-growing section of our country is the 
coastal lowlands of Texas and Louisiana. Rice needs a large 
amount of water when it is growing, so if there is not enough 
rainfall irrigation is used. The land is drained and flooded 
again and again during the summer. About six inches of water 
are kept over the fields for two months or more. As the rice 
begins to ripen, the water is drawn off ao that the plants will 
ripen better and the fields will become dry. Rice is harvested 
by mach ines and put into bundles to dry. After threshing the 
rice is sent to tn:fl.lls where the brown coat is removed, leaving 
white rice. The United States exports rice to other countries, 
because we raise more than we need • 
, 
1-
Name School 
Teacher Date 
SELECTION D 
Rice-Growing 
lo The chief rice-growing ~action of our country 
2 o i:!! the C€Hi:!! tal lowland~ of Texas and Louisiana 
3o Rice needs a large ameunt cf water 
~ 4. when it is growing 
• 
5o If there is not enough rainfall 
6o irrigation i:!! u~ed 
?o The land is drained and flooded 
8o du:ring the summer 
9o About six inche~ of water 
10. are kept over the fields 
11. for two months or more 
12. As the rice begins to ripen 
13. the water i~ drawn off 
14. ~o that the plants will ripen better 
l~o the field~ will become dry 
16. Rice is harvested 
17., by machines 
18. put into bundle~ to dry 
19. After threshing 
20o the rice is ~ent to mills 
2le where the brown coat i~ removed 
22o leaving white rice 
23o The U. S. exports rice to other countries 
24o because we raise mere than we need 
206 
Tewn 
rtems recalled 
----
SOCIAL STUDIES TEST 
,. 
208 
Name School Town 
~-------------------------------- -------------- ------------
Teacher Date Score 
----------------------------
Social Studies Teat 
I.,. Underline the right answero 
,. 
,-
... 
.-
.. 
... 
t 
lo Greece and Italy extend into the 
(a) Bl a ck Se a (b) Dead Sea (c) Persian Gulf (d) Mediterranean Sea 
2o Athens and Sparta were strong city=states ih 
(a) Persia (b) Greece (c) Rome (d) Corinth 
3o A chief purpose of the Olympic games was to develop 
(a) warriors (b) physical skills (c) competition (d) new games 
4o The Hebrews believed in 
(a) one God (b) few Gods 
5o The Romans were famous 
(c) many Gods (d) no God 
(a) prophets (b) engineers (c) philosophers (d) sailors 
6o ' Road~building and representative government were very important in 
(a) Palestine (b) . Rome (c) Greece (d) Phoenicia 
7o We learned some important ideas about democracy from the 
{a) Phoenicians (b) Hebrews (c} Greeks (d) Arabians 
Bo . A ~eople Vs way of living is called their 
(a} culture (b) fas ces (c) tradition (d) imperium 
9o The history of the Romans and the Greeks prove the need 
peri ods of 
(a) war (b) luxury (c) tradition (d) peace 
lOo We owe our alphabet to the 
(a) Greeks (b) Phoenicians (c) Arabians {d) Romans 
11 .. The most honored Greek city was 
(a) Salamis (b) Athens (c) Acropolis {d) Thebes 
12 .. The first written laws came from the 
(a) Greeks {b) Hebrews (c) Romans (d) Arabians 
for long 
13o The nobles or important people in Rome were the 
(a ) g ladiators (b) plebeians (c) patrici ans (d) togas 
14o A ruler who he lped Greek art and learning to spread was 
(a) Alexander (b) Socrates (c) Phidias (d) Apollo 
15o The Bible was handed down to us by the 
(a) Mo.slems (b) Hebrews {c) Greeks (d) Romans 
• 
Name School Teacher 
209 
Page 2 
------------------------------~ ------------- ----------------
16o A p~rson Vs be lief about God and what i s right is his 
(a) traditi on (b) imperium (c) culture (d) religion 
The followers of Jesus were called 
(a) prophets (b) phi losophers (c) disciples (d) scriptures 
18o The story of Gree ce proves to us the weakness of 
(a) city=states (b) a united government (c) military power 
(d) the Mohammedan religion 
19o The Chris tian religion emphasizes 
(a) love of money ( b) love of self 
(d) brotherly love 
(c) love of beauty 
20. Asia Minor and Palestine were once a part of the 
(a) Roman empi re (b) Arabian empire (c) Hebrew empire 
(d) Greek · empire 
~ 
:r. Below .are ten contrib~tions to our civilization by the (1) Greeks, 
r (2) Romansp_ (3) Hebrews>~ and (4) Phoenicians o Match the groups of_ people 
with their cont ributions by p lacing the number which is before each 
group in the proper blank before each contributiono 
lo Love of beaut y 
2o Democracy 
Al phabet 
4o Phi losophy and thinking 
.. Government 
Belief in one God 
7o _ Respect for law and justice 
.. So Athletic game s and s kill 
il. 
9o E~gineering and road=building 
lOo Brotherly lov~ 
l-
Name --------~--------------~--~~ 
School Teacher 
-----~~ 
210 
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'I III., For each group of items belowp place in the parentheses before each 
number in List I the letter of the phrase from List II that matches it., 
You will have two letters left over in each of the three groups .. 
.. 
• 
•· 
.. 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
List I 
) l o Julius Caesar 
} 2o Carthage 
) 3o Socrates 
) 4 o Jerusalem 
) 5o Zeus 
( ) 6o Legions 
( , ) 7 o Imperium 
( ) So Moslem 
( } 9o Consuls 
( )lO o Steppes 
( 
( 
{ 
( 
)llo Parthenon 
)12o Forum 
) 13 .. Justinian 
) 14o Xerxes 
)15o Hippocrate s 
List II 
(a) the Holy City 
(b) a famous Greek sculptor 
(c) the greatest Roman soldier 
(d) Rome9s greatest enemy 
(e) the father of all Greek gods 
(f) the Holy Land 
(g) a great Greek philosopher 
(a) power to rule in Rome 
(b) ·Roman rulers chosen by the people 
(c_) robe of a Roman citizen 
(d) famous dictators 
(e) divisions of a Roman army 
(f) highp rainless plains 
{g) a religion in Arabia and other 
mid=eas tern countries 
(a) wrote Roman l aws into a code 
(b) Persian who failed to conquer 
Greece 
(c ) an ope n-air theater 
(d) a beautiful Greek temple 
(e) the 99Fa t her of Medicine" 
(f) a Roman public building 
(g) an official of the p lebei ans 
Name School 
----------------
Teacher 
211 
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~ IV. Draw a circle around the letter T if a sentence is true. Circle the 
letter F if the sentence is not true. 
1. T F The Greeks were the first civilized people. 
2. T F The Greeks worshiped many gods. 
3. T F All of the Greeks were under one governmento 
4. T F The Greeks were defeated by the Persians. 
5. T F Unwritten history is called tradition~ 
6. T F The Hebrews lived in Palestine. 
7. T F The greatest contribution of the Greeks to our way of life was 
their religion., 
t · 8. T F We are indebted to the Romans for their ideas about government 
and engineering. 
... 
9o T F Mohammed was the greatest teacher of the Christian religion. 
10. T F Barbarians from the north attacked the Roman Empire. 
11.. T F The Senate was the governing body in Greece" 
· 12. T F Sparta was a military city. 
13. T F Homer was a famous Greek poeto 
k 14. T F The plebeians in Rome fought to have tribuneso 
15o T F The Greeks conquered the Romans with their ideas instead of their 
armies • 
. 16. T F The Gol den Age in Greece lasted only about fifty years. 
17o T F Carthage was a city built on seven hills. 
l8o T F Arabia is mostly a desert country. 
19o T F The Christian Church broke into two divisions. 
20. T F The first Christians were the rich and well-to-do peopleo 
2lo T F The barbarians settled their boundaries by fighting. 
22 9 T F The geography of Greece helped it to become a united nationo 
23. ·T F The Romans learned to govern themselves well. 
24. T F The Roman Senate was the real ruler of Rome. 
25. T F Hun dreds of Christians were put to death by the Romans., 
,. 
Name 
~ 
~ 
:, 
.. 
" 
212 
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School Teacher 
---------------------------------- ---------------
Va In each group of three events, place the number 1 in the parentheses 
before t he event which happened ~irst, the number 2 .before the even'\ 
which happened nextll and the num!i•l' 3 before that which happened last. 
lo ( l Barbarians began their migration into Greece 
( ); The Greeks p l anted many colonies 
( ) The Greeks defeated the Persians 
2o ( ) Rchne be came a republic 
( ) Barbarians invaded Rome from the north 
( } The birth of Chri s t 
3o ( ): Romans learned s e l f=government 
( ) Roman wars wi t h Carthage 
( ) Julius Caesar ruled the Roman Empire 
r 4o { ) The bi rth of Chris t 
( ) The Golde n Age of Greece 
., ( ) Peloponnesian War caused fall of Athena 
.,. 
5o ( ) Chris t iani t y spread t h r ough the Roman Empire 
( ) The Moslems bui lt an empire 
( ) 'I' he great Roman Empire in the West fell 
• 
SOCIAL DISTANCE SCALE 
• 
• 
t 
2lj 
~Name ________________________________ School ______________________ Town __________________ _ 
Teacher Date 
----------------------------------------Place a check in the column whi ch best expresses your feeling for each , 
person in the classo Do not put a mark beside your own nameo 
4o 3 .. . 2 .. 1 .. 
' 
• Would :).ike him In my gt'OUp Lik~ to be r would 
--
' 
Pupil's Name as one .ofmy , but not as 4 witli .hi.m once rather not Score 
pest frierids close friend in a While work . with 
but no_t often him 
~ 
(. 
• 
r 
~ 
I 
·-
• 
• 
• 
~ 
' 
l ' 
. ..., 
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SUBJECT PREFERENCE RATING 
GIRLS AND BOYS : Here is your 
~hance to tell us what your avorite studies are and why ou like some studies better han otherso 
• 
,. COLUMN I 
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School_·---·--------~-·---· -·-----
Town ______________ ~. D.at~-----~---------· 
Mark with an "X" Girl Boy __ _ 
Teachervs Name 
------·- ·------
~ 
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COLUMN II COUThnl III 
~IRECTIONS: Choose your DIRECTIONS: .. Put a DIRECTIONS : Put a circle I 
F:.avori te studies from circle around the aroi).nd ' the word wh:ich tell;:g 
L-hose namedo letter which tells whether you think a sub j ect 
~ how you feel about is EASY or HA:RDo 
Put 1 before your first each study .. . 
choice 0 ·~ .. 
~ut L- -I like it very \ 2 before your second mucho i bhoice o N=-I neither like Ia nor di slike ito 
~ut 3 befo r e your third D ... =I dislike it 
phoi ce o Yery mucri.:~ 
~ (Mark these 3 choices in .. r Colo I) 
~ 
Colo I Colo II Colo III 
' , READING L N D Easy Hard 
-
a 
ARITHMETIC L N D Easy Hard 
.. LANGUAGE or ENGLISH L N D Easy Hard 
-- -PENMANSHIP ~ or 
HANDWRITING L N D Easy Hard 
--
·-·_._,· 
SPELLING T N D Easy Hs.rd ~ .u 
i -•'!> GEOGRAPHY L · N D Easy H121rd I 
I -
.. ~:v----·· 
... 
HISTORY L N D Easy FL~~rd ~ 
-
.. 
-
~ I .. SOCIAL STUDIES L N D Easy Hard 
l ART or DRAWING L N D Easy Hard I , 
MUSIC L N D Easy liard . . 
, SCIENCE or L . N D NATURE STUDY Easy Hard 
, HEALTH EDUCATTON L N D ~ Easy Hard I 
--
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PUPIL QUESTIONNAIRE 
I . 
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Na.me School Town 
--------------------------------
------
Teacher Date 
-----------------------------
Group Mark with an "X" Girl Boy __ _ 
(A,B, or C) 
Pupil Questionnaire 
Underline the answer that tells how you reel. 
1. Did you enjoy doing these lessons? 
(a) Yes (b) No (c) Neither like nor dislike it 
2. Would you like to do more social studies lessons this way? 
(a) Yes (b) No (c) Some or the time 
3. Did you enjoy working with a partner? 
(a) Yes (b) No (c) Neither like nor dislike it 
4. Whom did you like to work with best? (a) Boys (b) Girls (c) Boys and girls together 
5. Which lessons did you like best? 
(a) Detailed Questions (b) Outline Techniques 
(c) General Questions 
6. Which lessons did you lik e least? 
(a) Detailed Questions (b) Outlin.e Techniques 
(c) General Questions 
7. When would you rather read the questions to each lesson? 
(a) Berore reading the paragraphs (bJ Arter reading the 
paragraphs (c) Either way 
8. Do you p refer to ans1.ver questions on one paragraph at a time or 
on t h e entire selection at once? 
{a) One paragraph at a time (b) Entire selection 
(c) Either way 
9. How do you prefer to give your answers to the questions? 
(a) Orally (b) Written (c) Either way 
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Name School Teacher 
10. What did you enjoy most about the lessons we have had? 
11. List anything that you did not like about these les s ons. 
12. I n what way do you t h ink these lessons have helped you? (If not, 
say so.) 
TEACHER EVALUATION FORM 
USED IN INDIVIDUAL CONFERENCES 
TEACHER EVALUATION 
Teacher School 
A. General 
1. How do you feel about the over-all results? 
2. ~~at satisfactions came out of the study? 
3. What difficulties did you encounter? 
B. Children 
1. How did t h e children react to the lessons? 
2. Vlh o showed most interest? 
Superior 
Average 
Below Average 
Neither group 
Boys 
3. Did they enjoy working in pairs? 
Girls 
Was working in pairs a new experience for them? 
Neither sex 
Have you tried the system of working in p airs before? 
Did t he pairs work together co-operatively as team mates? 
L~. How do you think the ch ildren p rogressed with the regular 
social studies? 
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5. Have you noticed any changes in your class in attitudes, habits, 
or ach ievements that might be attributed to the lessons? 
I mprovement 
Lack of Progress 
c. Lessons 
1. Which lessons were most enjoy.able and most effective? 
Detailed Questions 
Outline Techniques 
General Questions 
2. Here t h e directions clear and .adequate? 
3. Do you have any suggestions to improve the directions? 
4. Was the amount of time satisfactory? 
5. What sugges tions do you have to i mprove the use of the lessons 
in your classroom? 
